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FOREWORD
_vy\ .y,\ .yx av\ ///. /r/, {//- {SS-

//; any area in which the preservation of the beauty of Natwe is a primary purpose, every

modification of the natural landscape, whether it be by construction of a road or erection of

a shelter, is an intrusion. A basic objective of those who are entrusted with development of

such areas for the human uses for which they are established, is, it seems to me, to hold these

intrusions to a minimum and so to design them that, besides being attractive to look upon,

they appear to belong to and be a part of their settings.

For some years, the National Par\ Service, State Park authorities and other agencies

which administer natural park areas have been attaining a constantly improved technique of

design and execution for the structures that are required for safe, convenient and beneficial

public use of these par\s. Progress in this field has been especially marked since the incep-

tion of the Emergency Conservation Wor\ program, with its steadily increasing and sound

emphasis on development of recreational facilities, particularly in State Parkj. Stimulated by

the problems this work has presented, competent architects have produced designs—and seen

them converted into reality—that denote a real advance in this somewhat specialized field.

Herein are presented some of the successful natural park structures,—a group by no means

limited to those produced during the past two years or to those designed and erected under

National Park Service supervision. Since tastes differ and since varying experience produces

varying conclusions, it is hardly to be expected that there will be unanimous agreement as to

the wisdom of including certain of the selected designs, or that no one will take issue with

any of the points raised in the discussions that form an important part of the work- Selec-

tion and discussion alike, however, are the result of most careful and conscientious study.

This book 's certain, I believe, to prove of exceptional value to all those who are con-

cerned with the design of par\ structures. It should be immensely helpful in stimulating still

further improvement in this special field of design. The interest manifested in it in advance

of publication indicates a widespread conviction that there is a real place and a real need for

such a compilation.

Arno B. Cammerer, Director

National Par\ Service
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Though it is hoped that this volume will be widely used and that it will exert a beneficial

influence on the design of park structures everywhere, its preparation was undertaken pri-

marily because of a pressing need in connection with the Emergency Conservation Work

now under way in National and State Parkj throughout the country. Few architects had

had any very extensive experience in meeting the special demands of par\ structure design

as applied to natural areas; nor did any volume such as this one exist anywhere. For this

reason, Emergency Conservation Work funds, sufficient to defray the cost of publication,

were allotted for the purpose by Robert Fechner, Director of that popular and successful

undertaking, whose sympathetic understanding of the major problems of par\ and recreation

development has been an immensely helpful and encouraging factor of the work since its

inception.

The task of collecting and sifting the mass of available material was undertaken by a

committee from the administrative and professional staffs of the National Park Service. The

membership was as follows:

Albert H. Good, Architect, State Park Division, Chairman and Editor; Paul V.

Brown, Regional Officer, Fifth Region; Herbert Maier, Regional Officer, Seventh Region;

Norman T. Newton, Landscape Architect, Second Region; Oliver G. Taylor, Deputy

Chief Engineer, Eastern Division, Branch of Engineering; Thomas C. Vint, Chief Land-

scape Architect, Branch of Plans and Designs; Dorothy Waugh, Landscape Architect and

Artist, Second Region.

It is felt that the National Park Service was especially fortunate in having available the

services of Mr. Good as chairman and editor. To his already heavy duties as Architect for

the State Park Division of the National Park Service, Branch of Planning, was added re-

sponsibility for actual performance of the bulk of this very large task- He it was who as-

sembled the photographs and plans and submitted them to the scattered and busy members

of the committee. He also wrote the general discussions and the comment on individual

designs, which give the whole product its individuality and character. The intelligence and

enthusiasm with which he carried on his work fully deserve this brief acknowledgment. .

For the National Park Service, I also wish to express gratitude and appreciation to the

many others who have in any way assisted in this undertaking, and especially to Herbert

Evison, Supervisor of the State Park Division, whose helpful counsel, generously given, and

based on wide experience in State Park work, has been of immense value.

Conrad L. Wirth, Assistant Director

National Pa)\ Service
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APOLOGIA

lamentable is the fact that during the six days

_j given over to Creation, picnic tables and fire-

laces, foot bridges, toilet facilities, and many an-

her of man's requirements even in natural sur-

mndings, were negligently and entirely over-

oked. This grave omission, his persistent efforts

we long endeavored to supply, with varying suc-

ss, or lack of it, as one may choose to view it.

Confronted with this no less than awesome task

assuming to supply these odds and ends undone

hen the whistle blew on Creation, man may well

include, pending achievement of greater skill and

lesse, that only the most persistent demands for

facility shall trap him into playing the jester in

attire's unspoiled places. He may well realize

at structures, however well designed, almost

iver truly add to the beauty, but only to the use,

a park of true natural distinction. Since the

imary purpose of setting aside these areas is to

mserve them as nearly as possible in their natural

ate, every structure, however necessary, can only

; regarded as an intruder. Confronted with the

-called development of such areas for his own
eater use and enjoyment, he has on occasion rec-

;nized these first principles, to the masterly ac-

i mplishment of rejecting, sometimes with a sem-

ance of consistence, the temptation to embellish

I

ature's canvas. He has sometimes even confined

mself to building only such structures as long

i id thoughtful consideration demonstrates he can-

it do without. The success of his achievement

> measurable by the yardstick of his self-restraint.

In frequent cases his artistry has almost matched

is developing repression. He has come slowly

sense that, if the trespass is unavoidable, it can

done with a certain grace. The need proved,

:» undertaking is somehow legitimatized, or not,

|
harmony or the lack of it. He is learning that

; rmony is more likely to result from a use of

' tive materials. He shows signs of doubting the

|
opriety of introducing boulders from a distance

o a setting where nature failed to provide them,

or of incorporating heavy alien timbers into struc-

tures in treeless areas. He sometimes even indi-

cates a faltering of faith in the precision materials

produced by his machines, and so evidences, along

with a creditable humility, his growing understand-

ing of the fitness of things.

As he comes vaguely to sense that he cannot

improve on Nature, but rather can only facilitate

the way to his understanding and enjoyment of her

manifestations, he tends to a kindred humility to-

ward the remote past. He becomes aware of the

unvoiced claims of those long gone races and ear-

lier generations that tracked the wilderness, plains

or desert before him. In fitting tribute he graces

his encroachments by adapting to his structures

such of their traditions and practices as come

within his understanding. In consequence, the

heritage from the early settlers, English and Dutch,

still points the way along the Atlantic seaboard;

something of the influence of Old France lingers

along the trail of Pere Marquette and the fur trad-

ers who followed him. Reaching up from the

mouth of the Mississippi, from Florida, and Old

Mexico, Spanish traditions and customs rightfully

flourish. Over the covered wagon routes the ring

of the pioneer's axe is echoed in the efforts of to-

day. The habits and primitive ingenuity of the

American Indian persist and find varied expression

in park construction over wide areas. All these in-

fluences contribute to a growing variety in expres-

sion promising eventual high attainment.

The style of architecture which has been most

widely used in our forested National Parks, and

in other wilderness parks, is generally referred to

as "rustic." It is, or should be, something more

than the worn and misused term implies. It is

earnestly hoped that a more apt and expressive

designation for the style may evolve, but until it

appears, "rustic," in spite of its inaccuracy and in-

adequacy, must be resorted to in this discussion.

Successfully handled, it is a style which, through

the use of native materials in proper scale, and

IMITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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APOLOGIA

through the avoidance of rigid, straight lines, and

over-sophistication, gives the feeling of having been

executed by pioneer craftsmen with limited hand

tools. It thus achieves sympathy with natural sur-

roundings and with the past.

In high, mountainous and forested regions the

various structural elements of rustic construction

—logs, timbers, rocks—must be reasonably over-

scaled to the structure itself to avoid being un-

reasonably underscaled to surrounding large trees

and rough terrain. In less rugged natural areas,

the style may be employed with less emphasis on

oversizing. For pleasing harmony, the scale of the

structural elements must be reduced proportion-

ately as the ruggedness and scale of the surround-

ings diminish. When this recession in scale reaches

a point at which there is any hint of "twig" archi-

tecture masquerading under the term "rustic," the

understanding designer will sense immediately its

limitations and take refuge in some widely differ-

ent style.

That the so-called "rustic" style offers, if any-

thing, more pitfalls to failure than do the more

sophisticated expressions, is not widely enough

understood. And while generally speaking it

lends itself to many semi-wilderness regions per-

haps better than the others, its use is by no means

appropriate to all park areas. This is instantly

demonstrated by recalling the wide range of domi-

nant characteristics of our parks. Spectacular

snow-covered mountain peaks, dramatic primeval

forests, open expanses of arid desert or limitless

prairie, shifting sand dunes, gently rolling wood-

land and meadow, semi-tropical hammock, are not

to be served appropriately by a single structural

expression. A range of architectural styles as

varied as these backgrounds must be employed be-

fore our park architecture will have come of age.

Nothing is more indicative of lack of a proper

sense of values in park technique than the fre-

quently expressed determination to "make a fea-

ture" of a shelter or other park structure. The
features to be emphasized and stressed for appre-

ciation in parks with which we are here concerned

are the natural features, not the man-made. After

all, every structural undertaking in a natural park

is only a part of a whole. The individual buildin;

or facility must bow deferentially before the broai

park plan, which is the major objective, never 13

be lost sight of. The park plan determines th

size, character, location and use of each and ever

structure. Collectively, these should be proper!

interrelated; at the same time they must be closel

and logically related to the park plan to insure it

workability and harmony. Otherwise, there will

result, as someone has expressed it, a costly but ir

effectual collection of "spare parts."

Although a park structure exists solely for th

use of the public, it is not required that it be seei

from some distance In its most satisfying expre;

sion, the park structure is designed with a view t

subordinatin" it to its environment, and it is k

cated so that it may profit from any natural screer

ing that may exist. Suitable signs marking th

way to a particular park building which has bee

appropriately retired are to be preferred to th

shock of finding a building intruding at a foe;

point or visible for great distance.

The subordination of a structure to enviroi

ment may be aided in several ways. One of thes

is to screen the building by locating it behin

existing plant material or in some secluded spot i

the terrain partly screened by some other natur;

feature. In the absence of such screening at a sil

otherwise well suited for the building's functioi

an adequate screen can be planted, by repeatin

the same plant material which exists nearby. Pre

erably, structures will be so located with referent

to the natural features of the landscape that it

unnecessary to plant them out.

The color of the exteriors, particularly tl

wooden portions of park structures, is another mo>

important factor in assimilation. Naturally su<

colors as occur in, and are commonest to, the imm
diate surroundings serve best. In general, war

browns will go far toward retiring a wooden buil

ing in a wooded or partly wooded setting. A lig

driftwood gray is another safe color. Where co

trast is desired to give architectural accent to min
items, such as window muntins, a light buff

stone color may be sparingly used. Strange

enough, green is perhaps the hardest of all cole

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR • NATION AL PARK SERVIC
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o handle, because it is so difficult to get just the

orrect shade in a given setting and because it al-

nost invariably fades to a strangely different hue.

\ green roof might be expected to blend with the

preen of the surrounding trees, yet because a mass

>f foliage is an uneven surface, intermingling other

olors. and broken up by patches of deep shadow

ind bright openings, and because a roof is a flat

)lane which reflects a solid continuous color, any-

hing but harmony results. Brown or weathered

pray roofs, on the other hand, blend with the colors

>f earth and tree trunks to much happier results.

While structures should be so designed and so

ocated that it will not be necessary to plant them

>ut, the proper introduction of vegetation along

he foundations will gracefully obliterate the other-

vise unhappy line of demarcation between build-

ng and ground. Rough rock footings artfully con-

rived to give the impression of natural rock out-

roppings, are a means of blending the structure

o the site. A batter to a stone wall, with skillful

nittressing of the corners, if done with true finesse,

vill often bring to the building that agreeable look

)f having sprung from the soil. Park structures

jiving that impression are of the elect.

Some park structures give hint of their designers'

ong dalliance in cities, where architectural design

las become a matter of one facade. It should be re-

nembered that park buildings will be viewed from

ill sides, and that design cannot be lavished on one

levation only. All four elevations will be vir-

tually front elevations, and as such merit careful

tudy. Admittedly, one side of major park build-

ngs will always provide for service, and while en-

losures on park areas are to be deplored and only

nstalled where necessary, a palisade or some other

uitable enclosure on this side of the building

hould completely screen all service operations.

As a rule, park structures are less conspicuous

nd more readily subordinated to their settings

vhen horizontal lines predominate and the sil-

louette is low. Verticality will therefore be

voided wherever possible. This usually calls for

roof low in pitch, perhaps not more than one-

hird. Too frequently, roofs needlessly dominate
)oth structure and setting.

The degree of that sought-for primitive "char-

acter" in park structures that native materials can

contribute depends entirely on intelligent use.

The quality, not the fact, of "nativeness" of ma-

terials is of value. Local stone, worked to the reg-

ularity in size and surface of cut stone or concrete

block, and native logs fashioned to the rigid coun-

terpart of telephone poles or commercial timber,

have sacrificed all the virtue of being native.

Rock work needs first of all to be in proper scale.

The average size of the rocks employed must be

sufficiently large to justify the use of masonry.

Rocks should be placed on their natural beds, the

stratification or bedding planes horizontal, never

vertical. Variety of size lends interest and results

in a pattern far more pleasing than that produced

by units of common or nearly common size. In-

formality vanishes from rock work if the rocks are

laid in courses like brick work, or if the horizontal

joints are not broken. In walls the larger rocks

should be used near the base, but by no means

should smaller ones be used exclusively in the

upper portions. Rather should a variety of sizes

be common to the whole surface, the larger pre-

dominating at the base. Rock should be selected

for its color and hardness.

Logs should never be selected because they are

good poles. There is nothing aesthetically beauti-

ful in a pole. Logs desirable in the park tech-

nician's viewpoint are pleasingly knotted. The
knots are not completely sawed off. The textural

surface of the log after removal of the bark is duly

appreciated and preserved. Strong as may be the

immediate appeal of structures built of logs on

which the bark is left, we do well to renounce at

once this transitory charm. If the bark is not in-

tentionally stripped, not only will this process nat-

urally and immediately set in, but the wood is

subjected to aggravated deterioration through the

ravages of insects and rot. It is in the best inter-

ests of the life of park structures, as well as in avoid-

ance of a long period of litter from loosening bark,

and of unsightliness during the process, that there-

has come about general agreement that the bark

should be entirely sacrificed at the outset.

This outline of the factors which make for the

JNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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desirable and appropriately rugged, handcrafted

character of park structures would be woefully in-

complete if consideration of roof texture were

left unconsidered. The heavy walls of rock and

timber which are urged as fitting to a natural

environment are assuredly created in vain un-

less crowned with roofs having related character.

Surmounted with roofs trivial in aspect and thin

in fact, the heavy walls appear robbed of justifica-

tion. Verge members in gables should tend to be

oversized, eave lines to be thick, and the roofing

material to appear correspondingly heavy and dur-

able. Where wood shingles or shakes are used on

a roof, these should be fully an inch in thickness

if possible, and the doubling of every fifth course

or so, unless the building is quite small, will bring

the roof texture into more appropriate scale with

the structure itself and with the other materials

that compose it. The primitive character we seek

to create is furthered tremendously if we shun

straight rigid eave and course lines in favor of

properly irregular, wavering, "freehand" lines.

The straight edge as a precision tool has little or

no place in the park artisan's equipment.

The structures necessary in a park are naturally

less obtrusive if they are reasonably unified by a

use of one style of architecture, limited construc-

tion methods, and not too great variety in ma-

terials. When a truly inappropriate style of archi-

tecture already exists in a park in which new work

is contemplated, it is urged that the new buildings

do not stubbornly carry on the old tradition. The
best judgment available should be consulted to de-

termine upon the style most appropriate to the

area, and this then frankly and courageously

launched. If the new style is the more appropri-

ate one, it will prevail. In course of time the

earlier, inappropriately styled buildings, will, in

the very fitness of things, be eliminated.

Since structures exist in parks through suffer-

ance, it follows that it is highly desirable in every

area to keep down the number of them. A small

area can be ruined by a clutter of minor buildings

which, however necessary their purpose, seem to

have been forced into every vista to inflict a con-

s< iousiK'ss of the hand of man. Two functions, or

even more, where closely related at a given loca-

tion, should be combined under one roof. This

is not in defense of excessively large buildings. It

is sound practice only within reasonable limits. It

is based on a belief that a localizing of infection is

preferable to an irritating rash of trivial structures

all over an area. The grouping of two or more

facilities under one roof tends to bring welcome

variety to park structures generally. The limited

range of expression of any simple, one-purpose

building is vastly widened as other purposes are

combined with it.

Confronted with the privilege of presenting

examples of representative structures ancl

facilities that have found place in our natural park

areas, many decisions have been necessary in deter-

mination of a proper approach. Should such a

compilation assume in the reader no fundamental

knowledge of the subject, and become a park

primer treating the subject "from the ground up"

literally and figuratively? Should it seek to em-

brace in all detail every subject of possible inter-

est to the park-minded, from the many linked but

varied viewpoints of the architectural, landscape

and engineering professions, assuming in the

reader a consuming appetite for knowledge—in

bulk? Need it concern itself with formulae and

tables, diagrams and charts, rules of thumb and

rules of fact? Should it become a repository of

material, both technical and aesthetic, elementary

and advanced, and already available, albeit from

scattered sources?

The conclusion of the editing committee is thali

the call is for none of these things. It is firmly oli

the opinion that the aim should be toward a com
prehensive presentation of structures and appur

tenances in which principles held in esteem by pari

planners, landscape designers, engineers, and archi

tects, have been happily combined in adequate pro

vision for man's needs with minimum sacrifice o

a natural setting.

By avoiding any tendency to be a primer, an

encyclopedia, or a handbook of the subject, it ha

been hoped to focus more directly on the current!

trend in park structures and facilities. It is be

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVIC!
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ieved that by making the subjects herein widely

vailable for comparative study, the influence en-

.endered by each in itself will be widened to

aerge into a forceful composite, to the advance-

rent of park technique.

The structures and facilities shown are usually

xistent in, or suited to, natural parks, as distin-

uished from naturalistic or formalized city parks.

"hese latter are considered to be a field in them-

?lves, very different in major concept, and better

-eated independently of the natural park areas as

xemplified by our National and many of our State

arks. Examples, however, from Metropolitan

rid County Parks, which in their expression would

e equally at home in a completely natural envir-

nment, are in some instances included for the

: mipleteness of the collection.

The subject matter has suggested three varieties

f presentation. There are minor facilities, devel-

:ped to a pleasing and thoroughly satisfying ex-

ression within certain utilitarian or technical

mitations, which might with propriety be dupli-

ited in many localities. In such instances, it has

sen the endeavor to provide information in such

)mplete detail that close adaptation is made pos-

ble. This is by no means so much an invitation

i indiscriminate copying, as a suggestion that little

DJects once well done are often a more satisfactory

•lution to a recurring problem than a new cre-

ion claiming the sole and debatable distinction
:

originality.

Another group embraces subjects eminently

lited to particular locations, but promising little

iccess with outright transplanting into another

ivironment. Detail of such subjects is purposely

imited, and they are included simply in the hope
I iat they may exert an influence by conveying the

iarm and fitness of the subjects in their specific

i ttings and expressions, while flying a warning

;ainst too literal translation where some other di-

ect, or an entirely different language, might bet-

tr be used. It is intended to offer the spirit but

)t the letter of such examples. Only reliance on
e best professional advice can reasonably insure

1
ainst structures appropriate in one locality be-

< ming hideous caricatures elsewhere. Only con-

summate skill and rare good judgment in adapta-

tion can limit the spread of half-caste offspring, the

very counterfeit exactness of which is pathetic

testimony of the bar sinister relationship.

The third presentation is of successful accom-

plishments of highly individual problems, the fac-

tors fixing which are unlikely ever to be approxi-

mated in another problem. These are included in

recognition of worthy attainment, to inspire in

those to whom the more complex park structures

may be entrusted in the future, a high purpose to

approach their specific problems with equally re-

freshing individuality, ingenuity, and forthright-

ness. Plagiarism, subtle or obvious, in structures

within this category would be a crowning stupidity.

It is felt that inclusion of examples of extraor-

dinarily complex structures in parks would bring

little to the practical usefulness of this collection.

The more involved and extensive the structure, the

more evident that it is the result of an altogether

unique interplay of needs, topography, traditions,

materials and many other factors. Beyond the

borders of utter simplicity lie innumerable possible

patterns, complex in varying degree. The dupli-

cation of any one such pattern is without rime, the

approximation of it without reason. Readers will

note the absence of many well-known and admired

large-scale buildings of incontestable park charac-

ter. These are held to be sanctified in a sense by

their very success. They are omitted to avoid pos-

sible inference that they are imitable material.

The placing of some of the combination struc-

tures herein presented, within the chapter classi-

fications established, may stand in need of explana-

tion and defense. Such combination buildings are

so numerous, that to create a separate classification

for them would result in one very bulky and but

loosely related group, at the expense of, and out of

reasonable balance with, most of the other classi-

fications. For this reason the allocation of a so-

called combination structure to that heading which

seems best to define the apparently dominant use

of the building is the chosen alternative.

On one major point in the selection of material

the editing committee failed to agree. The ques-

tion, long debated, centered around honesty in the

NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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use of materials in that wide-ranging style in park

structures which we loosely identify, and as loosely

term, "rustic" or "pioneer." One opinion insisted

that park buildings should not appropriate the

semblance of primitive structures without appro-

priating as well all the primitive elements and

methods of the prototypes. It was held that there

is no allowable compromise with true log construc-

tion; it must be rigidly adhered to in every detail

if employed at all. Contrary opinion argued that

there are not at hand today the seemingly inex-

haustible resources of pioneer days, that to insist on

the use of logs in today's park structures in the

spendthrift fashion of our forefathers, might be

logic in the aesthetic abstract, but in practice wastes

those resources the conservation of which is at the

very roots of the impetus toward park expansion.

A straddling pacifist proposed that only the more

important park structures should faithfully repro-

duce pioneer log construction, with the objective

of preserving for observation and study the fast-dis-

appearing frontier construction methods. Minor

and oft-repeated units such as cabins, he argued,

might well utilize some more economical, even

though less picturesque and durable, method.

Here was an age-old controversy in a new set-

ting. Taking into account the demands of present

day economy and conservation principles, how far

might we properly recommend departure from the

forthright but prodigal construction of the pio-

neers? Dared we urge recourse to substitutes as

a recommended or even acceptable wall surface fin-

ish for park buildings? Is there justification in the

fact that the amount of timber stock required for

one true log structure will provide material for

three or four more or less adequate and pleasing

structures to bloom or blight (the partisan reader

may choose his own verb) in its place?

Only threats to turn the key on the jury until

a verdict would be reached moved the proponents

of the several schools of thought. Beyond all doubt

every member of the committee was coerced

through sheer horror at the prospect of enduring

longer the enforced company of six others of he-

retical belief. At any rate, the perfect settlement

was suavely reached by unanimous agreement to

leave the matter unsettled. The committee re-

mains stubbornly off the record on this contro-

versial point. In offering herein examples that

provoke argument and supply rebuttal for every

viewpoint, it tosses the debate to partisan readers

in the remote hope of an eventual conclusive

opinion.

The intent in publication of this collection will

be misconstrued if it is interpreted as providing

source material for park structures, denying need

for competent professional assistance in the crea-

tion of park buildings that may follow. The in-

tent is the very opposite. The most completely sat-

isfying subjects included herein are so. not as a re-

sult of chance, but because training, imagination,

effort and skill are conjoined to create and fashion

a pleasing structure or facility appropriate to a par-

ticular setting. Who then, but those of professional

training and experience are equipped to decide that

a perfect structural interpretation for one setting

will sanction adaptation for another, and in what

detail or degree modification will make the most of

the conditions presented by another environment?

If an existing structure is so admired that it per-

suades duplication, careful analysis will inevitably

demonstrate that admiration springs from a nice

perfection of the subject within one circumstantial

pattern. As that pattern changes so must the struc-

ture change. To venture in translation without

benefit of technical idiom foredooms to mediocrity

if not to failure.

In connection with the subjects illustrated will

be discovered a varied practice in the matter of

credit lines. This proceeds, not from conscious

intent to withhold credit where credit is due, but

from a lack of enabling information. The editing

committee regrets that the names of countless arti-

sans, technicians and agencies whose talents and

cooperation have brought distinction to the struc-

tures, and to the National Park Service the privi-

lege of compiling this collection, go unrecorded.

To all contributors, who with high purpose may
have produced an entire park system, a skillful

planting, well-fashioned log. a photograph of char-

acter, a salute is offered. To those who herein

must remain anonymous, an extra salvo!

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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ENTRANCEWAYS
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tn its simplest and, theoretically, its most desir-

able expression, the park entranceway is merely

i trail or a roadway taking off from a highway and

fading into an area dedicated to public nse and

tijoyment. But it is not long permitted to retain

) simple a form. Immediately, demands for traf-

c safety, through elimination of the hazards of

:eep grades, sharp turns, narrow rights of way, and

bstructions to vision, assert themselves, and the

mple unobtrusive entranceway is doomed.

To increase the safety factor for automobiles

saving or entering the main traffic flow at the en-

hance take-off, the highway is first widened, then

le entrance road. The intersections are trans-

jrmed into sweeping curves. Tree and plant

rowth, and perhaps a hillside, which interfere

rith sixty-mile-speed vision are eliminated. A
road parking area is created. All, doubtless, nec-

ssary and inevitable "improvement," but the un-

;lf-conscious park entranceway, bleeding from the

lany wounds, expires.

It will be gloriously reborn, having sacrificed

nly its naive innocence for a myriad of more
worldly values. Prompt to admit that the en-

ranceway is more sinned against than sinning, we
an but hope that artificiality and sophistication

/ill not be too brazenly flaunted.

The intersection of the approach road with the

aain highway has become so prominent that the

ntranceway is forced to take measures in self-de-

ense. It must strive to overcome the travelling

mblic's quick conclusion that here is a new speed-

way, a relief route to a metropolis, or the gateway

o some optimistic suburban subdivision.

A mere sign fails to clarify the impression. Py-

ons are resorted to in the hope of standing off the

•nrush of trucks and speeders. Gates are proposed,

vlore often than not these succeed rather in be-

: peaking the modern "burial park" than the kind
1 »f park it is hoped to typify. There results con-

usion worse confounded; solution seems beyond
each. Is it then any wonder that flanking walls.

lodges, towers, lights, concessions, arches—anything

looks reasonable as an appendage that gives prom-

ise of proclaiming beyond question just what the

entrance does, or failing this, does not, serve? The
temptation is hardly resistible, and the entrance-

way, complex, impressive, institutional, evolves.

Once fully aware of the factors that deny this

desired simplicity to the park designer, while con-

currently hampering the success of the compli-

cated alternative, it is well to take stock of just

what, in spite of all unfavorable limitations, a park

entranceway can be and convey.

It should at once invite and deter, encouraging

use while discouraging abuse of the park by the

public. It should be all things to all men, tempt-

ing the respecter of nature and of the past, while

warding off and detouring that bloc of the public

primarily bent on a greater and speedier gasoline

consumption. A kind of semaphore simultaneously

reading "stop" and "go," yet somehow avoiding

accidents—to traffic and to temperament. Surely

no easy accomplishment, perhaps unattainable.

The simple appeal and mystery of the rural lane

denied us, we can seek to beckon by means of an

approach road of inviting width. But the speeder

bent on getting nowhere in particular with all pos-

sible haste must somehow be diplomatically urged

in another direction. An island dividing the in

and out traffic will promote safety and restrain

recklessness without suggestion of inhospitality.

If an admission fee is to be collected, an island

kiosk is a very practical station point for collecting

admissions and for the attendant duties of checking

and providing information. From a kiosk so lo-

cated, a guard can conveniently give information

to departing patrons without undue interruption

to the business of admissions. By recalling the

familiar toll bridge entrance, it serves to suggest

to the entrant that a fee is to be collected, and

saves time that with any other arrangement might

be consumed in query and explanation. The
checking station, lodge, or sentry box to one side

JNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR • NATIONAL PARK SERVICE



ENTRANCEWAYS

of the entranceway is sometimes preferred, espe-

cially when the traffic flow is not heavy. There

are shown herein some successful examples of these

several arrangements.

For a proper control, entranceways to many
parks must serve as barriers during certain hours.

Gates become a practical necessity. A pretentions

rendering is apt to suggest an institution. Prob-

ably the low gate, related in appearance to the

familiar log barrier of the parking area, and pivot-

ing at one end for operation, is the happiest solu-

tion. It serves adequately as barrier and does not

obscure, nor presume to compete with, the land-

scape beyond. Among examples of this type, the

gate of the checking station at Turner Falls. Okla-

homa, is of exceptional merit. A chain barrier is

an even simpler solution, but should always -be

equipped with a conspicuous sign or otherwise be

made readily visible under automobile headlights.

In specific instances, a custodian's dwelling or

lodge may necessarily and logically be incorporated

with the entrancewav. The connotation of gate

lodge guarding a country estate is then to be

avoided. When any portion of the using public

is transported to the park by common carrier, a

sheltered waiting space, as an adjunct of the en-

tranceway, has a real function.

Overhead construction, utilizing arch or lintel,

perhaps overdone in an earlier era, seems not to

find wide current favor. Doubtless this results

from a worthy desire to avoid any feeling of con-

finement, or any subconscious recall of the tri-

umphal arch and staff creations long associated

with street parades and carnivals.

The speed and conditions of present day traffic

in which the car is quicker than the eye, dictate

that the public be given timely warning and vision

of its approach to the park entranceway. In order

that brakes may be applied effectively at prevalent,

popular speeds, a considerable stretch of highway

border is affected. While conservation of all pos-

sible forest cover may be the primary and praise-

worthy objective of the natural park enthusiast,

it is urged that it yield precedence outside the en-

trance gate to the demands for safety. The prac-

tical advantages to be derived from the placement

of any entrance features well back from the main

highway, and the maintenance of suitably cleared

sight lines, must be acknowledged by all as para-

mount.

The park entranceway may meet all the require-

ments of function and many of the standards of

beauty and yet fall far short of its potentialities.

As the outpost of a reserved area offering certain

distinctive recreational opportunities to the public,

it can with subtlety and grace, project the promise

and lure of the region and its offered recreation to

the Aery public highway. The truly successful

entranceway will be contrived to be the simple

essence of the park's characteristics to no resultant

interference with the basic and material functions

of ingress, egress and barrier.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVIC:
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ENTRANCEWAYS • Plate A-l
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ENTRANCEWAYS • Plate A-10

Cape San Sebastian State Parl{, Oregon

Various and sundry entrance pylons surround

this caption. The range is considerable in silhou-

ette, and in formality and technique of masonry as

well. The tall pylon having extended wooden arm

with suspended sign designating the park is a popu-

lar arrangement. Again, a panel carrying the name

Caddo Lake State Parf{, Texas ha\e Brownwood State Var\, Texas
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Letchworth State Par\, New Yor\

of the park is built into the face of the pylon.

There are many possibilities for novelty within the

bounds of good taste that are by no means ex-

hausted by the few examples it is possible to show
in this limited space. Important as agreeable mass
and well-built stone work, is the appearance of

stability, adequate bulk and permanence in pylons.

Pilot Knob State Par\, Iowa

Taconic State Par\, New Yort{ Ra\er Memorial, Lassen Volcanic National Parl{

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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ENTRANCEWAYS • Plate A-12

Entrance Checking Station, Mt. Rainier National Par\

A splendid log structure deserving of the impres-

sive background it enjoys. Only the trivial chim-

neys fail to register to the high standards all other

details maintain. The log work and the scale of the

rafters, purlins and shake roof with pole-capped

ridge, are excellently handled. The low log barrier

in addition to practical purpose serves to link the

log construction with the surroundings. There is

a well-tended neatness about this structure and set-

ting untypical of wilderness areas generally, yet

somehow not discordant here.
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SIGNS and MARKERS

The classification "Signs and Markers" is not

concerned with entrance signs alone. It em-

braces a broad range of devices for facilitating use,

enjoyment and understanding of a park by the

public. As development of any area proceeds

there is bound to be coincident multiplication of

kinds and numbers of required signs and related

objects—directional, designative, regulatory, cau-

tionary, or merely informative of natural or his-

torical fact.

Nothing in parks, unless it be the entranceway,

3ffers wider legitimate scope for individuality in

conveying the characteristics or background of a

particular area than do the signs and markers.

These can be the embodiment of those rare and

distinguishing features that have dictated the estab-

lishment of the park—the motifs in miniature of

;he park motif.

A visitor on pilgrimage to the reconstructed vil-

lage of Lincoln's young manhood in New Salem

State Park, Illinois, is subtly put in receptive and

reverent mood for the illusion of a mid-western

backwoods village of the eighteen-thirties by the

very character of the stylized signs and markers.

The black, uncertain lettering on white back-

ground, in its hand-made irregularity and waver-

ing course lines, recalls the crude typography of

the newspapers and handbills of the period and

place. Instantly imagination is in pitch, and un-

derstanding in tune, with the melody about to be

re-sung for us.

The signs and markers of those parks whose

:dory is some unique or unusual outcome of nat-

ural forces can often clearly echo these character-

sties to a welcome avoidance of the trite. Wit-

less the nature shrine at Obsidian Cliff in Yellow-

stone National Park, formed of basaltic columns
)f hexagonal section in their natural relation to

me another, which formation is a conspicuous

phenomenon of this area. There are as well other

Barkers herein presented, which through clever

tnd skillful recall of a local feature, are neither

banal nor fantastic, but succeed in achieving great

individuality and distinction.

The day when the quintessence of naturalism

for park signs was to paint them on boulders and

cliffs is within the memory of many of us. Hap-

pily our developing sense of fitness has had a swing

away from this sort of thing. The utter inappro-

priateness of nailing signs to trees is also better

understood in the light of today's park-mindedness.

Perhaps a warning note should be sounded against

a noted recent tendency to bring to the park sign

something of modern commercial eye-arresting

technique. By no means need the park entrance

sign seek to compete with the twenty-four-sheet

cigarette poster further down the road nor is there

merit in three or four messages conveyed by as

many different signs, wherever all might logically

be accumulated to one sign. Several such group-

ings that successfully exemplify these points are il-

lustrated on the following pages.

There is an interesting and growing movement
to acquaint the using public with the details of a

park area through the medium of maps. The
routes of foot or horse trails, the locations of points

of historical or scenic interest, the relationship be-

tween notable features and areas of intensive or

specific use are graphically told to great advantage.

Such informative devices, provided at strategic

points, can offer a wealth of fact with wide appeal

to varied interests, and make possible a broader

understanding of an area than endless tramping

over the actual terrain could give.

Informative or educational maps may take the

form of simple painted signs showing the course of

a particular trail, the route to an historic spot, or

the reconstruction of remains of military earth-

works or Indian mounds. They may become elab-

orate, decorative cartograms or cartographs ar-

ranged under glass, visualizing geological cross sec-

tions, military maneuvers, subterranean caverns,

or topography.

Lately the educational value of the relief model

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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SIGNS and MARKERS

reproducing at small scale the terrain of an entire

park area has come to be more fully appreciated.

Created of plaster, such models are already on ex-

hibition in nature and history museums within our

parks. Proposed of concrete construction, several

are now under consideration for outdoor locations.

Such models, supplemented with suitable inscrip-

tions, can offer comprehensive visualization of

mountain-building movements, and subsequent

erosion of the land by water, wind and ice. or con-

vey an understanding of a military engagement or

vanished civilization that is uriapproached by any

other medium.

Often signs of informative or educational pur-

pose tend to be something very like minor mu-

seums out-of-doors. These highly developed nature

or history shrines serve to bring the recorded fact,

theory, or interpretation to the very scene of the

prehistoric or historic occurrence, or the actual lo-

cation of the scientific or natural phenomenon.

This is of tremendous value in offering the most

complete exposition possible of those things which

the park exists to commemorate or to preserve.

The more elaborate of these informative devices

are actually the transition between the mere sign

and the museum that has won legitimate place in

a natural park. Some are at once truly glorified

sign and museum in embryo.

SIGN, NEW SALEM STATE PARK, ILLINOIS

This sign panel is illustrative of the styling of lettering to a

particular period conspicuous in the historic past of a site or

region. In this instance the era is that of the American frontier,

the motif is the primitive and faltering printing press of the

newly conquered wilderness, while the interest is the Lincoln

legend.
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1 lac\ Hau>\ State Var\, Illinois

gns in Control of Traffic

Surrounding arc signs intended to function in

: mtrol of traffic. All are of pleasing, rustic charac-

r. The examples at Custer and Dolliver Memo-
al State Parks serve to demonstrate clearly the

bcorative quality of logs from which the knots are

3t entirely obliterated. Very practical because

mw in height, and therefore causing no interfer-

lce with vision, are the entrance and exit signs of

le parking area at Black Hawk State Park

Dolliver Memorial State Par\, Iowa

iddo Lake State Par\, Texas Custer State Par\, South Dakota
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Zil/{er Metropolitan Tar\, Austin, Texas

Here are directional signs none the less inspired

because they are simple. Outstandingly original

is the foot trail sign post, indicating the way by

means of a footprint instead of the hackneyed

pointing index finger. The failure to remove the

bark from the uprights of this sign and the com-

panion sign directly below it, is hardly subject to

censure in the case of items so minor in char-

acter. Signs are well kept low in height when there

is no vegetation threatening to obscure them.

Zill{cr Metropolitan Var\, Austin, Texas White Pine Forest State Par%, Illinois
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SIGNS and MARKERS • Plate B-3

directional Signs

The urge to capture naivete and rusticity in park

igns should not lead to illegibility in lettering.

These qualities are best confined to the form of the

ign panel itself and to the upright supporting

rembers. All the lettering on the signs shown in

he surrounding illustrations follows familiar forms

without prejudicing wilderness character.

Mount Nebo State Par\, Arkansas

I

«-GAME LODGE 7 Ml.

MT.COOLIDGE 3M1V
+ RAPID CITY 39 MI.

HOI SPRINGS 30 Mb*

'1 zsca State Par\, Minnesota Custer State Par\, South Dakota
-
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Entrance or Designatste Markers

In the upper examples on this page is more

primitive character than in the markers sh

below. The sisrn at ^\~hite Pine Forest Park illus-

trates the possibility of combining this facilitv with

il fence. The staggering of the letters in the

second line of the Kitchawan Tavern sign will

its critics Signs like this are prod,

sheet metal or asbestos templates, a blow torch, and,

for the last line, just die right degree of intemper-

ance
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*asa Grande Sationai M nument

Oesignativi .'.'
. r and Nature Shrines

These items have little in common to warrant

his grouping on one page, beyond being basically

.igns. The Casa Grande entrance sign is a clever

onception. hammered out of sheet copper a

illed with concrete. It sen es as marker and for sep-

irating in and out traffic at the entrance to this

Dark. The specimen at upper right typifies the

)low torch technique, with the letters painted for

ncreased legibility. Below arc examples of the na-

me shrine—the link between the mere marker and

he trailside museum.

[tyre Shrine, Yellowstone National 1

.

Nature Shrine, Yellowstone Xat -v. P

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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Map itand obolte-r Hidbland Hammock - Florid

1 bis arrangement tor cxbibitm?

many or tb& di f t icu I tie-5

map ire tbe open overcome

similar co«triva.nc&5.

&an-ro roor elimmate-s tbe- 5ur2i dlare- Wa-te-rproor in cor

pound pre-ye-nts e-mrance- or moisture- above* me- dlass, bi

neatb wbicb rubber blocks permit tbe. circulation or air. I n

map is dlued to a bacltmd or dense, composition board an

copper scree-mnd excludes insects, lw contrast with tbis bid

:tainrnenb practically, tncre/ is ar; aesthetic- lad. ^truc
taral members see-m spinalind in tbe-ir proportions.

3-6"

5IDL ELEVATION Oc-ale- T'*l :0"

*~7 6-7" 4>Locj sleepers"

FRONT LLLVATION
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BARRIERS, WALLS and FENCES
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/f max colxd bring to his creations in natural

parks, the protective coloration that Nature be-

stows on wildlife, with how much more harmony

he would endow his trespasses! One particularly

longs lor this quality in barriers, herein consid-

ered to embrace obstacles and obstructions to auto-

mobile travel, stone walls and wood fences, guard

rails and retaining walls. These are unavoidable

necessities in practically all parks, and are generally

so extensively required that any treatment short

of the most skillful can become a source of quick

contamination to natural beauty into the farther-

most reaches of the area.

It is not to be denied that there sometimes ex-

ists in natural areas need for barriers that must

forego protective coloration to shout immediate

and forceful warning of danger ahead, particularly

to the motorist. Barriers and obstructions that

have as their primary objective being seen for the

purpose of preventing traffic accidents, are not to

be laughed off. They are an acknowledged if un-

welcome necessity even in parks, and our public

highways provide innumerable examples of prec-

edent more or less effectual in purpose and con-

struction. To create barriers that shout a warning

is no trick at all. It is much more difficult to deter-

mine at exactly what locations on park roads a

barrier having this function is requisite and tol-

erable. To provide within a given park area

neither one too many nor one too few barriers

having this primary function is both the problem
and the solution. It should be studied in the light

of the accepted tenet that park roads exist for

leisurely automobile travel only, and with coin-

cident appreciation of the fact that speed of traf-

fic and need for cautionary and protective barriers

relate to each other in some geometric ratio. Re-

sultantly we should find in parks fewer blatant

barriers than the public highways require, and a

preponderance of the unobtrusive barrier treat-

ment.

Barriers in natural parks can spread the blight

of man's destructiveness with greater speed and to

greater distances than any other instrument of his

devising—save perhaps matches. For this reason

they, deserve to be planned with thoughtful care,

and to be developed and constructed with ever

alert willingness to adjust the predetermined treat-

ment to serve best the varying backgrounds and

conditions actually encountered in the field. The
contrary approach, the attempt to warp conditions

of site to some blueprint treatment of barrier or

retaining wall, usually leads to disaster. Natural

quality is so ready to vanish; artificial quality so

prone to persist.

Barriers of stone have one basic advantage over

barriers of wood. Stone is the more permanent,

a fact which often predisposes its selection as the

material for use. The claim of permanence, how-

ever, should not alone determine the choice of

stone over wood; each must be further considered

in the light of its native suitability. Stone im-

ported into park areas to which no stone is native,

seems always inappropriate. Stone imported into

park areas to which a different and perhaps un-

workable kind of stone is native, will demand the

most skillful ingenuity in any effort to make the

importation appear reasonably at home. There

are certain regions where native stone suitable for

building is not present, yet the landscape is of

definitely stony character. Here barriers of im-

ported stone can be made effective when artfully

contrived. But more often than not, unless bar-

riers can be produced from native stone, it is more

reasonable to waive the advantage of greater per-

manence and make use of wood. Timber for bar-

riers in some localities will offset comparative lack

of permanence through native abundance and

consequent greater suitability and economy. For

wooded areas, regardless of stone supply, there are

those who cast their votes in favor of wood, usually

log, barriers, which can be made sturdy and un-

obtrusive, and are far from short-lived.

When neither wood nor stone can stake a valid

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR- NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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BARRIERS, WALLS and FENCES

claim to being native, or appearing to be native

to a region, the attributes of the area for park pur-

poses may be logically challenged. This premise

allowed, we are assured that either wood or stone

will appropriately serve as material for the barriers

we may require in any tract of true park poten-

tialities. The problem then becomes one of intel-

ligent use of whichever material Nature's bounty

indicates.

Among possible barrier constructions are some

which when broken are more easily repaired than

others. These will be favored by the park tech-

nician wherever the limiting of maintenance costs

must be considered. Barriers designed with wood

rails that build into stone piers usually require an

excessive amount of labor when replacement of a

broken rail becomes necessary. It is possible to

detail the customary low guard rail of the parking

area so that when one rail is broken the adjoining

sections are unaffected either by reason of the acci-

dent itself or the ensuing operation of replacing

the broken member.

Of particular import are the stretches of wall or

fence that adjoin the entranceway. Unless these

are to be completely planted out, something of the

flavor of the entrance structures should be given

them. The stone wall so typical of New England,

New York, and Pennsylvania, and the rail fence

once so widely distributed through the Middle

West have the advantage of long familiarity and

deep significance to many of us. Because they

bring subconsciously to mind the very values that

parks seek to recapture—open spaces, unspoiled

Nature, release from cramped and artificial exist-

ence—they might well serve as a far more useful

instrument than they have served to date in the

hands of park planners.

In his well-presented "Camp Planning and

Camp Reconstruction," issued by the United States

forest Service, Dr. E. P. Meinecke discusses the

choice and use of obstacles, obstructions and bar-

i ii is in relation to the principle of camp planning

that has become widely known and accepted as the

"Meinecke Plan." So much on the subject of bar-

riers therein contained is applicable to their proper

use in parks, beyond the confines of camp sites,

that Dr. Meinecke is quoted here in part.

"It must not be forgotten," Dr. Meinecke writes,

"that even the best of law-abiding citizens, when

he is torn loose from the accustomed and accepted

restrictions of town life, does not instinctively

know what is permitted and what he is expected to

avoid. . . .

"Obstacles and barriers must, therefore, be of

such a nature that he immediately reacts to the

directions as expressed by the placing of obstacles.

Small rocks are too easily overlooked by the drive?

of the moving car. They do not look dangerous,

and they are too easily moved. Logs of small di-

ameter offer no obstruction at all, and their use is

a waste of effort and expenditure.

"The size of rocks and logs to be employed is

determined by the deterrent effect they produce

upon the driver. Rocks should be partially em-

bedded in the soil. They appear more natural and

more solid than rocks placed merely on the sur-

face. The size of the visible part of the rock is

reduced by embedding, and this decrease in de-

terring mass must be taken into consideration in

the choice of the rock employed. . . .

"It is neither necessary nor desirable to outline

roads or spurs with rows of regularly spaced rocks.

. . . Regular row7s look unnatural. . . .

"The use of logs to serve as barriers and guides

along roads and parking spurs is, in general, much
cheaper than the hauling and digging of boulders.

On the other hand, logs and pole fences are far

less permanent. In our wild forests the ground is

often strewn with down trees which can be used

for this purpose. Large logs lying on the ground

will act as barriers for a long time, even if they

decay. . . .

"When wood is used for barriers the plain, nat-

ural log, placed in such a way that it gives the

appearance of having fallen where it lies, is with-

out doubt much preferable to the artificial

fence. . . .

"Cedar logs are far more durable than pine. Fir

is the least to be recommended. . . . When logs

are used at all they must be substantial."
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...

\outh Mountain Reservation, New Jersey Mohawk^ Par/{, Tulsa, Okjahomi

°ar\ing Barriers of Wood

Here are illustrated simple log barriers in variety

or outlining and controlling parking areas. Some

ire equally well adapted for use as guard rails along

oadways. The example at lower left, by virtue of

ts unjoined units, has the high merit of low

naintenance costs.

Turner Falls State Parf{, Oklahoma

------
.

lastrop State ?a\\, Texas

« -

- .

Custer State Par\, South Dakota
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Du Pave County Forest Preserve, Illinois Cumberland Falls State Park, Kentucky

Guardrail into Fence

Here is pictured low barrier into rail fence in

slow motion. Above are departures from the sim-

plest form—one doubling the supports, the other

doubling the rail. To the left is an example hav-

ing considerable height and an added buffer rail

at hub cap height (a very practical provision in

jg£ limitation of maintenance) . Below are heavy two-

?m rail fence with coupled posts and, finally, three-rail

example with alternating wood posts and masonry

piers.

South Mountain Reservation, New Jersey

M($$fe4fy

Caddo La\e State Park, Texas
t:

Mt. Penn Park, Reading, Pennsylvania
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Backbone State Park, Iowa Boulder Mountain Metropolitan Park, Colorado

Rock Barriers

Surrounding are varied examples of rock con-

trived to serve as guard or barrier along the outer

edge of mountain and hillside roads and trails.

The curb shown in connection with the rock wall

at lower right serves to keep parked cars far enough

from the barrier to permit pedestrians to pass be-

tween cars and wall.

Rocky Mountain National Park

Turner Falls State Park, Oklahoma Rocky Mountain National Park
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;

CV>/' County Forest Preserve, Illinois Voorhees State Par\, New Jersey

Curbs and Walls of Roc\

Above are illustrated contrasting low stone curbs

for the outlining of a parking area. The more

formal example at upper left suggests its metropoli-

tan location—Cook County Forest Preserve. The

curb at upper right and the detail of it directly

below have the informality that seems more appro-

priate to a wilderness setting. To the left is shown

a dry-laid retaining wall of good character, and

below this a splendid example of New England

fence laid apparently without mortar.

Taughannoc\ Falls State Par\, New Yor\

Greenwich, Connecticut—Eric Gugler, Architect Voorhees State Par\, New Jersey
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TRAIL STEPS

Desirable as steps are at many points m many

trails, by no means are they ever to be created

or their own sake. It is perhaps not generally

ensed that if as much study were given to trail

)lanning as to modern road planning, lesser grades

nd consequently fewer trail steps would result.

n any case, only an unavoidably sharp grade not

eadily negotiable as such, with no reasonable al-

ernative of an easier grade, will justify resorting

o steps at all.

That the first purpose in providing steps along

teep trails is to facilitate walking is undeniable.

_,ess obvious perhaps, but not less important is an-

>ther consideration. This is the safeguarding of

he aspect of naturalness in every detail of the con-

traction of trail steps.

Trail steps, to justify their presence in natural

treas, must facilitate walking to just such extent as

vill not corrupt this natural quality. Conversely,

rail steps must strive to emulate nature only to a

legree that will not make them extremely hazard-

>us in use. Either approach should result in ap-

jroximately the same satisfying compromise. The
acilitation of walking along trails in natural areas

:an hardly lay claim to all the considerations of

miformity of rise and tread, and relationship be-

ween these, that may be demanded of steps in

ilmost every other location. It is not unreasonable

o assume that nature trails are created for the use

)f hardy hikers entitled to acquaintance with na-

ure unarrayed with safety treads and handrails.

There are admittedly within most parks, limited

ireas of concentration used by persons of all ages

ind of differing capacities for physical activity.

Obviously, for steps within such areas the claim of

:asy and safe walking should rank in importance

ibove the claim of complete naturalness, and the

ime-proved principles and practices in satisfaction

)f the former are applicable at such locations in

greater degree. But for the trails into areas of less

ntensive use, and with these we are here princi-

)ally concerned, steps will not demand of the natu-

ral setting unreasonable and discordant compro-

mise in adaptation to human use.

In park reservations where there are rock out-

croppings, and especially where these are of ledge

rock, the very background goes far to contribute

naturalness to man-made trail steps. Yet even with

the most sympathetic collaboration of nature, the

execution of steps requires considerable skill for

wholly satisfying results. The characteristics of the

stratifications of ledge rock can often be utilized

or reproduced in the creation of steps to such re-

sults that they are almost without trace of the arti-

ficial. Where rock outcroppings do not exist to pro-

vide liaison with the landscape, the naturalizing of

rock steps requires a sculptor's skill and sense of

form, if an anomalous creation is to be avoided.

Even here the effort should be to give the con-

structed steps the appearance of natural ledges. To
create such aspect it is most important that the

width of treads vary. Rocks forming cheeks at

either side of the steps should vary in horizontal

alignment, as well as in height, and should be tied

and blended into the setting by being occasionally

and irregularly extended some distance into the

vegetation to either side. No mortar should be

evident,—greater naturalness will result from dry

construction. Width of treads and height of risers

will be governed by the natural slope. Treads

should be as wide as possible and risers, except

under unusual conditions, should not exceed six

inches in height. Rock ledges may naturally exist

in the trail where the grade is not so steep as actu-

ally to require step forms, yet because the rock is

present, steps with risers lower and treads deeper

than usual become a logical treatment.

For trails where rock is not an indicated char-

acteristic of the environment, and where the at-

tempt to naturalize it will evidence much of

struggle, the steep grades of trails can be made
more negotiable by forming risers of timbers, and

providing treads by filling in with gravel or earth.

There are various techniques in the fashioning of
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the timbers, and in methods of anchorage, which

achieve different degrees of practical and artistic

attainment, as the illustrations suggest. Trail steps

of this construction cannot be termed naturalistic

with accuracy, but it should be possible to claim

them harmonious with environment and not haz-

ardous in use. As with all use of logs in park con-

struction, the timber risers should be stripped of

bark, not only because this will in time naturally

occur, but because in the certain process of loosen-

ing, bark will constantly be a source both of hazard

and of litter. Sometimes timber risers are roughly

squared or carefully hand hewn. Such, while not

'going native" to the extent of timbers left in

the round, probably boast a higher safety rating

in the sprain and fracture statistics. Timber risers

should be staked in place to insure against loosen-

ing and shift in position. Exposed stakes should

be driven well below the tread surfaces so there is

no projection in which a heel might catch. Better

still are methods that admit of anchorage by in-

visible stakes.

There are numerous examples of unusual

methods or solutions in provision of trail steps,

Often the abruptness of grade makes necessary a

veritable stairway steeper than the easy rise and

tread we know to be ideal. Often a ladder must

be built when the grade is precipitous. In a land

of giant trees, one that has fallen across a gorge or

ravine will provide a picturesque foot bridge which,

when otit of level beyond a certain degree, can be

notched to form steps and equipped with rustic

handrail.

A handrail is often a necessary safeguard in con-

nection with trail steps narrowly confined between

a rising cliff on the one hand and a precipitous drop

on the other. It is vital that a handrail be thor-

oughly substantial in character and in fact, inviting

as it does the reliance of adventurous recreation

seekers. Better no handrail in any location, than

one that cannot be trusted both in use and abuse.

Far too many handrails are probably structurally

adequate and safe, but are an offense by reason ol

flimsy appearance.
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Mt. Penn Parl{, Reading, Pennsylvania

frail Steps of Logs

Here grouped for comparative study are shown

logs in provision of steps in trails. The practical

and aesthetic merits of square timbers and logs in

the round, contrived to this purpose, are here on

parade. The picturesqueness of the several exam-

ples illustrated is apparent at a glance.

Palmetto State Parl{, Texas

Paughannoc\ Falls State Pa\% New Yor{ Starved Roc/{ State Parl{, Illinois
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Deception Pass State Par\, Washington

'^^Htfa

Allegheny State Par\, New Yor\

Variety in Grade Negotiation

Above are log risers and treads paved with ran-

dom flagging; below are simple trail steps of stone

well naturalized by means of skillful planting of

the trailside.

To the left are illustrated means for negotiating

grades too steep for an easy rise and tread. A trail

ladder requires careful maintenance, and is a haz-

ard in use. The inclined log serving as foot trail

bridge, although something of a "stunt," surely is

permissible in parks where huge trees are present.

Its picturesqueness. as well as its practicability,

recommend it.

raHKaMSKHm
Hu?nboldt-Redwoods State Park, California

i .-

Bronx River Parkway, Westchester County, New Yoi \
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fyintersmith Metropolitan Par\, Ada, Oklahoma

\t 'rail Step Sculpturing

The surrounding illustrations prove the truth of

re assertion that the naturalizing of artificial trail

eps of rock requires a sculptor's sense of form.

jllere is ample evidence of accomplishment that

mst have been so approached. The blending to

hillside, the variations in height of riser and depth
f tread, the sparing use of mortar, are important

actors recommended for observation and mental
ote.

Petit Jean State Par\, Arkansas

;
Viy"

intersmith Metropolitan Par\, Ada, 0\lahom Perry hake Metropolitan Park Oklahoma
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Turner Falls State Far\, Oklahoma

Wheeler Dam Reservation, Tennessee Valley Authont

Trail Stairways of Stone

In all the subjects framing this comment will b
sensed a departure from the imitation of nature ii

the direction of the more frankly man-made

Steeper grades are the problem here encountered

and more uniform steps the solution very properf

arrived at. Notwithstanding this serving of prac

tical requirement, the results are certainly not tin

pleasantly conventional and not too mathematical^

exact.

Taughannoc\ Falls State Parl{, New Yor/{ Palo Duro State Far\, Texas
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BRIDGES and CULVERTS

t^ridges in parks include foot, bridle trail, and

[j vehicle bridges of widely varying widths,

spans, heights, and types of construction. In the

interest of limiting the classifications within this

compilation, the less frequent underpass and the

minor culvert are embraced within this section.

In outward appearance, the bridge calls most

importantly for visible assurance of strength and

stability. To be entirely successful, it is not

enough for the bridge to be functionally adequate

within the exact knowledge of the engineer; it must

proclaim itself so to the inexact instincts of the lay-

man. In gesture to the lay concept of structural

sufficiency, it is pardonable park practice to venture

well beyond sheer engineering perfection in the

scaling of materials to stresses and strains.

The attainment of "the little more" that is so

desired by those who would have an eye-appeal

scale brought to the slide-rule, is all too rare in park

bridges. Rather is there a too prevalent flimsiness,

ocular rather than structural. Considerably fewer

bridges fail to satisfy by seeming too ponderous

for their function.

After the attainment of a sufficiency in material

pleasing to the eye, the next demand to be made
upon bridges would be for variety, avoiding the

commonplace at one extreme, and the fantastic at

the other. The ranges of use, span and height,

and the broad fields of materials, arch and truss

forms, local practices—among other variety-making

possibilities—promise endless combinations and

cross-combinations that could make for such indi-

viduality among bridges that none need ever ap-

pear the close counterpart of another.

This presentation seeks merely to focus on the

characteristics that bring to bridges the most prom-
ise of compatibility with natural environment.

There is elsewhere abundant information, includ-

ing diagrams, rules and formulae, for the design

of structurally enduring bridges. Much more lim-

ited is the field of source material that concerns

itself with bridges that, by reason of appropriate-

ness to natural environment, truly deserve to en-

dure. There are far too many bridges which; after

breaking every commandment for beauty and fit-

ness, seem to have sought to wash away all sins

through the awful virtue of permanence. Such

penitent bridges should have no place in our parks.

The quality of permanence cannot be considered

a virtue in itself. Unless every other desirable vir-

tue, big or little, is present, permanence is only a

vicious attribute.

In general, bridges of stone or timber appear

more indigenous to our natural parks than spans

of steel or concrete, just as the reverse is probably

true for bridges in urban locations or in connec-

tion with broad main highways. Probably there

are few structures so discordant in a wilderness en-

vironment as bridges of exposed steel construction.

Too great "slickness" of masonry or timber tech-

nique is certain to depreciate the value of these ma-

terials for park bridges. Rugged and informal

simplicity in use is indisputably the specification

for their proper employment in bridges.

In no park structure more than bridges is it of

such importance to steer clear of the common er-

rors in masonry. Shapeless stones laid up in the

manner of mosaic are abhorrent in the extreme.

In bridges particularly is there merit in horizontal

coursing, breaking of vertical joints, variety in size

of stones—all the principles productive of sound

construction and pleasing appearance in any use

of masonry. The curve of the arch, the size of the

pier, the height of the masonry above the crown

of the arch are all of great importance to the suc-

cess of the masonry bridge.

Timber bridges may utilize round or squared

members to agreeable results. Squared timbers

gain mightily in park-like characteristic when hand-

hewn. A common fault in bridges is the too

abrupt termination of the parapet, railing, or wing

wall. These should carry well beyond the abut-

ments.

In general disfavor for park use are bridges of
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the open wood truss type. There seem to be no

arguments to their advantage, while many are

raised against them. In spite of most careful de-

tailing to prevent water entering and lying in the

joints, this is hard to overcome entirely. Shrink-

ing of the timbers, rack under impact and strain,

and rot developing in the opening joints speed the

deterioration of this type of construction. It is

short-lived and soon unsafe.

The culvert is too often handled as a conspicu-

ous bridge, when in reality it is merely a retaining

wall pierced by a drain. The facing of the culvert,

like the treatment of almost every other facility in

natural parks, should be first and always informal

and inconspicuous. Facing and culvert proper

should be adequate in materials and in workman-

ship so that once constructed both can be forgotten

and make no demands upon maintenance appro-

priations.

The culvert proper is sometimes of local stone

when this is abundant and workable, but if. as is

more frequently the case, it is of concrete or of gal-

vanized iron, reasonable concealment of the fact is

to be striven for. The retaining wall that is the

end wall or facing of the culvert should avoid dis-

closing that it is a mere veneer by extending well

into the culvert opening. Natural rock is certainly

the preferred material for the end walls. It may
be laid either in mortar, or dry, but the latter

method of laying to be lasting should be under-

taken only when the available stone is of suitably

large size.

If stone is not available locally or from within a

reasonable distance, concrete or wood must be re-

sorted to in constructing the retaining wall. Either

is an unsatisfactory substitute for the stone wall-

concrete because of its harsh surface, and lack of

permanence if inexpertly mixed, and wood because

of its tendency to deteriorate rapidly under con-

ditions of moisture.

As much care should be given to the design and

execution of culvert end walls as to other park

structures. Usual mistakes are insufficient care in

the handling of mortar, resulting in sloppy joints,

and lack of variety in stone sizes, leading to mo-

notony and formality of surface pattern. These

faults are common to much contemporary stone-

work, not limited to park construction only.

RRIDGE. WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

"Top flight" in all details that ma%e a masonry bridge truly a delight to the

eye and assimilable in a haunt of Nature. If the information regarding this

example is accurate, it is relayed here with some embarrassment. It is said to

be an ancient structure—not a consciously produced bridge of parl^ implications.

Achievement will be considerable when, purposing to create par\ bridges of

equivalent distinction, actual accomplishment is more the rule and less the

exception.
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BRIDGES and CULVERTS • Plate El

Parvin State Par\, New Jersey Deception Pass State Par\, Washington

Minor Bridges

Surrounding are bridges of the most elementary

pattern, mere platform bridging an obstacle. The
upper three are foot and horse trail bridges, of a

type termed in France a passerelle. The lower ex-

amples are the same basic idea widened to accom-

modate vehicles and equipped with low curbs.

Parvin State Par\, New Jersey

Bear Mountain State Par{, New York, Mt. Tamalpais State Part{, California
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Turner Falls State Parky Oklahoma

Devil's Den State Park, Arkansas

Custer State Par\, South Dakota

Minor Bridges with Railings

In four of the bridges illustrated on this page the

narrow passerelle has been furnished with hand-

rail on one side, low curb on the other. A consid-

erable picturesqueness results, accented by the vig-

orous rusticity common to all. The fifth bridge,

at lower left, borrows the graceful and pleasing seg-

mental arch form characteristic of the oriental

bridge, a twice pleasing line if we think to inven-

tory the aesthetic value of the reflection.

Part/in State Park, New Jersey Grand Teton National Park
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BRIDGES and CULVERTS • Plate E-3

'jetchworth State Par\, New Yorf^ I. and M. Canal State Parl{, Illinois

Minor Vehicle Bridges

Grouped here are five bridges of vehicle width,

instructed of wood girders, decks and railings.

3nly the railing of the example directly to the

"ight hints of inadequacy, but the eye is immedi-

itely attracted and diverted by the exposed ends of

he puncheons that form the floor. The two lower

examples are particularly vigorous in scale.
>.';.&&**$.

*;.^-'V* -

Saxon Woods, Westchester County, New Yor\

laddo Lake State Par\, Texas Lassen Volcanic National Parf{
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Bastrop State Par\, Texas

Bastrop State Par\, Texas

Cooper River Parkway, New Jersey

Wood Bridges

This grouping lumps together foot bridges and

vehicle bridges, bridges with component members

squared and in the round, and those with support

supplied by beams and by truss forms. The two

examples below exemplify the decorative but not

thoroughly practical open truss construction, not

generally favored in park usage. The surfaces of

the bridges of squared timbers show a skillfully

handhewn texture.

*.« :&ykt

Keosauqua State Parl{, Iowa Egg Harbor River Parkway, New Jersey
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Bronx River Par\w New Yor{ Hutchinson River Parkway, New Yor\

Bridges of Masonry and Wood

Above are constructions in which the stone

abutments are so prominent that the impression

almost of stone bridge is created, although beams,

floor constructions and railings in both cases are of

wood. The upper right example is both underpass

and bridge. The other bridges are masonry struc-

tures, except for wood railings. The bridge

shown at lower right is actually of reinforced con-

crete, but the stone abutments and piers, and the

prominent wood railing, cleverly minimize, almost

deny, any impression of concrete.
'-&.

La\e Murray State Par\, Oklahoma

Margaret Lewis Norrie State Var\, New Yor\ Yellowstone National Par\
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TriTnr" ii|M

Canyon Park, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

U
Wintersmith Metropolitan Par\, Ada, Oklahoma

Stone Arch Bridges

Five stone park bridges that exhibit wide variety

of stone techniques and arch forms. The latter

range from semicircular to the flattened form of

the lengthy span at Taughannock Falls State Park.

Noteworthy in the example directly to the left is

the fact that the stone arch is not mere facing of a

concrete arch but extends the full width of the

bridge and functions structurally.

McCormick's Creek State Park, Indiiina

Buttermilk Falls State Park, New York Taughannock Falls State Park, New York
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Loveland Mountain Metropolitan Par\, Colorado

Culvert Treatments

The surrounding illustrations picture culvert

treatments in wide variety, from the most casual

naturalistic treatments of the examples above to

the more formal facings of the lower row. Particu-

larly well blended to its site is the example at lower

left. Within the range of the culverts shown on

this and the following page should be found one

to suit almost every possible topographical condi-

tion, as well as the inherent limitations of any kind

of native rock.

Bronx River Parkway, New Yorl^

Rocky Mountain National Pa>\

Hitterest Par\, Durango, Colorado Pere Marquette State Pa)\, Illinois
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Arbuckje Trail, Okjahoma Levi JacI{son— Wilderness Road State Var\, Kentucky

Stone End Walls of Culverts

Round about are grouped stone-faced end walls

of culverts showing varied stone techniques. Il-

lustrated are several possibilities for blending

and tapering off the end walls to the banks by step-

ping down or curving the coping line and by the

employment of wing walls. The climax in this

presentation of culverts is the example at lower

right—twin culverts that offer a solution where the

drainage flow is uncommonly heavy.

Lake Corpus Christi Park, Mathis, Texas

-n»

SSv^g *i*

Canyon Park, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma La{e Worth Metropolitan Park, Texas
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DAMS and CROSSINGS

a lthough it is an inviolate principle, with re-

\j^ spect to National Parks and Monuments,

tat artificial control of stream flow is to be rigidly

'oided, the situation with respect to State Parks

somewhat different. While it is felt that in some

ises such artificial control has been exerted to the

striment of valuable natural conditions without

eating adequate compensatory values, there are

ndoubtedly situations, such as that in which a

rious regional shortage of facilities for water rec-

:ation exists, which justify this sort of modifica-

on of natural conditions. Those who feel that

rimary emphasis should be placed on preservation

{ really natural scenery and on historic values

irnestly urge a careful weighing of all prospective

>sses and gains before any decision is made to

~eate an artificial body of water in a State Park,

rranting then the occasional wisdom of such un-

ertakings, simple naturalistic dams in which the

bjective in construction is the appearance of a

atural waterfall are considered within the scope

f this discussion.

The large dam is strictly an engineering prob-

?m and will not be considered in the present vol-

me. Anything short of the most complete techni-

il information—any skeletonized version possible

ithin present space limitations—might prove more
lisinforming than otherwise. Furthermore, the

am that is other than miniature waterfall, has

ot so far proved very susceptible to coercive

ttempt to adapt its stubborn functionalism to

harmony with natural environment. As with

^lephone line and the incinerator, here is proper

ccasion for a philosophical counting of blessings,

nd for blindness to incorrectible artistic lack,

he recreational and scenic benefits of a made lake

lust alone be counted on to justify the alien dam,
without reliance on any feeble efforts to make the

am a parklike "feature." This, in a development
•f any considerable size, it can never be. It is

rue that large dams have been faced with stone

o some softening of hard, rigid surfaces and lines.

But always the failure of the undertaking to regis-

ter anywhere near a perfect score has shown that

the results have not justified the means.

Even the small dam usually has a structural core

wall, of concrete or rubble, against and over which

the "naturalism" is applied as a veneer. Too fre-

quently the rock veneer follows too closely the reg-

ularity of the core wall, and betrays the fact that

the dam is artificial. This can be avoided if the

veneer strives for irregularity both in plan and in

vertical section. The latter is accomplished by

building out the lower courses in imitation of

natural ledges. Variety in size of the rocks will

add much to the natural appearance of the dam.

Likewise should construction insure distribution

of water, so that as much rock work as possible is

screened by flow. To have all or any considerable

portion of the dam exposed during low water may
unmask an otherwise well-contrived naturalism.

If in our approach to park technique, the primi-

tive has the right of way, the crossing as a pic-

turesque survival has a place. For horse trails

and even for secondary motor roads in parks

where traffic is leisurely and not too heavy in

volume, the ford is a legitimate and economical

provision for crossing a shallow stream. This is

subject to further reservations if tolerance of its

quaintness is not to give way to annoyance on the

part of the park user. The low water crossing will

not meet with favor if the stream is normally sub-

ject to flood levels that make the crossing fre-

quently impassable for automobiles. Equally con-

ducive to public disapproval are a soft stream

bed, treacherous holes or other hazards to safe

negotiation. The approaches must not incline

too sharply, nor may sight lines, as the ford is ap-

proached, be completely obscured by planting.

Failure to provide these requisites to public ac-

ceptance of the ford is apt to provoke clamor of

disapproval and lead to demands for its replace-

ment with a bridge, to the eventual voiding of the

economy it was sought to effect.
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Pittsfield Reservation, Massachusetts

A waterfall so natural in appearance that i

brooks denial of all artificiality. The small dam i

naturalized with much greater success than th<

large one.

Palmetto State Par\, Texas

Here are rock ledges in series that have but little

trace of other than natural origin. The rock-edgec

banks are well contrived to tie in with the steppei

breaks underlying the water course.

Boyle State Par\, Arkansas

When the flow of water over a man-made wate

fall promises to be meager, an arrangement of larj

rocks, between which the flow can be concentrate

at a few points, is a good solution. This is nun

more effective than an attenuated dribble of wat

the entire length of the dam.
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Buttermilk Falls State Par\, New YorJ^

Skillfully naturalized as this example of artificial

barrier to stream flow may be, the choice of loca-

:ion for it is an unhappy one. Backing up water to

[he base of a beautiful natural falls to create a

jwimming pool, it depreciates sadly the beauty of

the natural falls, although not to such degree that

the artificial one adds to its own glory by contrast.

Turner Falls State Par\, Oklahoma

The natural aspect of this considerable bit of

nature-faking seems very genuine. There is a uni-

form distribution of water that conceals well any

evidence of the barrier being artificial. At low

water the origin of the obstruction will probably

be revealed, unless the construction is exceedingly

clever in every detail.

Bastrop State Par{, Texas

The heavy flow of water here pictured screens

the rock work of this barrier from the critical eye.

Naturalized dams are best photographed at high
water stage; their construction best analyzed and
appraised during drought. The rockwork termi-

nating the barrier at the banks is effective.
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Crossing, Turner Falls State Par\, Oklahoma

A clam, built wide enough to provide a crossing

and showing a well-naturalized facing wall. The
road surface is paved with flagstone laid with wide

joints, which accommodate the flow of considerable

volume of water and afford more frequently a dry

surface for crossing.

Flood-over Type Bridge, Boyle State Par\, Arkansas

Here a suggestion of a dam is surmounted by a

low stone bridge of somewhat formal design. This

illustration and the one that follows demonstrate

stages in the evolution of dam into bridge.

Low Water Bridge, Palmetto State Par\, Texas

A low-lying structure that is bridge at low water,

and ford at flood stage. It is strictly a utility, re]

fleeting nothing: of its park surroundings. The
scale of the bridge as shown by this illustration is

apt to be misleading until the human figure is

taken into account.
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SEATS and TABLES
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a n average of the dimensional limits of the

j£\ human frame and uniformity of a sort in

the distribution of the hinges thereof, have long

>ince determined certain invariable dimensions for

:he park seat and park table, and that conventional

combination of both which we dub herein the

oicnic unit. Seat surface should be 16" to 18" and

;able surface 28" to 30" off the ground or floor,

ind for seat and table in combination the front

;dge of the seat should be from 1" to 3" removed

:rom the edge of the table. These limiting dimen-

dons have been held to in practically all success-

ul park seats and tables, and probably in the ma-

ority of the unsuccessful ones, the differentiation

)f the good from the bad resulting from varied

J

mmerous other factors, not so easily reducible to

ule.

There is great difference of opinion as to

vhether picnic units fabricated of wood or laid

ip as masonry are the more suitable in parks.

There is lack of wisdom in any statement generalizi-

ng on this point. The superior suitability of the

me is determinable only by application to a spe-

cific area. There are regions in which one is more
ippropriate than the other, and areas as well in

vhich both are equally at home.

The very first decision to be made by the cre-

itor of park furniture of wood is one around which
nuch controversial argument centers. To him it

nay be only a matter of whim, whether the seat

>r table or picnic unit be built of dimensioned,

ommercial lumber, or of native cut material, but

te should be warned from the first that, whichever

lis choice, he will be heartily condemned by ap-

proximately fifty per cent of the arbiters of such

natters.

On whichever side he may innocently and
iquarely range himself, it seems only fair that he
>e fortified and forewarned against all invokable

rguments.

If he elects to use commercial lumber for park
iurniture—

(pro) he has with commendable directness, made
honest use of the production facilities of our times

to meet a strictly utilitarian human need in all

functional requirements of strength, comfort, and
economy, or,

(con) he has with unpardonable insolence, dese-

crated a natural beauty spot, by the introduction

of utter incongruities, makeshift, uncompromising
in line, ugly.

If he elects to fashion park furniture from native

cut timber—

(pro) he has with the skill of the true artist,

graced a natural setting with an harmonious facil-

ity, not alone of practical usefulness, but of sturdy,

handcrafted beauty, or,

(con) he has with the ruthlessness of the vandal,

felled trees that were the park's very reason for

being, despoiling a glory of nature to produce in

an outworn craftsmanship, trivial accessories that

were better produced by the logical methods of

today's machines.

If, now fully apprised of the barbed horns of his

dilemma, the artisan dare to make a choice, the

bench, or table, or picnic unit may be undertaken.

For his encouragement be it said that after this

choice, the further going is comparatively smooth.

If he is not himself definitely of the left or of

the right in this issue he can dare moderate scorn

to win moderate approval from the extremists of

both views, and take a middle course. He can

gesture in one direction by deciding that the ma-

chine-made product is in truth rigidly uncompro-

mising in line, and in the other direction by ab-

staining from cutting any trees within the confines

of the park to secure material for the more rugged

and "freehand" pioneer crafted seats and table.

If the required "native" material can be had from

some source near at hand without sacrifice of the

timber resources of the park itself, the park furni-

ture maker can run for a touchdown with cheering

from all sections of the stands.

Illustrated are examples of tables and seating in
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wide variety. It is appreciated that differing cli-

mates, sectional resources, and habits of use pre-

vailing through the length and breadth of the land,

call lor diversity in materials, forms, and prin-

ciples, in this necessary park equipment. Desir-

able as are the qualities of sturdiness, "nativeness,"

woodcraft and handcraft in these minor objects in

most locations, it must be recognized that in not a

few regions, a too conscious effort to acclimate

them defeats the end.

In general, it is highly desirable to discourage

on the part of patrons, the moving of picnic tables

from place to place. Dragging tables around is

highly destructive of ground cover. The fixed po-

sition, if a good one, is desirable, and is achieved

by means of the weight of the picnic unit or table,

or better still, by anchoring.

There are conditions however that will dictate

that park furniture be mobile, and practical con-

siderations requiring that it be collapsible or

knock-down for compact storage. Knock-down

units should be designed to be assembled easily,

and to be as light in weight as is consistent with

the structural requirements. The fewer pieces the

better. When parts can be made interchangeable,

time is not wasted in sorting them. Cabin or

screen door hook fastenings are to be preferred to

loose fastenings wherever practicable. Seat and

table tops should be of material heavy enough or

braced sufficiently to avoid spring or sag.

There are numerous practical refinements in the

construction of the picnic unit that are worthy of

wide adoption. Regardless of the quality of ma-

terial and workmanship, the boards forming the

tops of wood tables will pull apart in exposure to

the weather, and more or less narrow cracks will

develop between them in which food particles are

apt to lodge and are not readily removable. How
much better that the table top be constructed with

open joints about one-quarter-inch wide between

the boards, from which food particles, which do
not pass through, can easily be removed.

Rough edges of seats and tables should be

guarded against. The picturesque unit of rustic

wood material unfortunately will take high toll

in the tearing of silk stockings and light clothing.

The unit built of milled materials should have al

edges and roughnesses likely to come in contac

with clothing or to produce splinters, smoothec

and rounded. Much can be done even to the hand

crafted type to eliminate the worst hazards with

out great sacrifice of rustic character. There is ;

measure of defense against the use and consequen

abuse of table tops for uncapping bottles, by fas

tening within a recess at the end of a heavy tabli

top, a specific device for this purpose.

When benches or tables are placed in fixed posi

tion, their wood supporting members often extenc

into the ground. In most instances these shoult

be treated with creosote, tar, or other preservative

Where the wood is western red cedar or redwood

the use of tar or creosote is considered unneces

sary. In most locations exposed wood abov

ground should also be treated against weather h
oiling, shellacking, creosoting or other tried anc

proved methods. In the Far Wrest, this is not en

couraged; the natural wood color is preferred am
the need for preservative treatment of the nativ

wood's held to be unnecessary. Especially are treat

ments carrying color deplored and one is quick t<

agree once there has been brought to his attentioi

the surprising number of shades of green and blm

that can be bought in paint cans, and how invari

ably these clash with the colors of nature.

There are sectional preferences in tables anc

seating facilities in our parks which veer away fron

the usual and prosaic. For example, in California

round and octagonal tables seem to meet with favo

in camp and picnic grounds. It is alleged they ait

more useful for playing cards! They are usuall

fashioned from cross-sections of the large redwooi

and fir trees available on the West Coast. But thl

cross-sections split as they weather, and are far fron

satisfactory as table tops. For this reason none o

this type is shown in the accompanying illustra

tions. Table tops in which the grain of the wooc

is parallel to the top surface are longer lived.

In some localities picnic units are cleverly con

trived combinations of wood and stone, in other

they are built entirely of native stone. It is pos

sible that tables and seating built wholly or ii

part of rock blend into some landscapes more read
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y than do those of logs or sized lumber. They

ay have advantages, practical and aesthetic, but

e permanent to a fault that no end of good points

n offset. The stone picnic table, by reason of

> immobility and durability, defeats itself. The
cnic ground is an area of intensive use. its equip-

ent subject to hard wear. It may seem far sighted

i create picnic units of stone because these will

and the gaff over a long period. They meet abun-

mtly this requirement, but their potential life is

trdly begun before the site, especially the aver-

se picnic site, has lost most of its value as a nat-

ral area due to concentrated use, and must be

'acuated and left to the healing processes of

ature. The most cumbersome wood picnic unit

mid be moved under these conditions, but not

ie stone unit. Ergo, the stone unit, through no

ailty of its own, is in "dry dock," and the capital

vestment therein "omits the dividend" for the

iration of the site's recuperative period.

There are other less formidable factors militat-

g against the use of masonry tables and benches,

hey are executed with great difficulty, because,

ie to the freehand lines desired, workmen find it

ird to construct them from a blueprint with a

ce balance of freedom and accuracy. The units

ould be located in almost permanent shade since

herwise they become thoroughly heated and ra-

ate heat for a long period. Furthermore only

e smoothest stone slabs serve satisfactorily as

ble tops, and these are not always readily obtain-

I 'le. Cement slab tops in substitution seldom, if

1 er, give a satisfactory appearance. Because only

broad base looks reasonable for supporting a

:i)ne slab table top, there is danger of interference

' th leg room.

It would seem reasonable that the informality

' lich is the very spirit of picnicking could be

1 ayed up to by varying the standardized table and
« nch combination. In the direction of novelty is

i arrangement of naturalized stone table serving

s a buffet in the shade near the fireplace with seats

p aged informally round about through clever nat-

uralizing of boulders, flat rocks or large logs, or

exposing of natural rock outcroppings.

There are park reservations where the forest

cover is limited or the rainfall unusually heavy,

and wherein picnic area developments are properly

located by reason of other governing dictates than

shade. In such instances, picnic units logically in-

clude a sheltering roof, or perhaps even require a

windbreak against prevalent high winds. Any
complication of function tending to increase the

size of objects which are desirably kept as incon-

spicuous as possible, is unfortunate, but form must

ever follow demonstrated need.

So much for picnic tables and benches in con-

nection with them. There are other needs for

seating within our natural parks, of more or less

casual nature. Particularly along trails are oppor-

tunities offered for the resourceful utilization of

natural objects or formations as resting places. A
ledge of stone, a stump cut and hollowed out to

form a seat, and boulders or down logs with slight

adaptations provide trailside seating without the

introduction of foreign elements. Two stumps in

suitable proximity provide supports for split log

as a resting place. A huge fallen log is notched to

provide seat and back. Almost invariably, an in-

genious collaboration with Nature provokes more

genuine acclaim than the more pretentious object

of which man can claim sole authorship.

With trailside seats on occasion, as with picnic

tables, there is a tendency in certain areas to elab-

orate the simple unit into something in the nature

of a minor shelter, that makes classification as seat

or shelter somewhat difficult to decide.

In truth, the dividing line is drawn with diffi-

culty and perhaps without pure logic as a perusal

of the illustrations under both classifications may

demonstrate. It is surely sound to urge for such

glorifications of the simple bench, and of the picnic

unit as well, a heightening of quality, somehow

consistent with their size and pretentions. If a

higher quality means a lesser quantity of these pre-

tentious objects, it is still a good rule to follow.
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arvin State Parl{, New Jersey

Quite similar to the picnic unit of commercial

ze lumber detailed on the plate opposite. To
revent such units being moved about at will by

le public with resulting damage to the site, it is

^commended that the legs be built of such length

lat they may be buried not less than twelve inches

1 the ground or be fastened to a well-buried an-

lorage by means of heavy steel chain and staples.

and M. Canal State Parf{, Illinois

Flagrantly practical in line and sturdy construe-

on, this picnic unit recommends itself for areas
: concentrated use where the maximum number

I indestructible units at minimum cost is the

rime consideration. While no object in parks is

:tually indestructible if exposed to the recrea-

;onal license of the users, this unit would appear

> be more than a fair risk.

zmden State Par\, Minnesota

This subject appears well braced to withstand

I e stresses and strains to which several seasons in

i cilitation of picnicking are certain to subject it.

I his is a practical feature of considerable impor-

( nee, as the experienced park employee charged

tith maintenance will testify.
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-KICK7IO Unit
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Lassen Volcanic National Par\

This picnic unit with husky round posts, deep

slanted in the ground and supporting seat and

:able tops of half logs, is a Far Western variety of

he type detailed on the opposite page. This is not

i facility to be tossed around to the detriment of >&.'.?

ground cover by strenuous picnickers, however ex-

uberant. '-Jiii

deception Pass State Par\, Washington

In this second variation of the type, only the

able top has the heavy round planted posts. The
eats have cantilevered support from the table legs.

The substantial slab tops of table and seats are of

lative cedar and have a lifetime look that is satisfy-

ng to the critical eye.

i deception Pass State Par\, Washington

This unit will doubtless endure to bear the mi-

ll als of several generations of picnickers. The mag-

t ificent slabs that are table and seat tops compel
t le instant admiration of all who feel that out-of-

: oor furniture should be conspicuously rugged and
t ative above all else.
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Memo Uk2i C
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Dolliver Memorial State Parl{, Iowa

On this page are shown three Iowa variations of

he Lake Guernsey State Park picnic unit, detailed

an the opposite page. This example departs from

•omplete "nativeness" through the medium of a

able top of sized commercial material. Otherwise

t exhibits all the desirable points of native hand-

craft.

^pringbroo\ State Far\, Iowa

Here is complete exemplification of the primi-

ive and weather-worn. Rough and raw edges are

ion-existent in this example. It reeks instead of

;reat age that is of course unauthentic but pleasing

vithal.

.:- »&*

pringbroo\ State Far\, Iowa

Closer in kinship to the Lake Guernsey unit de-

I liled on the opposite page than the variants shown
I bove, here is a raw-boned rendering that is de-

I ghtful for its very awkwardness. There is affinity

\ nth Nature in man-made things in which it is not

might to eliminate all inherent imperfections of

I ne.
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Caddo Lake State Park, Texas

So similar to the picnic unit detailed on the op-

posite page as to suggest mere duplication, yet so

possessed of the character that is admirable in these

objects as to deny omission. While too weighty to

be moved at will, it is still capable of relocation if

the picnic area must be rested from intensive use.

Caddo Lake State Park, Texas

Here is merely the foregoing example of picnic

unit extended indefinitely for the benefit of family

reunions or al fresco foregatherings of the gregari-

ous Rotarian or Elk. The most meager of picnic

fare becomes a banquet served on a board so vigor-

ously rustic.

Mohawk Park, Tulsa, Oklahoma

For no better reason than its related sturdiness,

this picnic unit is shoe-horned into this group.

Picturesque in the extreme, it is very definitely

committed to its location, come flood or tornado,

or need for recuperation of intensively used area.

In the latter situation it becomes a "frozen asset"

until the site is renewed.
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Saxon Woods, Westchester County, New Yor\

Informal combination of masonry and half logs

that accommodates the short-legged (first aisle to

the right) and the gangling (next aisle to the left).

Thus is a hillside site utilized to practical and co-

incidentally picturesque advantage. The rock-faced

edge relieves the severity of the stone table slab.

Gooseberry Falls State Far\, Minnesota

Doubtless, the wood portions of this picnic unit

are not enameled white as they appear. Instead

they are probably virgin wood awaiting the quick-

aging process that the uncapping of bottles and

other careless table manners of picnickers will

bring. Here is a much more formal rendering of

a picnic unit than is shown above or on the oppo-

site page.

Deception Pass State Farh^, Washington

Only related to the foregoing examples on this

page in that the supports of table and seat slabs are

in part of stone, quite casually, and it would ap-

pear rather insecurely, placed. The beauty of the

surroundings and the sheltering tree would prob-

ably lead to this potential hazard being risked.
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Deception Pass State Par\, Washington

This page begs attention to three untypical ex-

amples in provision of table and seating accessories

to picnicking. This first example evidences oppor-

tunism applied in utilization of superlative mate-

rials at hand. The conversion of huge half log to

table top and exceedingly heavy planks to seats re-

sults in a picnic unit of very generous scale.

Clifton State Par\, Texas

Here is exampled a first step in the direction of

promoting buffet picnicking, urged in the prelimi-

nary discussion. When the hang-over formality

exhibited in the bench can be shaken off, the

theory of the truly informal picnic unit will have

been put into practice.

Lampasas State Par\, Texas

This monumental work is known in Texas as a

barbecue table. Starting in Lampasas State Park,

it ends we know not where. Its great length is

probably in protest against "second table" seating.

chicken wings and watered lemonade. The host

chair and the extreme permanence of construction

should be noted.
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Sheltered Seat, McKinley Woods, Joliet, Illinois

On the preceding page are detail drawings of this

subject, a type of sheltered trail seat popular in

Illinois. It is here constructed of sawed commercial

lumber. Below and on the following page are

shown adaptations and elaborations of this basic

form in considerable variety.

BE«~.

Sheltered Seat, Giant City State Par\, Illinois

The first of the variants of the Illinois-sponsored

trail seat departs only from the rigid severity of

the above example in the substitution of hand

hewn timbers and a rough shake roof for the com-

mercial materials of its prototype. Although the

gain in parklike character is apparent, in form the

two examples are practically identical.

Sheltered Seat, Pere Marquette State Par\, Illinois

This subject indicates a quickening pace in the

direction of the primitive. Here is less precision ol

form and surface. Striking change is evident in the

widely projecting pole rafters, larger shakes, and

added arms for the two-way bench. This third

generation of the Illinois seat can claim family re

semblance largely because it clings in the main t<

squared timber members.
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heltered Seat, Marseilles State Par\, Illinois

Something of a throwback in this fable of family

ee to the example that here stands as its grand-

ther. There is a mere vestige of the lately added

ms, and the recent shagginess of shake roof is

issing. Only the use of round timber members

"actically throughout evidences that change has

)t come to a full stop. There are those who will

aim that the strain reaches its zenith in the

ember here pictured.

\eltered Seat, New Salem State Par\, Illinois

Here is acceleration of variety not unmixed with

int trace of decadence of a fine old stock. The
pporting posts lack the robustness of the ancestral

le, but, as if to compensate for this, are fortified

ucturally with braces to the ground. This fea-

re is not unpleasing and instances again the tend-

icy to supply some kind of arm to the bench,

he^roof reverts to the ragged informality but one

neration removed. Eventual remoulding of the

isting grade around this seat will supply a more

vorable setting.

'eltered Seat, New Salem State Parl^, Illinois

Four supporting posts in place of two, the roof

ige at right angles to that of all foregoing ex-

iples, and the family traits are all but lost. This

>t of the line can still claim a roof covering that is

character and framing members that are ade-

late in size. The arms have been developed to

eat prominence. Simple directness that hereto-

re distinguished the type has now become so

gue that further pursuit of this study in evolu-

»n would be without point.
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Giant City State Par\, Illinois Mt. Venn State Par/{, Reading, Pennsylvania

Trailside Seats

Ranging from half log on stone or post supports

through benches with several varieties of back, and

finally to one that incorporates a directional sign,

here is run the gamut of simple trailside seats.

Benches elaborate and sophisticated beyond the

New Salem State Par/{, Illinois

New Salem State Par\, Illinois Wells State Parl{, Michigan
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Camden State Parl\, Minnesota

[imitations of the examples here grouped have less

measure of justification in natural parks. The sur-

rounding types are capable of infinite variation giv-

ing scope for wide differences in detail without

violation of reasonable simplicity. It will be ob-

>erved that a happy choice of location for the seat

Dr bench plays no small part in the effect created.

Letchworth State Parl{, New Yor\

5 &££

Wells State Par{, Michigan

~)olliver Memorial State Par\, Iowa Deception Pass State Par\, Washington
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Kcosauqua State Park DoUiver Memorial State Par\

Seats in Iowa State Partes

Variety and individuality have been brought to

the seats and benches created for the furnishing oi

shelters and for outdoor locations in the State

Parks of Iowa. There is a quality of naive hand

craftedness about the surrounding examples that

cannot but command interest, if failing unqualified

Keosauqua State Par\

DoUiver Memorial State Par\ Springbroo\ State Par\
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Springbrool^ State Parl{ Keosauqua State Par\

ipproval. From simple seat hewn from a log to

implicated fabricated bench with back is a color-

:ul vocabulary of seating furniture. The same

Drimitive note that pervades the benches is to be

bund in the picnic tables shown within this sec-

ion, and both in turn relate well to the character-

stic shelters in Iowa parks. Typical Iowa shelters

ire shown elsewhere herein.
#

fPF'* •

mm

,r?r

eosauqua State ?ar\, Iowa Dolliver Memorial State Parl{
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OUTDOOR FIREPLACES and CAMP STOVES

There are certain facilities necessary in park

areas which must be based on practical con-

iiderations largely, and in which aesthetics can play

jut a minor part. Outdoor fireplaces for picnick-

ers' use, outdoor stoves for campers' use and various

)ther contrivances for cooking in the open are defi-

nitely in this category.

To provide abundant hospitality for picnicking

-without question the most widely used attraction

)ffered by natural parks—requisite facilities must

3e scaled to peak attendances which seem to touch

lew highs with each succeeding summer holiday.

This in terms of cooking units means uncounted

lumbers of them, and in our parks their multipli-

ation has been forced at an alarming pace. Is it

hen any wonder that critical opinion tends to urge

hat fireplaces be made to attract the least possible

mention, after basic practical requirements have

leen served?

The fundamentals are not complex. The fire-

)ox must be properly sized and proportioned—

probably a general average being 1
8" for width be-

ween cheek walls, 1
2" for height from hearth to

irate, and 2'-o" for length from front to back.

The dimension stated for average width is seldom

'aried greatly, but there are practical arguments

n support of both lowering and raising of the

,

rrate. Grates set higher than 12" above the

ground involve less stooping in use. When the

elationship between hearth and grate is reduced

o 6" or 7", there results economy of fuel. Both

onsiderations are important, and a compromise

avoring both can result when the height of the

,rate is kept 1
8" or even more off the ground, and

he bed of the firebox is built up from the ground

the desired distance below the grate. But error

5 piled on error when the firebox is increased in

' ize or widely varied from its tested proportions in

i ny unwarranted experiment of building the fire-

place itself beyond the tried and proved desirable

maximum limits. Sufficient level shelf space on
1 he cheek walls to either side of the firebox is useful

for setting out cooking utensils and for keeping

cooked food hot.

The choice of grate is affected by several consid-

erations. The interstices should be small enough

to prevent, as one of the editing committee has rea-

soned, "any but the most emaciated hot dog from

dropping through." The Central New York State

Parks Commission has developed a cast-iron grate

which well meets this specification, but has also

contrived, at one-tenth the cost of the cast product,

a satisfactory substitute, which can be cut to size

with a pair of bolt-cutters from diamond mesh cul-

vert reinforcement. A proper evaluation of the

virtue of cheapness will result from a frank recog-

nition of the tendency to "walk away" seemingly

inherent in all unanchored park accessories short

of "two man" size. Chaining the grate to a staple

firmly built into the fireplace wall is an alternative

in long-range economy.

Movable grates are desirable, making for con-

venience in the removal of ashes from the firebox.

Grates, subjected to the weather and intense heat,

or in event of failure to keep ashes removed, deteri-

orate and must be replaced periodically, and the

disadvantage, when these are built into the ma-

sonry, is obvious. If built into the construction,

some provision for expansion under heat must be

made to prevent the cracking and breaking of the

masonry walls, unless these are unjoined by end

wall or by foundation. If bars or rods form the

grate, sleeves of pipe or tubing built into the walls

to receive the grate bars permit expansion.

Fireplaces should not be placed near enough to

trees to injure either branches or roots by heat.

Orientation in relation to prevailing air currents is

important.

Fireplaces with side walls only will take a wider

variety of fuel than more enclosed structures, cool

more quickly, and are less susceptible to cracking

in the process. Because water thrown on all kinds

of masonry when heated to high temperatures tends

to cause the masonry to fracture, fires should be
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extinguished with earth rather than water. It is

advisable to maintain a supply of earth near the

fireplace for this purpose. Otherwise there may
result undesirable prospecting for earth nearby.

Because some rock structures crack when ex-

posed to great heat, it is a common practice to line

fireplaces of rock with firebrick. This results in

longer life for the unit, and provides a good level

bearing for the grate, and is indeed practical, but

detracts from the much-favored informality of the

fireplace. When firebrick lining is omitted, it

should be made certain in advance that the rock

is a kind that will not crack or explode in heat.

The thoughtful reader will already have become

aware of a hint of evasion and postponement lurk-

ing in a failure to touch upon certain details he

holds highly pertinent to any discussion of outdoor

fireplaces. In admitting his suspicions, it may be

said that all the foregoing has been by way of hon-

est rendering unto Practicability those things of

which no gestures toward other considerations are

asked. There remain to be reviewed some few

fireplace practices, in appraisal of which Aesthetics

and Good Sense beg to be allowed a cautionary

word before Practicability speaks with loud finality.

There is first the question of chimneys as ad-

juncts of outdoor fireplaces. Their threatening

numbers in some parks suggest a paraphrase of the

figurative "inability to see the woods for the trees"

to the literal "inability to see the trees for the chim-

neys." The pioneers, the plainsmen, who fre-

quently cooked out of doors on the most primitive

of contrivances, needed no chimney for their cook-

ing, which on occasion embraced baking as well.

It is held by many that a chimney is functionally

non-essential to any fireplace, and that the open

flueless fire is adequate for outdoor cooking in any

situation. As our park vistas become more and
more encumbered with chimneyed eruptions that

assume the monumental proportions, and even the

appearance, of a dismal mortuary art, the naturo-

phile must devoutly hope that this viewpoint will

be proved out to halt their further increase. It is

not gross exaggeration to observe that merely top-

ping off with cast-iron statues of military aspect the

soaring piles of masonry now elbowing each other

in many picnic areas, would create some very typi-

cal, and very compact, historic battlefields. This

alone should bring about the general acceptance

of a major precept—that no chimneyed affair will

be constructed unless it shall be found that a flue-

less fireplace, in some draftless situation, simply

will not function. Park authorities and designers

should clamor for a picnic fireplace design that per-

mits the initial building of a perfect open unit, to

which a functional chimney of minimum propor-

tions can be added, if and when found necessary.

If this policy does not practically stamp out the

chimney blight, then an aggressive campaign in

favor of picnic menus without benefit of cooking

is necessary to save many of our parks.

Conditioned upon the most restrained use of

chimneyed fireplaces, principles and practices in

their construction are set forth. A pronounced

draft is produced only by a flue more than 5'-o"

high, and some will claim i2'-o". A shorter flue

will only take care of a portion of the smoke, and

much will escape in the open to blacken and dis-

figure the chimney. The draft of the flue may be

improved and the smudging of the chimney re-

duced by introducing a solid metal plate over or

in place of the usual grill.

Chimneyed or chimneyless, the outdoor fireplace

invites further discussion in the matter of materials

and their manner of use. A skillful manipulation

of native ledge rock or boulders in such manner as

to meet all practical demands, and yet at first glance

suggest a natural outcropping, is the most success-

ful, and can take its bow on Nature's stage without

blush or apology. This cannot be said for other

partis, which are ever more or less ill at ease in a

natural landscape. Of these others, the most satis-

fying in itself is the low stone unit laid up with

mortar, and the closer its kinship to a natural for-

mation or casual piling up of rock, the more pleas-

ing it is. One blind to the fact that in some re-

gions neither rock nor boulders are indigenous

might fatuously decree that fireplaces of any othei

materials are still unthinkable and taboo. This

view cannot be sponsored here in the face of a firm

conviction that park facilities should be provided

to supply all proved use-demand, and that suck
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OUTDOOR FIREPLACES and CAMP STOVES

facilities built of materials "natural" in origin, but

not "native" to the general region, are no less than

arrant "nature-faking"—labored and dishonest.

Fireplaces of brick or concrete are surely to be pre-

ferred to this.

Probably outdoor fireplaces of brick or of con-

crete are not to be seriously judged to be "land-

scape units." But they can be not inefficient in

function, not unskilled in workmanship, not un-

sightly in form, within limitations of their own.

They are economical in the current demand for

picnic units in greater numbers, and are somehow
unmannered and free of false pretense.

There are those who foresee in the expanding

demand for picnic facilities the threat of fireplace

units more crowded than gopher mounds on a prai-

rie and propose to meet it by resorting to multiple

fireplaces. The close coupling of units limits the

sources of smoke annoyance and hazard to tree

growth. There is economy of construction. The
sole opposing argument, because it is based en-

tirely on human nature, cannot be disregarded.

The propelling inspiration behind most picnics is

a desire to get away from crowds, to take over a

small area in the open affording reasonable privacy.

The massing of the cooking units brings in too

close contact too many cooks, proverbially not con-

ducive to peace and good will. Confronted with

the sound reasoning both for and against multiple

fireplaces, one shies at making oracular pronounce-

ment to recommend either one to the exclusion of

the other. Some of each in the picnic area may
be the solution of the moment.

The discussion to this point has embraced the

rather typical outdoor fireplace, and neglected the

very simplest provisions for cooking out-of-doors

that for some people are the most fun. A mere
platform formed by a low square or circular curb

of masonry, loose stone or cement, and filled level

with gravel, will provide for a fire with minimum
danger of its spreading. This type of open fire

is satisfactory only for cooking requiring no uten-

sils, such as toasting bread or meat, or roasting po-

tatoes or corn in the ashes. Supplemented by two

forked sticks, a cross arm and wire hooks to hold

kettles, this simple facility is not necessarily incon-

venient and its cooking range is widened. Again

the basic hearth type may be furnished with an

iron grill with legs to a considerable increase in

the variety of cooking possible. In the west an

iron stake driven into the ground near the center

of the cleared hearth and furnished with revolving

arms, adjustable for height, and fashioned to sup-

port pot, frying pan and pail, is sometimes favored.

The outdoor fireplace has been discussed herein

largely as a facility for the use of picnickers in pre-

paring one or two meals on a day's outing. On
this premise, it is reasonable that subordination of

the fireplace to its surroundings is to be sought

even at some sacrifice of convenience in use. When,

on the other hand, cooking facilities are provided

within the concentration of a camping area and

are intended for day-in, day-out use by camping

parties over extended periods, it is equally reason-

able that convenience be served at the expense of

aesthetic values. Thus is the camp stove differen-

tiated from the outdoor fireplace. Between the

two extremes are many hybrids—part stove, part

fireplace. The camp stove is legitimately built to

greater height for added convenience and more

elaborately equipped for a wider range of cooking.

Since cooking on a camping expedition is not al-

ways a fair weather undertaking, a roof over the

camp stove is often justified, and this necessitates

a chimney.

Stove units built of cast iron and erected on

masonry foundations are used in some localities.

Whatever may be their superior and unique ad-

vantages for camp cooking, these seem an impro-

priety somehow akin to outfitting Pan with a frock

coat.

In regions where the barbecue is a religion, the

details of the pit are probably too much a part

of the ritual itself, and too varied in strictly per-

sonal interpretations by the high priests thereof,

to risk a controversy by more than mention here.
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OUTDOOR FIREPLACES and CAMP STOVES • Plate HI

**l. a^l^
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Monument La\e Par\, Trinidad, Coloradc Palmer Mi in Par\, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Naturalized Picnic Fireplaces

Assembled here from widely separated points are

five supremely successful renderings of the simple

outdoor fireplace in the construction of which it is

striven to suggest a natural origin. The advantage

of a gently sloping hillside in achieving such effect

is apparent. The kinds of rock in the several ex-

amples differ greatly, yet each accomplishes well

the natural aspect sought.

Mt. Penn Par\, Reading, Pennsylvania

Lake Guernsey State Par\, Wyoming Myles Standish State Forest, Massachusetts
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OUTDOOR FIREPLACES and CAMP STOVES Plate H-2

Bastrop State Par\, Texas

Formalized Picnic Fireplaces

The utmost in naturalizing to the out-of-doors is

sacrificed in all the items of this group, yet monu-

mental size and conspicuousness are avoided withal.

Distant relative only to the others here shown is

the example at the lower right—an out-and-out

quantity production unit in concrete, which, how-

ever lacking in natural elegance and grace, should

broil a steak with equivalent efficiency.

Sequoia National Pai\

Parvin State Pai\, New Jersey

igg Harbor River Par\way, New Jersey La\e Worth Metropolitan V
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OUTDOOR FIREPLACES and CAMP STOVES • Plate. H-3

Turner Falls State Par\, Oklahoma Minnesota State Par\s

Miscellany of Fireplaces and Campstoves

The column to the left presents at the top picnic

fireplace with modest chimney, next a typical camp

stove, and at the bottom a multiple camp cooking

unit. Above at the right is an open fireplace, that

anticipates almost any condition of draft and is a

typical facility in Minnesota Parks. At the lower

right is pictured a simple camp fire hearth, bounded

by circular stone curb and equipped with iron

stake and adjustable arms to carry cooking utensils.

Valomar Mountain State Par\, California Swan Lake State Par\, Iowa
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS
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rT
is assumed to be unnecessary to dwell more

than momentarily on the two absolute essen-

ials in provision of drinking water in park areas.

3f these most important considerations primary is

he unalterable requirement that the water supply

hall be at all times safeguarded against contami-

lation. Hardly second to this is the need for dis-

pensing it at so many points over the park area

hat it is always easier for the park patron to avail

rimself of the protected water supply than to seek

nit brooks and other possible sources of drinking

vater not policed against pollution. Treatment

)f the bubbler, tap or spring as an architectural

>r landscape feature, can hardly claim consider-

Ltion until these two major demands have been

net. Only a firm conviction that a safeguarded

nd widely distributed water supply may be taken

or granted universally in the park-planning

hought of today encourages a venture in consid-

ration of the form and character, in an architec-

ural and landscape sense, of the dispensing media.

The cleaning out of a spring and the erection of

ome suitable enclosure to minimize the danger of

>ollution, are in the direction of a safe water sup-

»ly. However, if the public is to have free access to

he spring at the source, the human equation enters

nd renders problematical continuing cleanliness.

'oetic in fancy is the cool, clear pool from which
1 me may drink on bended knee, but subject in fact

o the careless habits of that not inconsiderable sec-

lion of the public which can be perfectly unaware
i hat others both precede and follow.

The ungarnished rendering of a facility for the

< ispensing of drinking water is a vertical pipe ter-

ninating with a tap, the tap perhaps inverted to

<;rve as a simple "bubbler." Such a contrivance

i- a out in the open will satisfy thirst, but certainly

i ot the eye. If it is decided to mask its gaunt utili-

tarianism by locating it amongst low growth or

|
laming, it is not readily discoverable, and a sign

i lust point out its location. If provision is not

made for disposing of drip and overflow, the tap is

soon the center of a muddy wallow, and only acces-

sible if planks or stepping stones are provided. All

of which soon demonstrates that the utterly simple

facility suffers from very real disadvantages, and

leads logically and necessarily to its being accepted

as something of a feature, its functionalism neither

so starkly naked as to offend the eye, nor so elab-

orately draped as to fail to declare itself. With the

need for suitable disposal of waste water, and such

desirable refinements as sanitary bubbler, steps to

accommodate children, tap for the filling of pails,

and in some climates or locations even roof protec-

tion against the heat of the sun, the feature be-

comes multi-functional, and demands careful study

in any pursuit of satisfying results.

The problem becomes one of knowing how far

to go and where to stop in glorification of the drink-

ing fountain. The examples shown herein illus-

trate various stages of the process. Personal prefer-

ence alone will dictate at what point and in what

particular the bounds of reason and good taste have

been overreached.

Because the treatment of the drinking fountain

or bubbler as an isolated unit is so difficult, every

opportunity should be embraced to incorporate

this facility within any suitable building situated

near the spot where drinking water is a require-

ment. It is possible and desirable to include bub-

blers as features of structures erected primarily for

other purposes, and thus to eliminate some of the

separate installations. Many bubblers have been

installed separately that need not have been.

There are instances of pump or fountain pro-

tected by a small shelter building—an alliance log-

ical in conception and often pleasing in execution.

Important always in connection with a piped water

supply out-of-doors is a suitable arrangement for

shutting off and draining the pipes in winter

weather. This provision should not be overlooked

wherever climate would indicate need for it.
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-1

Ur\n\cmd fount
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®
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-2

PLAN

-Automa.tic- solr olosinO val

ocated on opposite .side-
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Chi Id raw '3 platform
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-3
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A facility m provision
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f dririkirpq water that take;
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-4

hmo Ob>el he Willow .Jprir?qs -ParL. — llli

Jnade- for YViZ' arduous busme-ss or worlorjq we- ouvno-
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-5
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-6
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-7
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-8

spring House, Boyle State Par\, Arkansas

If a rustic structure may ever properly be termed

i temple, here is one. A veritable shrine for a

woodland spring, this shelter seems in every detail

aeyond legitimate criticism. Roof texture, "whit-

led" rafter ends, character of stone work—all com-

bine to render a structural symphony. Even the

almost invariably unpleasant perching of a log post

upon a built-up rock base does not here seem an

offense. Plans and details of the structure are

shown on the opposite page.
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS • Plate 1-9

\Vyom i no
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS

a lthough perhaps most of the many recrea-

jT\ tional facilities found in natural parks are

with varying frequency let out as concessions, it is

elected within this classification to treat only of

the concession which dispenses by sale rather than

by rental, and purveys to the recreationist food sup-

plies, soft drinks, candies, tobacco, toys, prepared

light lunches and meals. After all, it is this usage

that comes first to mind at mention of the word,

and the curb on verbosity that this limitation in-

sures, while it comes hard for the pen in hand, will

be a source of keen satisfaction to readers. A less

restrictive interpretation of the word would lead to

deadly duplication of the elsewhere dissected bath-

house, boathouse, and other structural media in

promotion of active recreation.

Thus the concession building, as here discussed,

is actually the corner store, delicatessen, restau-

rant, or even the hotel (in cases where overnight

accommodation is offered) , transplanted into the

park area for the convenience of the park visitors.

It may be some unpedigreed cross combination of

two or more of these urban facilities, as it settles

itself in adjustment to the demands of the recrea-

tion crowd and to its new environment.

If not extensive in size, the concession is very

apt to seek association under the same roof with

other nonconcession facilities or services, in order

that it may be where the crowd is. This is essen-

tial to its commercial success, which is quite as

necessary in a park environment as in the village.

Other park facilities may exist by virtue of sub-

sidy, but the concession is called upon to pay its

way.

Since it must be located at the "cross roads" of

the park, and must proclaim itself to the public,

it cannot be exactly the shy violet among park

buildings. It must announce its commercial traf-

fic unmistakably but with subtlety. It is the Jekyll

and Hyde among park structures. It is asked to

walk in the paths of quiet beauty and of commer-
cial solvency at one and the same time, though these

may lead in opposite directions. It is scarcely a

wonder that the concession building, successful

both as a park structure and as a commercial ven-

ture, is not common.
Perhaps the greatest fault to be found with con-

cession buildings on the whole is their lag in at-

taining the standards urged for park structures gen-

erally. There is recent evidence to indicate that

this shortcoming is in process of correction. It is

hoped that past tendencies to flimsiness, the tem-

porary and ultra-commercial in appearance, are

being overcome.

There is a practical need in connection with

concession buildings, large and small, that is al-

most invariably underestimated. This is the space

requirement for supplies. The sale of food, soft

drinks, and other articles dispensed by the park

concession involve not only much garbage and

rubbish, but the handling and temporary storage

of containers for soft drink and milk bottles, and

the like, awaiting collection. These bulk to a

space need that is hardly ever correctly foreseen,

and eventually force the building of an addition or

enclosure to screen the unsightly debris from pub-

lic view. Because funds for second thoughts are

grudgingly given, and because the initial shortage

of space leads to a desire for an overabundance, the

addition is apt to be of inferior construction and

down-at-heel appearance. Practicability is served

but quality is depreciated in the process.

Where the nearest overnight accommodations

are very distant from the park, it sometimes be-

comes expedient to provide them within the con-

fines of the park itself. This is often handled as

a concession, and is termed a lodge, inn, or guest

house. It is not a facility to be promoted in a

natural park. Rather is it to be undertaken only

when any increasing demand for it cannot longer

be resisted. It is a "civilizing" influence that tends

to distort the true concept of the natural park and

to frustrate the public's basic and prior interest in

natural parks safeguarded against the artificial.
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-l

30^0"

Restaurant Concession, Woodlands Lake, Westches

County, New Yorl^

In a metropolitan area, but not too urbane i

more remote settings, this combination of well-ffi

stone masonry and stained wane siding is pleasa

after much so-called rustic log construction. T
boathouse connecting by the covered passage

the plan, repeats the materials.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Sc A'- I -O"

BASEMENT PLAN
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-2

TR-ONT ELEVATION
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-3

"Kitchawan Tavern" Bronx River Parkway, New Yor\

Oervioe' Yard

^m lie

FLOOPL PLAN
>caje, 64' =

I- o-
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-4

Concession, "Kitchaivan Tavern"

Bronx River Parkway, New Yor\

This sort of facility has evolved quite logically

in connection with recent parkway developments.

While it may never become a feature generally of

parks remote from metropolitan districts, it is easy

to imagine non-typical conditions that might war-

rant the sponsoring of a building of like functions.

The broad restful roof surfaces, the low eaves—

among other points of high merit—contribute to

the excellent park character of the building.
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-5

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
C>&a!e- TS"" 1

l O"

Concession, "Duc\ Hall House,'

George Washington Birthplace National Monumet i

Designed to harmonize with the architecture (I

rebuilt Wakefield, this tea room concession well e:

emplifies the stylized and more finished structure*

that have place in parks. The inspiration of Yorl

town and Williamsburg, and intelligent adaptatio

to a problem, are evident. The second floor abow

the service wing contains three bedrooms and a

bathroom. Edward W. Donn. Jr.. Architect.
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J-6

Concession, Palo Duro State ?ar\, Texas

The difficult problem of a building on the rim
of a canyon can only be well met by a low struc-
ture, skillfully blended to the character of the can-
yon wall. There is large measure of successful ac-

complishment in this example.
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CONCESSION BUILDINGS • Plate J 7

Concession Building, Turner Falls State Par\,

Oklahoma

The long, low lines and rock walls here echo the

contours of surrounding" hills and the prevalent

outcroppings of rock. The casual, artless masonry

could only be truly complemented by a roofing

material heavier than was actually used. The
doubling of certain shingle courses is in the direc-

tion of a proper scale but falls short of being sulli-

cient.

FLOOR PLAN
OceJ e- 64"" i-o'
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ADMINISTRATION BUILDINGS

/f, in the arranging of material of this collec-

tion, a certain latitude, not to say license, could

not be assumed to be charitably granted the com-

pilers by the readers, this heading would have little

reason for being. For while, if asked to name a

half dozen structures justified by need within

parks, a reader will probably name an administra-

tion building as one of them, he might be some-

what in a fog if asked to describe just what, specifi-

cally, constitutes one. The embarrassing question

will not be pressed upon the reader. Rather will

he difficult duty of seeking the answer be here

assumed and herein attempted, without, however,

my certain expectancy of pulling a rabbit from

in empty hat.

In theory the administration building is head-

quarters for directing effort and business manage-

ment of the park area. Actually it may be a vest

socket, a desk, a room, perhaps supplemented with

ypewriter, adding machine, safe, possibly even two

)r more rooms with multiplication of these acces-

iories. But few, if any, examples of administra-

ion buildings are known to exist as entities, sep-

irate from other functions. There are gate lodges,

:ustodian's dwellings, community buildings, recrea-

ion pavilions, dining concessions, and numerous

:ombinations of functions, all termed administra-

ion buildings. An appraisal of the use and of

he space devoted to this intangible business of

idministration will usually demonstrate that the

designation of the building is something of a

courtesy title, if not actually a misnomer.

This widespread paradox exists very naturally

and very logically. It is probably right that the

point of control, the symbol of supervisory author-

ity, should have importance, even dominance,

among park buildings. It is quite pardonable that

the limited space demand of administrative func-

tion should augment itself by the borrowed bulk

of less significant space requirements and give name
to the resulting combination structure. The tail

is allowed to wag the dog with more than usual

justification.

Structures dignified by the designation "admin-

istration building" often tend to prominence of lo-

cation and austerity of treatment that arrogantly

imply special prerogative to compete with Nature

as the "feature" of the natural park. Such boorish

behavior can no more be condoned in Park Build-

ing No. 1 than in lesser park structures.

Illustrated hereinafter are numerous buildings,

one function of which is administration. Some in-

clude closely related functions, others combine fa-

cilities ill-related to the business of administration.

In so far as these avoid the blight of several scat-

tered structures to result in a single structure free

of pompous pretensions, the multi-purpose build-

ing masquerading as administration building is not

unreasonable. Rather does it seem to be a solution

worthy of encouragement.
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Administration Building, Casa Grande National

Monument

Adobe in gesture to tradition, and low, in keep-

ing with the surrounding expanse of level terrain,

this building is definitely and excellently custom-

tailored to the Southwest. It houses various facili-

ties that have legitimate function as phases of park

administration and conveys impressively a feeling

of organized administrative authority. The archi-

tectural style is related to that of the entrance way

and entrance sign of this same park. These sub-

jects are shown elsewhere in this collection.

5c ,ir- [
10"
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FLOOR, PLAN
Ocale-76 "l : 0"

^ministration Building, Mesa Verde National Par\

Here is exemplified that unusual park structure, formal in plan and exterior, it relates well to the
i administration building that does not accumu- other buildings in this National Park, several of
a:e other functions to gain impressive bulk. In- which are included under other classifications.
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ADMINISTRATION BUILDINGS Plate K-4

w -

idministration Building, Longmire, Mt. Rainier National Par\

The plans on the opposite page exhibit the sev-

( ral functions that may accrue to an administra-

i ion building in a major park. The employment
< f boulder masonry as here illustrated is usually

( ictated and only justified by the absence of more
1 workable rock material within reasonable distance,

lowever well handled, it seems impossible to at-

tain a satisfying appearance of stability. The raft-

ers are appropriately vigorous in scale, and the

blunted terminations of them are most agreeable.

There is abundant provision of windows to insure

a well-lighted interior without sacrifice of wall sur-

faces to the point where the exterior suffers in

appearance.
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FIRST FLOOP. PLAN ScaJ**'-no. 5E.COND FLOOR, PLAN
Administration Building, Ya\ima ?ar\, Mt. Rainier National Var\

Even without benefit of the magnificent back- inspired by the early block-house, here is a building

ground afforded by Mt. Rainier this log building representative of logical and legitimate adaptatio

)

would be an outstanding contribution to park ar- of a traditional form. The log work is neither tc

)

chitecture. Obviously, but not too self-consciously, precise nor too laboriously rustic.
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Idministration Building, Phoenix South Mountain ?ar\, Arizona

In continuing prehistoric Pueblo structural tra-

i ition this building extends the vocabulary of park
'• rchitecture to include a pleasing and welcome re-

^ional expression eminently suited to the South-

< 'est. Interest is caught by the unusual character
'- E the masonry, the several levels of the roof, the

Uphazard lift and drop of the parapets, and the

rhythmic shadows cast by the projecting pole vigas.

As is so frequently the case with administration

buildings, the plan shown above does not particu-

larly evidence administrative function. The com-

bination of caretaker's quarters, service courtyard

and museum form more accurately administration

"point" than administration building.
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Administration Building, Sel{ir{ Shores State Par{, New Yor{

Impressive in extent for a log building and not- the concrete base, the trivial boulder masonry of

able for the workmanship of the log construction the chimneys, and the thinness of the covering ma
and the broad sweep of the roof. The severity of terial of the roof are disturbing details.
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SHELTERS and RECREATION BUILDINGS

t-jeyond doubt the most generally useful build-

fj ing in any park is a shelter, usually open but

sometimes enclosed or enclosable, and then referred

to as a recreation or community building, or a

pavilion.

It is admittedly no trivial task to achieve a desir-

able and unforced variety in such buildings within

the confines of a moderate cost. This is true of

other park structures, but it is more apparent of

shelters because they are so universally existent in

park areas. It is the almost invariable presence

of at least one shelter, and often of several shel-

ters, in every park that tends to make us especially

and painfully aware of a spiritless monotony of

design and execution. Exertion of effort to bring

character to a shelter, such as will differentiate it

from a thousand and one others, is all too rare;

attainment of the objective, without bizarre result,

still more rare. The attempt is worth all the cre-

ative effort expended; the successful accomplish-

ment, truly worthy of praise.

Because its purpose and use usually lead to its

placement in the choicest of locations within the

park, where it is natural to invite the park user to

rest and contemplate a particularly beautiful pros-

pect or setting, the shelter finds itself in the very

:enter of a stage with a back-drop by the first Old

Master. Its role is thus a difficult one, and is ill-

played if rendered in the flippant slang or thin

syncopated measures of the moment. Slapstick

:omedy technique is inappropriate; some dignity

beyond passing fad or fashion is demanded of the

ihelter's stellar part.

The essentials of a shelter include first of all

overhead protection and a place to sit and rest.

In size, shelters range from the very small and
ninor, in a simple rendering, to the large and com-

plicated, when many extra-functional dependencies

ire included in the ambitious structures of a large,

nuch-used park.

Transition from the simplest to the specialized or

nore complex structure may be effected by the in-

corporation of one or more fireplaces, the partial

or complete enclosing of the sides for protection

from wind or weather, the provision of ovens or

grills for picnic cooking and tables and seats for

the picnic meal. The shelter of special purpose or

the recreation building for year-round use results.

There are colloquial departures in shelters and

their functions that make for some well-defined

varieties.

One such is the so-called kitchen shelter devel-

oped in the Northwest, where presumably heavy

rainfall is an abnormal threat to cooking picnic fare

in the open. The type evolved is a kind of com-

bined kitchen and picnic shelter, the sides widely

open except against the prevailing winds. Our
countrymen of this region must fairly radiate sweet-

ness and light, for here almost invariably the facili-

ties for cooking are double, triple or quadruple

ovens ranged in close proximity about one chim-

ney. The shelters bear no noticeable scars of inter-

group ruction and seem almost to refute the widely

held conviction that close contact of picnicking

groups is provocative of trouble. Perhaps from

this peaceable region will spread forth the millen-

nium when the lion and the lamb universally can

picnic on the same half-acre and like it.

Typical of the Southwest is the ramada, func-

tioning in protection of the picnicker from the heat

and brilliance of the desert sun. Its name is from

the Spanish, its style generally derived from the

Pueblo. It is built with rock or adobe walls or

piers, its practically flat roof carried on round poles,

or vigas. The roofs are usually covered with a

kind of thatch allowed to hang down over the

edges as a fringed protective valance of bewhisk-

ered appearance. The ramada of the desert coun-

try is often equipped with an integral open fire-

place and chimney. Sometimes there is provided

instead an outdoor fireplace nearby for the prepa-

ration of food. The ramada often accommodates

more than one picnic group.

There are logical combinations of the shelter
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SHELTERS and RECREATION BUILDINGS

with other park structural needs which bring wel-

come diversification to its form and appearance.

Custodian's or concessionaire's quarters, concession

space, public comfort stations, storage space, and

other facilities have been successfully incorporated

with shelters and produced satisfying variations

which avoid implication either of the common-

place on the one hand or the fantastic on the other.

There are sufficient legitimate combinations and

cross combinations of functions, materials, forms,

and other ingredients to make possible an almost

infinite number of agreeably different shelters, if

served up without economy of skill and effort in

the contriving, and seasoned with a palatable dash

of individuality.

The shelter floor may be simply a gravel or earth

fill, or may be brick or stone laid on a sand fill. A
wood floor for a shelter has little to recommend it.

Concrete pavement with one of several surface ma-

terials may be used. The variety of soil and frost

conditions over the entire country precludes the

making of a recommendation in the choice of ma-

terial. Available funds likewise will affect its selec-

tion. Whatever material a thorough consideration

of circumstances may designate for use, it is rather

to be urged that it be intelligently employed with

due thought for its fitness and durability. So many

pavements of open shelters have failed to survive

the local temperature range and frost action with

such disheartening results, that it is not unfair to

assert that there has been too prevalent ignorance

or naive disregard of unchangeable material facts.

Were it not for the introductory promise to avoid

the "primer" approach within these discussions,

there would be at this point a yielding to temp-

tation to point out that masonry expands under

heat and contracts with cold, and that proper ex-

pansion joints are a specific, that foundation walls

are unreliable unless carried below the local frost

level, and that bounding retaining walls do not

long retain if moisture can collect underground

above the frost line. A promise being what it is,

a recall of these elementary facts must go herein

unrecorded and neglected.
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Trailside Shelter, Bismarc\ Metropolitan ?ar\s,

North Dakota

The Adirondacks shelter moving westward un-

dergoes changes. In this example the points of dif-

ference are the informality of axe-cut log ends and

an added rakishness of contours. The fireplace

continues in its traditional location, facing the open

front of the shelter.

V

Trailside Shelter, Scenic State Parl{, Minnesota

Structural forthrightness and precedent are sac-

rificed for novelty in the omission of wing walls

from the front corners of this variant. Probably

structurally safe through the use of very long

spikes, there exists a feeling of insecurity in this

abandonment of the time-honored "log cabin" cor-

ner. The benches around the three walls are a

departure from type.

Trailside Shelter, Coo\ County Forest Preserve, Illinois

The Adirondacks shelter, in this example, turns

to a rather meticulous stonework that is perhaps

at home in a metropolitan area, but hardly as in-

formal as we might wish for in a wilderness setting.

The fireplace that was isolated and facing the open
front in the prototype, is here incorporated with the

shelter itself, and thereby precedent is somewhat
obscured.
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icnic Shelter, Phoenix South Mountain Tar\, Arizona

This airy banquet hall in a desert setting repu-

te iates all legendary perils of the Western desert.

he wounded bandit dragging himself to the water

^"3le, might well have gathered strength in the

p
lade of a luxurious shelter such as this. The

t ible is of majestic proportions, the stone piers of

interesting workmanship and the unbarbered roof

covering probably just an old Spanish custom.
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Shelter, Forest City State Par\, Iowa

Typical Iowa Shelters

The surrounding illustrations serve to show that

minor departures from the typical shelter detailed

on the opposite page, even though within narrow

limits, tend to result in distinct individuality. All

bear the stamp of Iowa, a healthy indication that

here is a region developing a structural expression

of its own. None bears the rubber stamp of slavish

duplication. The several points of minor variation

are worthy of careful attention. The style is agree-

able and vigorous and the plan one that is appropri-

ate and useful in many settings.

Shelter, interior view, Forest City State Far /{, l@wa

shelter, Springbroo\ State Far\, Iowa Shelter, interior view, Springbrool^ State Far\, Iowa
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Staunton River State Parl{, Virginia

Picnic Shelters

II

Directly above is pictured the shelter at Staunton

River State Park detailed on the opposite page.

The other illustrations show different renderings

of this basic and popular type in a variety of ma-

terials including board and batten, vertical logs,

rough siding, and stone, in the order named.

These serve to demonstrate the wide range for in-

dividuality of exterior treatment possible over an

ilmost identical floor plan.

Staunton River State Par\, Virginia

Vheeler Dam Reservation, Tennessee Valley Authority Clarence Fahnstoc\ State Parl{, New YorI{
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Shelter, Darling State Forest ?ar\, Vermont

Opposite arc shown the plan and detail draw-

ings of this shelter. The general arrangement with

fireplace at one end, and this end enclosed for one-

third the length of the structure, is somewhat re-

gional in its popularity. It is typical of New York

and the New England States.

Kisil Point Shelter, Letchworth State Parf(, New Yor\

Kinship of this example with the one above is

quite apparent. Points of difference are minor.

This shelter and the one below employ rough

slabs applied horizontally to give semblance of the

true log structure. The chimney with continuous

batter from grade to cap seems also to be a re-

gional characteristic.

Tea Table Roc\ Shelter, Letchworth State Par\,

New' Yor\

This third rendering of the group displays an

open truss in the gable end, a feature usually no
more successful than here. There is a look of

frailty about most trusses fabricated of timbers in

the round that is all but unavoidable. This one
seems distressingly light.
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Community Kitchen, Rainbow Falls State Var\,

Washington

A facility significant of the climate of the North-

west where the mortality rate of picnics in the open

relates directly to heavy rainfall. Here are ex-

emplified massiveness of log construction and

shakes scaled to the abundance of native cedar, but

there is an uncompromising sharpness to the rafter

and purlin ends that makes one wish that axe and

draw-knife, rather than a saw, had been employed.

The facilitating equipment consists of sink, double

stove and four table and bench combinations, the

latter in an intimate proximity that only a down-

pour would render inviting.

*Post

FLOOR, PLAN
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Shelter Kitchen, McCormicI(s Cree\ Slate Parl{, Indiana

This type of structure, so Erequent in the North-

west, moves eastward to bid for popularity in the

Hoosier State. The chimney serves six picnic

ovens, and is located at the center of the sheltering

roof. The shake roof has agreeable scale.
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Picnic Shelter, Voorhees State Par\, New Jersey

The supporting posts and brackets of this shelter

seem perfectly scaled to the mass, and recall some-

thing of the sturdy and workmanlike joinery of the

early American barn, a fitting source of precedent

and inspiration for a building in our natural parks.

The horizon tality produced by the three-member

railing offsets the considerable pitch of a roof that

otherwise might cause the structure to appear too

high. The simple gable treatment and the broad

approach steps are important contributions to the

satisfying effect here created.

FLOOR PLAN
Ocale/Te"" I -c
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Shelter, Whitewater State Var\, Minnesota

This shelter building has features that differen-

tiate it from the cast-in-one-mould-and-too-often-

repeated shelter types. The continuation of the

floor to give a stone paved walkway around the

building is a novelty that would seem to offer the

advantage of projecting the shelter's use into the

immediate environs. The style of the roof shin-

gling gives interest. The effect of the masonry is a

happy mean between refinement and rusticity.

2S-0-
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Large Shelter, Cliffy Falls State Par\, Indiana

Low, informal, picturesque, this shelter succeeds

in retaining i lie feeling of the typical primitive log

cabin of southern Indiana that must have inspired

it. The combination of textures, the denticulation

of roof comb by the local practice of alternating

the lap of the topping-off shingle courses, the

squared logs and robust chimneys, are important

details. This is Exhibit A in disproof of any con-

tention that a simple structure of character cannot

be expanded without sacrifice of its savor.
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\mall Shelter, Clifty Falls State ~Par\, Indiana

A picturesque shelter so much in the spirit of

arly Indiana that doubt is aroused as to whether

t has been converted from an old log cabin, recon-

tructed from the remnants of one, or is new con-

truction cleverly "antiqued." The squared logs,

he wide chinking and rude shake roof are charac-

eristic of the locality.
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Shelter, Buffalo Roc/{ State Far\, Illinois

This combination building assuredly hous

much in little—sizable toilet rooms, concessi(

stand with kitchen, and shelter with fireplace. (

considerable merit are the log portion with int<

estingly ragged corner joining and the "freehai

drawn" character of the roof and shingling. N
quite in key with the pleasing informality of the

materials is the stone work. This might have be*

less painstakingly exact to great gain in the pai

like character of the ensemble. The plan sugge

probable insufficient light and ventilation for t

toilet rooms.
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Shelter, Pere Marquette State Par{, Illinois

This mid-western shelter steps outside the set

patterns and achieves a naive individuality. The
paved semi-courtyard and the trail that passes

through the structure are novel features. There is

an uncouthness of character that compels attention,

if it does not win unanimous admiration.
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Shelter, Mohawk^ Parl{, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Evidencing brilliant indifference to the hack-

neyed in shelter plans, and a handling of materials

free of hampering dictates of tradition, here is a

building that gives promise of an eventual Ameri-

can park architecture. This accomplishment owes

much to the irregularity of the shingle courses, the

curiously blunted beavering of the rafter ends and

the carefully careless ragged batter of the stone

walls from grade to sill of openings.
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Shelter, Gitchie Manitou State Var\, Iowa

Few buildings among the subjects herein illus-

trated are so well keyed to their immediate sur-

roundings as this stone picnic shelter. There is

a rapprochement between the crude stone masonry

and rock outcroppings that evidences an under-

standing of the claims of environment.

W^^t
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From its well-blended base line and rnde stone

pavement to ridgepole of its vigorous roof, this

sturdy shelter is highly charged with admirable

park character. Equally impressive is the interior

treatment, in which the piers are contrived to pro-

vide stone seats that appear logically integral with

the building itself.
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Shelter, La\e Guernsey State Par\, Wyoming

From rude outcropping at its base to finished

ermination of the chimney is visual presentation

»f successive stages of masonry evolution. Plant

;

,rowth should ultimately complete the blending

o site so skillfully started by the rock work. The
1 ontrast between exterior and interior masonry
! urface is startling.
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Shelter, Boyle State Parl^, Arkan sas
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Shelter, Boyle State Var\, Arkansas

Vigorous in design and sympathetically executed,

this shelter ranks near the top by current stand-

ards for park architecture. The broad, unbroken
roof surface, vitalized by the texture of thick shakes

doubled every fourth course, and the informality

of masonry and log work, could hardly be im-

proved on. The outdoor fireplace, with broad

stone-paved terrace for its hearth, is a feature of

interest. The regular denticulation terminating

the vertical boards in the gables forcefully accents

the otherwise freehand lines of the building.
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Recreation Budding, "Green Mountain Lodge,"

Boulder Mountain Parl^, Colorado

In close harmony with the rock-strewn site, this

enclosed shelter building seems guiltless of false

note. Even the formlessness of the rocks employed

to top off the chimney can claim a measure of ex-

emption from criticism on the plea of relationship

to the indigenous rocks. The building is used as a

rallying point for Boy Scouts and other organiza-

tions visiting the park as groups. There is great

practical advantage in a building of this general

type in a park. Its many windows provide good

ventilation in summer, yet when these are closed

and both fireplaces are lighted, use in the most

severe weather is possible.
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Shelter Pavilion, Scenic State Par\, Minnesota

In this example Minnesota justifies her advan-

tage of superior native timber resources by the fine

character of the log construction. We are almost

blinded to the lesser merit of the chimney masonry,

which, for all its sturdy proportions, favors the

'peanut brittle" technique. No one region seems

to have been blest beyond its fair share of natural

resources of the first flight. An imagined ideal

oark structure might call for a masonry chimney

rom one of several localities, but it would assur-

edly specify "logs and log construction by Min-

lesota."
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Community Building, Longmire,

Mt. Rainier National Par\

A park structure of importance that after poini

ing the way for many later buildings, has been fa

outrun in achievement of subtleties of design an

execution making for true park structural charat

ter. The thinness of the roof shingles and th

masonry of the chimneys are unfortunate. Con

parison of the almost mechanical stiffness of th

rafter ends with the handcrafted quality of th

"whittled" rafter ends of other subjects more r<

cently built, will indicate one such advance i

structural technique.
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS

riTHiN the compass of this heading is included

a wide range of structures, the common de-

nominator of all being the provision of means for

negotiating a view. Lookouts may eventuate from

the practical requirement of forest fire detection,

or from determination on the part of designing

technician or wilful band of park users, hyper-view-

conscious, for something bigger and better and

more distant in views than Nature unaided could

achieve.

Between the grimly functional lookout of the

ranger and the utmost in aesthetic structural ele-

vation contrived by the view-for-view's-sakers is

greater distance than any park vista will ever pro-

vide. When it has been essayed to superimpose

the too conscious aspirations of the aesthetic, on

the structurally sufficient skeleton of the fire de-

tection tower, the literally "crowning" error in

park development has been committed. Probably

a frank rendering of either extreme, free of ges-

ture toward the other, is better than any hybrid

produced by crossing the two irreconcilables.

Examination of existing timber-framed trestle-

type lookout towers for aesthetic values will prove

disheartening. In general, the oil derrick as their

inspirational source is painfully undisguised. This

conclusion cannot be held in disparagement of the

designers, if it be honestly admitted that they have

valiantly sought to solve the unsolvable. There is

such admirable show of there-is-no-such-word-as-

can't in every new attempt! It seems heartless to

venture a restraining word, but the accumulation

in our parks of harrowing skeletons commemora-
tive of past ill-advised best intentions in this direc-

tion admits no choice of action.

There are other than purely aesthetic reasons

for discouraging the building of high wooden
structures for use as observation towers. It is very

difficult, if not impossible, to fabricate a timber-

braced structure with bolted or spiked joints that

will hold up under the attack of the elements for

any considerable length of time without constant

maintenance. Immediately after construction the

wood members shrink and the joints loosen. De-

cay will proceed rapidly at the joints where water

seeps in between the members and finally into the

bolt and spike holes. The structure is weakened

at its most vulnerable point. With the slightest

loosening of the joints the tremendous wind pres-

sures cause movements which increase the stresses

in the entire structure. The safety of the people

using the towers cannot be assured, when it de-

pends entirely on inspection and maintenance that

cannot be guaranteed into the future.

Because the wood-framed lookout tower is so

utterly unappealing, and so potentially a hazard,

it is strange that but few stone towers have been

built. The stone lookout is not foredoomed to

failure, aesthetic and structural, as is the open

wood tower, but on the contrary offers opportun-

ity for picturesqueness, satisfying design and great

permanence. Particularly does it appear that the

possibilities for a stone tower of modest height

springing from a rock-crowned summit have not

been widely sensed, certainly not widely embraced.

It is held by many that the birth rate for look-

out towers in parks is currently too high, and that

some measure of control should be instituted. It

can be argued that the perching of a lookout on the

high elevation of a park area is disfiguring to the

natural sky line, that it is sometimes better to re-

move the trees that crown the high summit, and

are the very obstructions to view that make neces-

sary the building of a structural lookout. The

bald crown of the eminence is held to be a lesser,

certainly no greater, blemish than the structural

tower rearing itself above trees. There are un-

doubtedly locations where this solution would be

an acceptable alternative to a lookout tower. But

it can hardly be urged for universal application.

Rather should it be given thoughtful consideration

as a possibility, to be weighed in the light of con-

sideration of characteristics of hill or mountain top

contours and prevalence of forest cover.
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There is another less blatant type of lookout,

without aspirations to become a tower of Babel,

often termed an overlook, trail lookout or lookout

shelter and usually strategically located at a pros-

pect point of an upland, where the hiker is of-

fered rest and shelter and a view. These little

structures are notable for their general lack of pre-

tentious character, and several successful examples

of such are illustrated by photographs and draw-

ings on succeeding pages. It must be admitted

that these might as logically have been included

within the shelter section. Perhaps the reader will

withhold censure of this straining in classification

and wink at this subterfuge as pardonable in the

circumstances. The "batting average" for lookout

towers without the beneficial rating of overlooks is

such that it stands in need of any advantage that

can be fairly given it.

OVERLOOK—STARVED ROCK STATE PARK—ILLINOIS

A hexagonal overlook structure of simple construction so photo-

graphed as to show the distant view that is its reason for being. No
other purpose that might inspire a small shelter building offers benefits

measuring up to those furnished by a sweeping view of a far horizon.

A double or triple railing might have overcome the disturbing "open-

ness" of the single rail that has here been used and have contributed a

solidity to the base of the structure that seems to be lacking.
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and scenic- obse-rvafion. I be- racilities prouped at t» base
or tne- tovce-r itself contribute- to the- public's Greater use-

a.nd etnioymerjl or tne- lookout are-a..
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate M-4

LooJ{out Shelter, Meramec State ¥cu\, Missouri

It is suggested to all who would build a tal

trussed timber lookout tower that they pause am

consider on its merits such a lookout as this. It i

more enduring and comparatively free from main

tenance demands, and very much more at home 01

a rocky eminence than any wood tower ever con

trived. It offers a view in all directions and she!

ter from sudden storms. The batter at the basi

of the wall is pleasing. Perhaps the low pitch o

the roof and the thinness of roof covering coul<

be quarreled with.

FLOOR PLAN
OcaJe; te' m

I -o*
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate M-5

*•.-<-.

FLOOR PLAN
5 caJe 35"'

1 -O'

1 observation Station, Grand Canyon National Par\

Perched on the rim of this spectacular canyon,

lis structure forms liaison with its setting by

i leans of native stone ruggedly laid, flat roof, skill-

i illy buttressed corners. Before a lecture group

'< t the observation point the majestic canyon—sub-

j -ct of the talks—spreads uninterruptedly.
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate M-6

Overlook^ Shelter, Devil's Den State Par\, Arkansas

Nominated from the floor as a candidate for :

Pulitzer Award for Park Structures, if and whei

created. This little structure will canse chagrii

and consternation among experts in destructive

criticism who will be hard put to ferret out it

shortcomings. An inventory of all its points o

high merit is impossible in a limited space, bu

would surely lead off with blending to site, char

acter of rock work and vigorous scale of the lot

timbers. The picturesque tree is flattering to tin

structure, but, it must be admitted, with unques

tionable justification.

FLOOR. PLAN
OcaJe- Si"" \'-0'
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate Ml

FIRST FLOOR: PLAN
.oo\out, Mus\egon State ?ar\, Michigan

A graceful salute to the days of the Frontier!

or the pleasantly dishonest authenticity of this

i ew-old blockhouse we are indebted to the sal-

OcaJ e-,52 "-l io" 5ECOND FLOOR PLAN

vaged timbers of a wrecked lake vessel. This look-

out inspires recall of vanished men and vanquished

wilderness—a shrine for the Unknown Pioneer.
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate MS
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate M-9

Lookout Shelter, Mississippi Palisades State ?ar\, Illinois

High in the merit list of lookout shelters, this

jaunty little building of hand-hewn timbers as here

illustrated basks in the full added benefit of dra-

matic photography. To those who must have

something to cavil at, the excessive "beavering" of

Lhe rail members is suggested. But accelerated per-

sonality is more than compensatory for any minor
sacrifice of structural maximum. Opposite are de-

ail drawings of the building.
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LOOKOUT TOWERS and OVERLOOKS • Plate M-10

FLOOR. PLAN
Oca.lc''i6-l : 0'

Overlook^ Shelter, Buttermil\ Falls State ?ar\, New Yor\

Happily illustrative of escape from the bondage

of the prosaic in shelter buildings, both in plan

and exterior treatment. Abundance of doors and
windows gives views in all directions and still per-

mits the enclosing of the shelter in cool weather.

The retaining wall is of interest by reason of its

batter rather than adherence to all the laws of good

masonry. It is unfortunate that the general rug-

gedness of the structure did not extend to the roof-

ing material, which is thin and inadequate.
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MUSEUMS
-^-S»-?»»> «i- «<• «<• <«•

/n a previous discussion was cited the modern

tendency to elaboration of signs and markers in

some instances to the point of serving almost as

miniature trailside museums. Such developments

in elucidation of natural sciences and phenomena,

or of history, are the liaison between the mere park

sign and the museum in natural parks.

Mr. Herbert Maier, who has had a conspicuous

part in many successful park museums in the ca-

pacity of designer and consultant, explains his con-

ception of the modern park museum and its func-

tion as follows:

"Of late years," writes Mr. Maier, "there has

been a decided change in viewpoint on the value of

the museum in interpreting outdoor life. This ap-

plies principally to museums of local natural his-

tory and to the smaller historical museums. The
change has been largely due to the world's going

on wheels and it is now possible for everyone,

sooner or later, to study natural phenomena in situ.

In other words, it is no longer necessary to bring

the world in under one roof.

"Museums in parks and recreational areas

should, for the most part, confine their scope to

the interpretation of the subject matter contained

within the immediate area, or at least within the

region. A park museum may be little more than

what has come to be known as a nature shrine, de-

signed to interpret one particular phenomenon at

hand, or the museum may interpret the subject

matter of the entire park.

"In the former case the museum as a rule is

merely an outdoor display in exposition of natural

or historic fact, or is a small semi-open structure

in which the group occupying the area, such as

Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls, and similar organized

groups, arrange their temporary collections as a

part of their nature study work.

"Frequently, where a particular local phenome-
non exists, an artistic unattended structure, de-

signed to hold the interpretive material and to

'answer questions' is installed, either immediately

off the road or along a foot trail. Such nature

shrines may contain one or more weather-proof

shallow wall cases with shatter-proof glass fronts.

In here are displayed not only text but specimens,

photographs and charts. The cases may be re-

moved and brought in to the park headquarters

for the winter months.

"The park museum that is other than nature

shrine, or for the temporary use of organizations,

is usually of the 'working type' or is designed to

house permanent exhibits. The exhibits may be

displayed as in the larger city museums but there

should always be a consciousness of the immediate

presence of the outdoors. It may be advisable to

arrange the plan of the building so that a semi-

enclosed courtyard obtains in which exhibits are

displayed, and in which may be growing living-

flower and forestry specimens, labeled for identifi-

cation. Here may also be found a vivarium con-

taining a collection of living reptiles, etc., in semi-

natural enclosures. The exhibit rooms should af-

ford an occasional vista into the nearby woodland

so that the visitor may have a feeling of being in

the midst of the subject matter that is being in-

terpreted.

"Certainly, a museum building is an academic

structure. On the other hand, the architecture of

our park museums should above everything else

reflect the outdoors. In the design of these build-

ings it is usually desirable to make use of indige-

nous materials in a novel way. In the case of one

of our National Parks the stone corner of the build-

ing is the local geological column. In another case

basalt columns have been transported and reas-

sembled in the structure. These small park

museums, designed to interpret local material only,

are what have come to be known as trailside

museums.

"Above everything else in the installation of

park museums, we should consider that it is not

the policy to duplicate nature. It is far better to

study living specimens in si hi where that is practi-
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MUSEUMS

cal than to attempt to reproduce them and place

i hem under a roof. A case in point is the advisa-

bility of studying wildflower collections actually

giowing in the field as compared to wax or pre-

served specimens reproduced in a museum display.

As an opposite case, however, it is hardly possible

for the visitor to make a comprehensive study of

the local bird population by a brief visit to the

park, whereas a collection of mounted birds of the

region will facilitate study materially and therefore

is a proper exhibit.

"We must always keep in mind that our parks

themselves are museums of natural history and the

best museum structure is that one which functions

most efficiently as an interpretive agent. They
should never become mere repositories for curios

and oddities."

Both museum structure and trailside nature

shrine offer great opportunity for capturing the

characteristics or spirit of the region. Often some

extraordinary formation can be logically utilized to

create a structure especially typical of a particular

site. In the case of an historical museum building

devoted to a particular era, the structural tradi-

tions and methods of that period are commonly a

well-justified theme for the design. There is suc-

cessful precedent for the restoration of an ancient

building to purposes of display. The old stone

mill at Spring Mill State Park houses a collection

of farm tools and household utensils of pioneer

days. The restored log cabin of a pioneer in the

Mariposa Grove of Big Trees serves the purpose of

a museum. There is wide latitude for individual-

ity among structures each of which is intent on

stressing some particular phase of nature or of

history.

MUSEUM, MARIPOSA GROVE OF BIG TREES, VOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

A pioneer cabin of the region, re-built to serve as museum. Here are all the

theoretical good features of the ideal log structure, universally kjiown but seldom

encountered in one building—simple lines, excellent scale of logworl^ and shake

roof, and massive chimney of admirable masonry and good silhouette. .1 cabin

such as this must have been the original of the "home on the range." Dwarfed

in scale but not in merit by the huge trees, the presence of this simple and un-

assuming cabin is not the wide target for criticism that almost any other structure

in so impressive a setting would be.
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-l

FIR.5T FLOO&. PLAN
S caJo 16 l-O"

Museum Building, Petrified Forest National Monument

With simple dignity, this building happily suc-

ceeds both in capturing the flavor of the architec-

ture of the old Southwest and gesturing in direc-

tion of the contemporary. No mean attainment

in itself, but with the added score of an orderly

workable plan, successful beyond cavil. As the

plan indicates, the administrative function is in-

corporated in this museum building.
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-2

Nature Study Museum, Nitrate Plant No. 2 Reservation,

Tennessee Valley Authority

Overlooking the Tennessee River, the paved ter-

race of this building offers a splendid view. The
stone is buff in color, pleasingly varied. It is laid

with a mechanical perfection that many will decry

in a building dedicated to Nature and located in a

natural area. It is regretted that authoritative ex-

planation of the "card room" and "kitchen" shown

on the plan cannot be offered. Possibly here is

clever experimental widening of appeal to the

public that will be more generally undertaken by

museums in the future.

TLOOa PLAN
S c, a-l e- 16 = l-o'
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-3

m

Museum, Blac\ Haw\ State Par\, Illinois

This museum was constructed to house an out-

standing collection of American Indian relics. Al-

though by no means expressive of such a collection

in its architectural characteristics, the building has

fine proportions and simple dignity. It can be

argued that an unstyled structural interpretation

such as this is to be preferred to a more obvious

gesture in the direction of the civilization por-

trayed by the contents of the building. Its location

near an urban area should go far to answer possible

criticism of the somewhat finished character of the

structure.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
5c &
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-4
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Trailside Museum, Norris Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Par1{

By its low horizontal lines this building grace- logs selected. The shingles of the roof have ade-

i'ully insinuates itself into environment. Well- quate thickness, but might have been laid with

scaled to a rough mountainous region, and interest- more informality and consequent closer harmony

ing by reason of irregularities of surface, are the with the bold log work and stone masonry.
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-5

$$;

Museum Building, Madison Junction,

Yellowstone National Parl(

Minor in size, but not in its contribution to park

architecture. The pitch of the roof and the tex-

ture of the selected logs conspire with the rakish

buttressing of the well-scaled rock work to deserve

unqualified acclaim.
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-6
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Fishing Bridge Museum, Yellowstone National ?ar\

This well-planned and well-lighted nature mu-
seum is a successful example of the employment of

principles important in the creating of buildings

suitable to natural areas—among these the value

of the freehand line, the avoidance of underscale,

the pleasing quality of the furrowed and knotted

log. The particular stone here used and its sweep-

ing batter from grade to its meeting with the wood

superstructure are agreeable details. On this page

are the plan and a general view; on the opposite

page a detail of exterior and an interior view show-

ing arrangement of the exhibits.
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-7

Terrace, Fishing Bridge Museum, Yellowstone National Parl{

nterior View, Fishing Bridge Museum, Yellowstone National Pa>\
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MUSEUMS • Plate N-8
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Trailside Museum, Bear Mountain State Par\, New Yor\

The contriving of this boulder masonry, perhaps of complementing the massive walls. This is om
because the structure is so low, does not have the of the earliest of the trailside nature museums th i

degree of apparent instability, so lamentable in have lately attained great popularity in natui t

most attempts. The roof covering falls far short parks in far flung locations.
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS

These points of open air assembly and seating

in parks range from the minor, represented

by the campfire circle, sometimes termed a lecture

circle or council ring, to the large and elaborate

in the form of outdoor theater or amphitheater.

The elementary expressions are to be found in

many parks, while the more extensive develop-

ments are apt to occur in large parks appealing to

more than local interest, or in metropolitan parks

where local or civic interest is well defined. The
locating of the intimate circle or ring is largely a

matter of proximity to use-demand, as represented

by a cabin or camp group, or other such point of

concentration within the park. A small plot pref-

erably generally level, but failing that, not too

rugged or precipitous, is the only topographic re-

quirement. The larger amphitheater, in its sev-

eral varying manifestations, should on the other

hand be located in a natural bowl wherever pos-

sible. Unless existing contours truly invite such

development, a remoulding of them to create a

natural effect is apt to require an amount of work
disproportionate to the gain. If anything short of

accomplishment of complete naturalness results

from a remoulding of topography in creation of

an amphitheater, the park area is burdened with

a disfiguring scar that should be rigidly avoided.

The minor campfire circle or ring is merely the

provision of seating around the community camp-
fire, where the evening hours may be passed with

song and story in the warmth of good comradeship
and the friendly fire. The campfire is the sole

physical essential of this foregathering place in the

open. It is often given a fixity of location by the

building of seats around it, particularly if con-

ditions of climate or insect life make sitting on
the ground unadvisable. Such seating may be
merely logs or some more sophisticated adaptation
of them, or again may be boulders or masonry con-

struction, where stone is the more abundant native

material. But there are no fixed principles, no
traditions to be pressed, beyond admonishing an

attention to the claims of the immediate natural

environment.

The principles applicable to the creation of

amphitheaters or outdoor theaters are numerous.

Probably paramount are the considerations of sight

lines and acoustics, here quite as important as for

the enclosed auditorium. Many will at first

thought regard acoustics as not of the problem,

but these should not fail to appreciate that hills

and mountains, water surfaces, woods and forests.

deflect and echo sound in accordance with their

own laws, no less than do man-made surroundings,

and call for just as much study and advance con-

sideration.

It is important that the stage be to the east or

north, so that the audience will not face the after-

noon sun. A distant view as background for the

stage platform is greatly to be desired, or better

still a picturesque cliff as at Pine Mountain, in

Kentucky. If these do not exist, a background

of trees should be sought. The amphitheater

should be encircled by trees, to screen it from view

and provide all possible shade for the audience,

and to act as barrier against the disturbing noises

of other park activities.

The outdoor stage is often merely a platform,

the distant view or a near-by stand of trees serving

as a backdrop. If these are lacking, or some re-

quired use of the stage demands it, an artificial

background of rustic construction, or of planting,

or a combination of the two is created. When the

showing of motion pictures is an activity, the ex-

tent of the structural background will be dictated

by the size of the picture screen. The screen should

be removable in winter, should be recessed for

some measure of protection, and supplemented

with dark canvas curtains to be drawn over it when

pictures are not being shown. Where dramatic

entertainment is to be offered, some provision of

dressing room space is necessary. The stage of

the amphitheater, being the focal point, must be

outstandingly representative of park character.
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS

No harshness or rigidity of line is to be tolerated

here and all the devices of skillful planting and

naturalizing of native rock are legitimate in crea-

tion of the desired effect.

The seating of the amphitheater in a park set-

ting is contrived of logs or of stone. It may be

said of lo? seating that it is the more comfortable

in use. but the adjusting of the long straight

lengths to the segmental arrangement of seats re-

sults in angles that are rigid and in a measure

inharmonious with the freehand lines of nature.

Although stone seating on the other hand offers

less physical comfort, it permits flowing and grace-

ful curves in the seating arrangement that please

the eye and complement the surroundings.

The cutting of large trees existent within t

limits of the seating of the amphitheater is to

avoided. It is better to interrupt the seating

accommodate the trees. The latter, if trimmed
the lower branches, will provide shade for t

audience with negligible obstruction to view of t

stage.

Usually a campfire is built in front of the sta

platform, or to one or both sides of it. Sometim
this must serve to illuminate the stage at night,

lieu of footlights or other lighting. Whether
not it must serve such purpose it links the prete

tious amphitheater with the simple campfire rii

from which it evolved and is the temporary hon

fire of the wanderer.

CAMPFIRE CIRCLE—SI'RAGUE CREEK CAMPGROUND
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

Here is simple provision of seating around a campfire that is devoid of all formality.

The plan has been judiciously accommodated to existing trees and topography. The seat-

ing capacity is approximately three hundred people.
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS • Plate 0-1
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS • Plate 0-2
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS • Plate 0-3
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS • Plate 0-4
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS • Plate 0-5
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CAMPFIRE CIRCLES and AMPHITHEATERS Plate 0-6
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BATHHOUSES and SWIMMING POOLS

Prior to embarking on a discussion of bath-

houses for the use of swimmers, it is well to

cite and dispose of another type of bathhouse nec-

essary in parks that offer camp sites and cabins as

recreational facilities. The bathhouse serving

camp ground and cabin colony is dedicated to bath-

ing as such and not as a misapplied synonym for

swimming. In essence it is the bathroom of the

camping community. It may be a single building

divided for the use of both sexes, or may consist

of two buildings. It is an essential feature where

facilities for bathing are not supplied with each

individual cabin or other unit of housing. With

such a bathhouse it is usual to incorporate laun-

dry trays and related equipment for the campers'

use. A drying yard in close proximity, screened

by location or planting, is then a necessity.

Much of the ensuing discussion of bathhouses

for swimmers is obviously and equally applicable

to bathhouses for campers.

The era of the casual bathhouse in facilitation

of swimming within publicly owned parks is pass-

ing. This more or less unsupervised building of

the past, now giving place to the controlled bath-

house, is within the memory of all of us. As we
dwell fondly on the summer holidays of youth, we
perhaps find it difficult to recall clearly that dingy,

ill-arranged, ill-maintained, and unhygienic struc-

ture. It was one of those pioneer structures in

recreation that, after worthy apprenticeship cher-

ished in memory, has since moved on to a more
orderly and complete fulfilment of function. To
cling to a nostalgic recall of the bathhouse of horse

and carryall days is as illogical in present day park

recreation as to insist upon that means of transpor-

tation, or bathing apparel of the same period.

Progress has overtaken the primitive bathhouse,

just as it has forced more positive and more com-

plex systems of sanitation within parks grown be-

yond the safe limits of that lack of sanitation toler-

able only in the little-patronized area. Beyond
doubt the ever-increasing use of public park facili-

ties by people of widely different social strata is

responsible for this trend, and its effects are bene-

ficial and many. Supervisory control of the bath-

house or bathing pavilion has brought with it

higher standards generally in all details of the

structure and its accessories.

It has been subjected to tests for efficiency and

hygiene and emerges very much in step with this

year of grace. Whether operated directly or as a

concession, a bathhouse in a public area should

be so efficiently arranged and constructed that the

greatest number of people are suitably accommo-

dated at the lowest possible capital cost. This

means, or should mean, the lowest possible charge

for use. Here is no place for unnecessary spacious-

ness, or luxury, or operating system that does not

fulfill this requirement. Here is no place for pri-

vate dressing booths only, claimable under one

rental for periods of many hours, and leading to

vastness of structure if the demand use is to be met.

Large and spacious buildings can only lead to an

exorbitant use-fee if the investment is to be served,

or to an inadequate financial return if the public

is to be served as it has the right to expect—at a

modest charge. A system that provides for a check-

ing of possessions, while a patron is not actually

occupying the dressing booth, multiplies the capac-

ity and at the same time curbs the size of the build-

ing, and should lead to subsequent scaling down,

theoretical at least, of the fee. The adoption of

such a system is therefore an obligatory demand

upon any park authority charged with determining

the operating method of a bathhouse on public

property, and not unaware of his responsibility.

Following demand for efficient conservation of

space, the old practice of issuing keys for private

dressing booths is replaced with open dressing

space, or with booths that are only claimable dur-

ing actual occupancy. Various arrangements for

the safe-keeping of the bather's possessions while

he is on the beach have developed. With the locker

system, the bather is issued a key to a small com-
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partment in which his effects may be locked up.

With the basket system, he is furnished a basket

or tray in which his possessions may be placed and

checked with the attendant. The Westchester

County Park Commission has given up the use of

bathhouse lockers in favor of basket checking, for

the reason that baskets can be sterilized more thor-

oughly and readily than lockers. This Commis-

sion prefers aluminum trays to wire baskets, be-

cause buttons and clothing are apt to catch and

tear in wire mesh. The number of lockers or

baskets provided should be nicely scaled to the

capacity of the available dressing space, with due

regard for whether the bathing is done in an arti-

ficial pool, where the time in the water is limited,

or in a large body of water, where the time ele-

ment is not a factor. For a given number of

people, fewer lockers need be provided in connec-

tion with a pool than with a larger swimming

beach where many of the bathers hold lockers or

baskets for several hours.

Dressing space may be arranged in any one of

several ways, or in combinations of these. For men
and boys, one general open dressing room with

benches and clothes racks is usual. Dressing

booths, each equipped with seat and clothes hooks,

either open front, curtained, or with doors, are

sometimes provided. There is however hardly

sufficient reason for providing these exclusively.

It seems more reasonable to provide a limited num-
ber of dressing booths for the older generation,

and a general dressing space for those younger

patrons bred in the gymnasium-equipped public

schools.

A general dressing space is less acceptable to

women. Booths with curtains or doors are prob-

ably preferred by them, and if not provided to the

exclusion of all open dressing space, should consti-

tute the greater proportion of the space available.

The younger woman of today, with her increasing

participation in sports, probably does not demand
the private booth as generally as her elders.

Showers are not only a desirable facility in all

bathhouses, but are absolutely essential, and desir-

able in greater numbers, whenever the swimming
is done in an artificial pool, and bathing with soap

before entering the pool is obligatory. Shower;

for men may be in one general open area. Foi

women they should be individual. It is illogica

in bathhouse planning to make provision foi

women to dress in privacy in booths, and at the

same time make necessary their traversing a public

aisle to and from the showers. It would seen

reasonable, if modesty is to be served, that it be

served consistently. In a proper proportion, some

few showers might well be provided in direct com
munication with groups of two or three booths, i:

available funds permit. Particularly is this true i:

the swimming is to be done in an artificial pool

with its compulsory preliminary bath.

Toilets should be conveniently and conspicu

ously placed where they must be passed on the

way to beach or pool.

If the swimming is in an artificial pool, a foot-

bath containing disinfectant to minimize the spread

of foot infections should be provided in the pass

age from the dressing room to the pool so that Its

use cannot be avoided.

An understanding of hygiene has brought othei

changes to the construction and operation of the

bathhouse. Almost always when swimming is ir

an artificial pool, bathers are required for sanitar)

reasons to use suits, caps and towels provided b)

the management. In connection with some swim

ming pools in metropolitan park areas, a physical

examination is compulsory before entrance to the

pool is permitted. This is a common-sense pre-

cautionary measure for any heavily used facility

The value of sunlight and ventilation is latel)

more fully understood. One bathhouse dressing

room arrangement that reflects in maximum this

enlightenment is roofed only over the booths and

toilets, leaving the aisles and any general dressing

space open to the sky. What is more logical than

this casting off of the frayed tradition that dressing

space must be entirely sheltered? When the

weather is too cold for dressing in semi-shelter ii

is likewise too cold for outdoor swimming.

Almost without exception a charge is made foi

the use of the bathhouse. The income is applied

to operation and maintenance. The attendants

station or room, where fees are collected, where
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suits, towels, baskets or keys are issued to patrons,

and possessions are cheeked, should be adroitly

and compactly laid out in relation to entrance and

lobby passages to men's and women's dressing

rooms, so that supervision is complete and uncom-

plicated.

All the foregoing is by way of outlining the

essentials of the basic modern bathhouse in a park.

There are supplementary appurtenances that are

often desirable but not exactly requisite, such as

lavatories, drinking fountains, bathing suit wring-

ers, hair driers, public telephones. There are de-

pendencies, the incorporation of which will be de-

termined by the operating policy or the funds

available, such as office, rest rooms, first aid room,

and life guards' retiring and locker room. If suits

and towels are rented, unless the laundering is

done off the premises, a laundry and drying room
are necessary. There are unrelated features that

policy, expediency, economic and other consider-

ations may make it reasonable to incorporate, and

which forthwith transform the bathhouse into a

pavilion, community or combination structure.

Police or employees' retiring and locker rooms, em-

ployees' living quarters, winter storage space, con-

cessions for the sale of food, drink, candy, tobacco,

and toys, and for the rental of beach gear, with all

the necessary dependencies of these, may make the

bathhouse a large and complex structure.

Those persons not bathing but wishing admis-

sion to the shore are often required to pay a nomi-

nal fee for this privilege if the beach area is lim-

ited and can be enclosed. This regulates crowd-

ing, and a turnstile entrance with change booth

nearby is the usual and business-like means of con-

trol. Park regulations against taking food onto the

beach and against persons in bathing suits leaving

the immediate beach area, may be most easily en-

forced at the turnstile. Many parks see fit to pro-

hibit the changing of clothes in automobiles or

places other than the bathhouse provided for this

purpose.

To back-track from these features sometimes aux-

iliary to bathhouses to a concluding consideration

of the bathhouse proper, it cannot be too forcefully

urged that in the choosing of materials and equip-

ment entering into such a structure, the readi-

ness with which these can be maintained in whole

and clean condition should be carefully weighed.

Just as for park toilets, the standard of maintenance

is geared to the durability and cleanability of the

materials used. Maintenance funds are too often

insufficient, but a wise choice of materials can off-

set this lack within a reasonable limit. Failure to

maintain suitably bathhouse and toilet facilities is

a fair and proper target for complaint by a public

that will be apathetic to equivalent lack of main-

tenance in the case of almost every other park fa-

cility.

Although the heading couples bathhouses and

swimming pools it is not intended to limit the con-

sideration of bathhouses to those in conjunction

with swimming pools only. Nor is it attempted

to treat in detail the swimming pool as a park struc-

ture. The swimming pool is strictly an engineer-

ing problem, so complex as to warrant thorough

and detailed treatment if gone into at all. Our
present interest in the swimming pool is entirely

concerned with its place in the public park and

its relationship to the bathhouse that serves it.

It is so touched on in the plates and illustrations

that follow. It is assumed that desired information

bearing on the construction principles and details

of swimming pools, being elsewhere available, will

be elsewhere sought.

If the swimming is done in a large body of

water, a float for bathers is often a practical require-

ment. This facility is a level platform carried on

pontoons and anchored where the water is of suit-

able depth. It is regularly equipped with diving

board and sometimes with seats for the bathers.

It is an especially practical feature where the water

level is not constant, and where there is real ad-

vantage in the offered possibility of mooring at

different locations.

The diagrams and illustrations of specific suc-

cessful examples which follow, seek to convey typ-

ical groupings and relationships of the several

component parts of the bathhouse and swimming-

pool as public park structures.
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Bathhouse, Westmoreland State Parf{, Virginia

Modest in size and in materials employed, this

bathhouse has many excellent features. The plan

permits one man control of both bathhouse and
adjoined concession. The sight lines are well baf-

fled. The provisions of individual booths in the

FLOOPL PLAN
O oa.1 e^ l-O"

women's section and open dressing space in the

men's section are very reasonable. If it were sought

to adapt the building to use with a swimming pool,

the plan offers possibility of turnstile control and

foot-bath with only minor revisions.
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Bathhouse and Swimming Fool, Brown County State Var\, Indiana
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Bathhouse and Shelter, Crowley's Ridge State Par{, Arkansas

Bath he use and Shelter, Crowley's Ridge State Par{, Arkansas
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Bath-house and Shelter, Petit Jean State Par\, Arkansas

Apology for the presence in a natural park of a

structure so appealing as this need not be profuse,

[t is possible that this building, as here presented,

is a triumph that the designer must share with the

photographer. If aesthetic shortcomings are pres-

ent the quality of the photographs blinds us to

hem. Here are found complete harmony with sur-

oundings and a primitive informality that is an

mviable accomplishment. The steep slope makes
)oth shelter with concession space above, and bath-

louse facilities beneath, directly accessible from

frade levels. On the facing page are shown the

)lans.
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Bath House, McCormicJ^s Cree\, Indiana
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This bath house serving an artificial pool is

highly practical in arrangement. One attendant

centrally located can wait on both men and women
( ustomers, who, upon payment of the fee, enter the

fenced-in pool area by one-way turnstiles, then re-

enter the dressing rooms. Booths serve the women,

open dressing space the men. The absence of di

infecting foot bath between dressing rooms an

pool will properly be questioned. The archite

tural feeling of the building is agreeable, althoug

rather more finished than is usual in natural par

areas.
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t-joathouses which do not incorporate other

jL) park facilities are the exception rather than

the rule. Structural facilities providing for boat-

ing and bathing are so often housed under one

roof, resulting in a combination building desig-

nated a water front building, that it might have

been quite as reasonable to institute one such clas-

sification in lieu of the two actually used. Some-

times linked with the boathouse, is a shelter, ef-

fecting increased usefulness to the boating public.

In no other park building is the foundation of

such importance as in the boathouse. It can be

only as long-lived as its substructure, and the haz-

ards of high water and swift current, and the threat

from ice in northerly climates, should be appraised

and guarded against in construction. Here econ-

omy in construction is by no means to be consid-

ered a virtue below the high water level.

The boathouse proper implies space allocation

for the storage of boats, for their painting and re-

pair, and lockers for motors, oars, paddles and other

boating gear, as well as the effects of the boaters

while they are on the water. Inclusion of lounge,

office space, and shower and toilet rooms depends

largely upon the elaborateness of conception of the

boathouse, its size, or its remoteness from such

facilities elsewhere provided in the park.

In instances where the boathouse is built on a

lake or river of widely fluctuating water level, due
to tide or flood conditions, it must be built out

from the shore line to accommodate the low

water stage. In such cases an approach runway
out from the shore line at high water is essential.

Some form of landing or dock is usually auxil-

iary to the boathouse. This may extend out to

deep water to permit the mooring of larger craft,

or merely to reach beyond the shore line at low

water. Again, the landing may be more useful

as a platform paralleling the boathouse on the

water front side. Especially is this desirable

where canoes must be pulled out of the water and
berthed under cover when not in use. Where the

water stage is variable within limitations such a

dock or incline is often hinged to the boathouse

structure and its outer edge permitted to float, so

that the inclination varies with the rise and fall

of the water level. Too wide a variation in water

level will naturally preclude the use of such a land-

ing. Another provision to meet the exigencies of a

changing water level is a stepped landing. Rollers

are especially useful in connection with an incline,

which when steep and drenched with water, offers

uncertain footing to those straining to haul a heavy

boat ashore.

In instances of broad shallow beaches and vary-

ing shore line, a floating dock for mooring boats

may be the best solution. Such a facility may or

may not incorporate slips for small craft. Floated

by means of logs, kegs, or other buoyage, it is con-

nected with the shore by a runway. There is the

advantage of mobility, for such a pier can be

shifted about as conditions may require. Secure

anchorage is vital to a landing of this type.

It is highly desirable to remove canoes from the

water when not in actual use, and to store them in-

doors. It is usual to provide racks three tiers high

for this purpose. The equivalent of barn doors on

the water side of the boathouse gives the fullest

possible opening to the platform or incline. The
moving of canoes in and out with a minimum of

damage to them is made possible by such an ar-

rangement. Rowboats, other than delicate racing

shells, are customarily kept in the water during

their season of use and are berthed under shelter

only out of season. Slips for each rowboat are, of

course, the ideal provision.

The floors of the boathouse proper and of docks,

runways and inclines in connection should be of

woods that do not deteriorate rapidly when sub-

jected to alternate drenching and drying out in the

sun. Ample natural ventilation, and floor boards

spaced well apart, will facilitate drying out and

check the tendency to rot out quickly, so omni-

present in water front construction.
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Boat Landing, McKinley Woods, Coo\ County Forest Preserve, Illinois

This water gateway is here pictured at a disad- interrupt the blank expanse of rigid stone work,

vantage, due to its state of incompletion. The log Time and flood should do their part to break in

seats indicated in plan when added will agreeably this newcomer to the rough ways of the water front.
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Boathouse, Woodlands ha\e, Westchester County, New Yor\

In the spirit of the restaurant concession at this above. Boat storage is provided at the water leve

park, shown elsewhere, and connected with it by and both open and sheltered lookout space at th<

the covered passage to the left in the illustration level above.
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Boathonse, Tecumseh La\e State Par\, Oklahoma

Roofed-over storage for boats, concession with

open dining room, and observatory reached by a

picturesque outside stairway, combine to produce

a building of most agreeable form. The broad,

stone-paved terrace on the lake side bordered by

stone wall seems very much a part of the structure

itself.
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Boathouse and Shelter, Perry Lake Metropolitan Park, Oklahoma

Boathouse and Shelter, Perry Lake Metropolitan Park, Oklahoma
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Boathouse, Caddo La\e State Var\, Texas
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This boathouse of log construction, on a lake

subject to Hood stages, meets this condition by the

provision of a runway to the high water shore line.

Opposite this, a landing pier is extended to meet
the condition of low water. Both enclosed storage

and merely roofed shelter for boats are furnished.

The building is well suited to its wooded location.

Masking of the piling by a curtain wall of vertical

poles or slabs to well below the low water level

gives substantial appearance to the substructure.
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COMFORT STATIONS and PRIVIES

A park planner of long experience in the field

j[\ of State Park work, Mr. Paul V. Brown, writes,

"Toilets are the most important structures built in

a natural park. If we were to provide only safe

water and proper toilets, we would accomplish the

essentials of development of these areas. Those

who will not lead the field in proper sanitation

should get out of it and allow those who are not

ashamed to be proud of their toilet buildings to

take over."

In general usage any distinction between "com-

fort station" and "privy" may be merely one of

gentility of phrase. Within this discussion, and

perhaps more generally distinguishing than is as-

sumed, "comfort station" applies to flush toilet fa-

cilities and "privy" to non-flush toilet facilities.

While the plates which follow illustrate both

comfort stations and privies, it is elected to discuss

herein and but briefly the former and more mod-

ern facility, which, because of the higher standard

of sanitation maintaining, is the type recommended
for adoption in parks wherever possible. An ear-

lier publication of the National Park Service, "Priv-

ies and Comfort Stations" covers in great detail the

construction and maintenance of privies, and is an

available source of complete information for those

who are concerned with the more primitive types

of toilets.

In the comfort station we have another facility

that should not be taken seriously as a landscape or

architectural feature until every demand of sanita-

tion and practical need has been properly met.

Economy in fulfilment of these requirements makes

absurd any indulgence of a too impetuous urge to

dress up the structure. The comfort station that

is not a part of a building housing other park facili-

ties is very properly so subordinated by location

that there is no reason for embellishing the struc-

ture to a studiously park-like character. The pref-

erable and usually more effective alternative is to

screen both building and approach to it by plant-

ing and through careful choice of site. The com-

fort station is often incorporated in a park build-

ing that combines other park needs. Linked up
with a shelter or concession building, or as part of

a multiple-use building designated as administra-

tion, it is forced to a certain elaborateness of dress

that, as a half hidden separate entity, it does not

require.

The paramount practical need of proper sanita-

tion implies first of all thorough knowledge of, and
strict compliance with, all laws, ordinances and
other regulatory provisions of governing and juris-

dictional agencies. Beyond these are other consid-

erations which may not be disregarded. If the

comfort station is located where freezing tempera-

tures prevail during the winter months, and if dur-

ing that season it is not to be heated, there must

be provision for ready and complete drainage of

water from all piping and fixtures. The impor-

tance of smooth and impervious materials for

floors, walls, partitions and other such interior sur-

faces should not be minimized. Funds tend to be

scant enough for the cleaning and maintenance of

readily cleaned and durable materials, and are cer-

tainly hopelessly less than adequate for the up-

keep of materials without such merits. Ease of

cleaning will determine the degree of cleanliness

that will prevail over the long run. In conse-

quence, any conscious effort at rusticity in suiting

the exterior of the comfort station to park environ-

ment, should be just as consciously forsworn on

the interior. Equipment and materials conform-

ing to present day standards of sanitation should be

adopted for all details.

When comfort stations are a part of buildings

housing several facilities, it is generally desirable

that direct outside entrance to them be provided in

addition to any inside communication. Some park

patrons may feel reluctant to make use of toilets

that require approach through what may not be

conspicuously enough a public space, such as a res-

taurant concession which might imply availability

only to patrons of the concession. If intended lor
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free use by the general public there should be no

confusing of the fact of accessibility.

In the case of the comfort station there is obvious

saving in cost to result from grouping men's and

women's toilet rooms under one roof. When the

facilities are of the privy type, separate structures

for the sexes can be built at but little greater cost,

and this is recommended. Privies are apt to be less

soundly constructed than comfort stations. There-

fore, greater distance between the men's and the

women's toilets is desirable.

When comfort stations or privies serve both sexes

under one roof, the arrangement of the separate

entrances so that each section is suitably remote

from the other is important. If on opposite sides

of the building, the maximum in desirable separa-

tion of the approaches of course results. The ap-

proaches and entrances should be clearly marked.

A substantial soundproof partition should com-

pletely separate the two toilet rooms. Unless vesti-

bule and properly swinging door break the sight

lines into the toilet rooms, an effective exterior

sight barrier in the nature of a wall, trellis, or stock-

ade must be provided to screen the entrance

opening.

Toilet buildings, whether comfort stations or

privies, must be well lighted and ventilated, and

properly protected from the weather. Windows
should be placed above the eye line for privacy.

When not so placed, and obscure window glass is

resorted to instead, the windows can often be

opened in summer only with sacrifice of privacy,

or remain closed at a sacrifice of ventilation. Win-

dows should so operate that it is possible to equi

them with insect screens on the outside. A moi

practical toilet room window is hinged at the bo

torn to open inward with chain fastening, whic

gives some measure of protection against rain, win

and snow, while providing continuous ventilatio

and opportunity for a screen on the outside. I

milder climates, and elsewhere when winter use

not intended, there is a current tendency to mak
use of louvres rather than windows. These give

desirable maximum of ventilation, and may also b

screened as effectively as windows against insect

However, unless louvred openings are very gene:

ously provided the rooms are apt to be insufl

ciently lighted. Because ample light and ventik

tion are prerequisites of a clean and well-mail

tained room and go far to curb abuse by the us in

public, an abundance of window or louvred are

is to be sought.

Doors to toilet rooms should always be self-clo:

ing, by the employment of a high-quality dooi

closer if possible, or failing this, a less costly bu

positive substitute device. If window or othe

openings are screened, door openings should c

course be fitted with screen doors. The ventilatio

in summer will be greatly helped. All screenin

in equipment of toilet rooms must be at least fotu

teen wires to the inch, and preferably finer. Whil

galvanized or black enameled wire cloth is sati:

factory for the more temporary buildings, bronz

or copper employed for permanent structures wil

by their longer life, more than offset the greate

initial cost.
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COMFORT STATIONS and PRIVIES • Plate R-9

24 '-O

Comfort Station, Logan Pass, Glacier National Par\

Here is a comfort station of considerable size, the

exterior treatment of which is no less than very

highly distinguished in its appropriateness to site.

The degree of this accomplishment is hardly ex-

ceeded by any other subject herein illustrated.

The bold masonry of heroic scale, projecting pole

beams and rafters, and the skillful blending with

the rugged terrain are important contributions to

this completely satisfying structure.
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Comfort Station and Bathhouse, Bastrop State Par\,

Texas

Well-related architecturally to the stone cabin

group it serves, this building houses toilet and bath

facilities. The low-pitched roof of rugged texture,

the heavy verge boards and the studiously un-

studied rock masonry delight the critical eye. The
window guards of stone, not too meticulously laid,

give privacy, yet because of the great number of

windows, light and ventilation are still provided

in proper degree. The entrance doors to men's

and women's sections are screened well by the in-

formal rock walls, and the approaches are properly

distant from each other.
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Latrine, Hillcrest Park, Durango, Colorado

On this page are shown three variations of the

latrine detailed on the opposite page. The basic

theme is typical of recent park construction in the

Southwest and Rocky Mountain States. This ex-

ample appears ideally appropriate to its setting,

and offers for our admiration heavy masonry, sub-

stantial roof framing and a roof covering of char-

acter.

Latrine, Caddo Lake State Par\, Texas

With the same good features apparent in the

building above, this Texas model varies the pat-

tern by presenting masonry that, while doubtless

bonded by mortar in the inner reaches, certainly

gives the impression of a dry wall. The prominent

shadows resulting from the deeply recessed joints

pleasantly accentuate the rocklike character of the

masonry.

Latrine, Mohawk ?ar\, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Reminiscent of preceding examples, this variant

strays farther from type by incorporating log con-

struction above the well-buttressed rockwork base.

All materials employed are especially well scaled

to each other and to the size of the structure itself.

The bars or louvres at the window openings,

formed by dressing off the log construction, invite

attention.
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CABINS
.NVV .yx .VX ///. ///. >ty-

/fMONG BUILDINGS THAT HAVE COME tO be re-

j[\. garded as on occasion justified within our

present conception of a natural park, the cabin

alone has the favorable advantage of long familiar-

ity to us in woodland and meadow. So accustomed

have we become to the survivals of frontier cabins

that clot the countryside that we have grown to

look upon them as almost indigenous to a natural

setting. Of all park structures, those cabins which

echo the pioneer theme in their outward appear-

ance, whether constructed of logs, shakes or native

stone, tend to jar us least with any feeling that they

are unwelcome. The fact that park cabins are usu-

ally erected in colonies or groups—which frontier

cabins as a rule were not—destroys the feeling of

almost complete fitness that is produced by a single

primitive cabin. The further fact that the true

cost of such structures is usually much higher than

their purpose or the prospective income from them

would justify imposes upon the designer the neces-

sity of availing himself of cheaper and more easily

handled materials, and of using them the best way

he can. Hence these groups are something of a

dissonance in parks, acceptable only when their

obtrusiveness is minimized insofar as possible.

When occupied, the cabin becomes in effect pri-

vate property, serving an infinitesimal portion of

the park-using public. In consequence, if the

cabin on public lands is to justify itself it is essen-

tial that it at least pay its way during its lifetime,

and that charges for its use should bear a logical

relationship to its true cost. Any evaluation of

that cost which fails to assign a reasonable value to

materials acquired on the site or to all labor, how-

ever compensated, would be faulty.

A tendency frequently observed in connection

with cabin groups is to spread the effects of their

presence over a needlessly large area, on the as-

sumption that the occupants of each are entitled to

complete seclusion. In groups composed of the

simplest cabin types this either compels a multi-

plication of toilet installations or renders the use

of central facilities so difficult that the cabin occu-

pant, particularly after dark, will frequently not

go to the required trouble, with consequent devel-

opment of unpleasant and unsanitary conditions.

It also compels establishment of additional water

outlets—one more item of cost.

Even in the case of cabin groups equipped with

toilets and with running water, wide separation

means added road construction to make them ac-

cessible and greatly increased costs of water dis-

tribution and sewage disposal. After all it seems

fair to assume that where cabins are erected in

parks, their purpose is to facilitate enjoyment of

the park itself and that complete seclusion during

the hours when they are occupied is not the su-

premely important goal it is so frequently assumed

to be.

Often overlooked, but certainly the primary ob-

jective in providing cabins in public parks, should

be adjustment of cost and facilities to the income

range of the using public. There ought to be just

as sincere effort to make habitable vacation shelter

available to the patron of very limited means as

there now exists an enthusiasm to supply the more
ample facilities which the higher income brackets

can afford and demand. Reasonable assumption

of a range of rentals suggests the logic of three basic

types of vacation cabins. A large proportion may
well provide accommodations for five persons as the

average American family group.

The simplest type of cabin, the "Student" or

"Tourist" class (to initiate the figure of the passen-

ger liner), must seek to bring the required mini-

mum of space need in shelter within a most rigid

limitation of cost, which must bear an arithmetical

relation to the very limited rent the humble park

user can afford to pay. This problem will tax the

ingenuity of the ablest designer capable and desir-

ous of producing a nice relationship between tradi-

tional charm and reasoned practicability. Of neces-

sity such a cabin must be a very simple affair, af-

fording merely the most compact of sleeping ac-
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commodations and small living space. In many

localities an open or screened porch will be de-

sirable or necessary. But required economy will

compel the omission of toilet and bathing facilities,

and even fireplace and kitchen that is more than

mere cabinet, alcove or closet, from this simplest

type of cabin. Group toilet and bathing facilities,

and provision of very limited and compact kitchen

equipment will naturally reduce the cabin unit

cost, as compared with that of cabin groups in

which toilet, bathing and more complete cooking

facilities are integral parts of each cabin. A pos-

sible alternative for the very modest kitchen al-

lowable within the simplest cabin is an outdoor

camp stove, preferably with sheltering roof. If

strategically located the camp stove may be a mul-

tiple unit and the kitchen shelter thus made to

serve several cabins. Such is the prospectus for

recreational or vacational cabin housing within the

normal budget range of the great majority, and

possible then, it should be borne in mind, for brief

periods only and by dint of the most careful econ-

omy on the part of the family unit.

A narrowing field of potential users results when

more ample space and added facilities, naturally

accompanied by mounting costs and proportion-

ately higher rental charges, are offered in "Second

Cabin Class." Cabins of this type contain two

rooms and a kitchenette. Both rooms should pro-

vide for sleeping. The kitchenette will tend to be

something more than the simpler cabin type pro-

vides. A fireplace is an allowable feature, since the

larger cabin will probably have a longer season of

use. In the absence of a central recreation build-

ing as a gathering place, the cabin unit is forced to

a greater self-sufficiency. Toilet and bath facilities

within this class of cabin, while certainly to be de-

sired, are hardly to be encouraged, in the face of

the cost of these accessories.

The distinguishing features of cabins of the next

group, the "First Cabin Class," are toilet and bath

facilities, along with perhaps added spaciousness

and greater privacy in sleeping quarters. Arbi-

trary pronouncement of limitations in space and

facilities for these cabins is considered beyond the

province of this general discussion.

When examples of the "First Cabin Class" give

hint of elaboration to the point of becoming

"Cabins de Luxe" or "Royal Suites" their appro-

priateness within natural parks will be challenged

by many and defended by a few. Certainly such

cabins are only justifiable if the vacancy ratio is

negligible.

At the lack of spread in cabin facilities and

rentals observable in many parks, just criticism can

be leveled. It would seem not only to be better

park planning, but better business planning, to

have accommodations to offer over a wide price

range and bearing some logical ratio to the wide

income range that prevails among park patrons. It

might be pointed out as an abuse of democratic

principles if the benefits of park areas are with-

drawn from availability to the many to the selfish

enjoyment of the few. An abundant provision of

cabins such as only the few can afford, and a blind,

or calloused, disregard of the budget limits of the

vast majority, are not social arithmetic.

It is not argued that the several "classes" of cab-

ins must rub elbows in the park area as a condition

of serving with equality the patrons of different

social or financial strata. On the contrary, this is

something to be rigidly avoided in layout. There

is less emphasis on social differences and therefore

less dissatisfaction for all concerned in a discreet

grouping of cabins of each type somewhat to them-

selves.

While many cabins have been built as a single

room large enough to provide sleeping accommo-

dations for an average family, it is desirable even

in such simple cabins to afford dressing space

privacy by means of partitions, or curtains on poles,

around one or more of the bed locations. Further-

more, the potential tenants are not always a family

group, and failure to provide some measure of

privacy results in a narrowing down of the tenant

field.

Among space-saving possibilities to be carefully

weighed by cabin designers with praiseworthy urge

to provide the utmost for the cabin dollar, a wide

opening between the enclosed living space and the

screened porch is to be especially recommended.

Such an opening about eight feet wide, and fram-
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ing three- or fourfold, or sliding, doors, by throw-

ing together the limited space allotments of living

space and porch, makes for a spaciousness much de-

sired on occasion.

Something on the subject of chimneys cries to

be heard, and since chimneys have no separate en-

tity in these discussions, their case must be pre-

sented and pressed by cabins, as "next friend."

In the "what-not" or "mission" period of the dis-

credited past, some individualist seems to have

been possessed of a grim determination and an hyp-

notic ability to implant his school of debased

thought in chimneys for log cabins through the

length and breadth of the land. It must have been

the life-long fixation of one crusading apostle.

Nothing else will account for such far-flung and

ardent faith in the sole and supreme appropriate-

ness of boulder masonry for this purpose. The un-

fortunate circumstance is further aggravated by a

quaint conviction that the less structural in ap-

pearance, the less evident the bonding mortar, and

the less apparent any reliance on physical laws for

stability, the happier and more creditable the ac-

complishment. Need it be more than pointed out

that from time immemorial good stonework has

ialways been that stonework which appears incapa-

ble of toppling even if all mortar were to be magi-

cally removed? It is highly possible that recur-

rently through history there have been revolution-

ary viewpoints determined to go counter to what

probably seemed at the moment just trite and old-

fashioned in masonry technique. This is mere

speculation, of course, because somehow the evi-

dence of such revolutionary experimentation, ex-

cept that of the cited sponsor of "peanut brittle" or

"grape cluster" chimney techniques for log cabins,

has not survived the ravages of time to our day. It

is indeed regrettable that this non-survival went

unnoted by the most recent proponent, whose dis-

ciples, over the years, might have been spared many
chimney replacements which, if not necessitated by

actual collapse, then certainly blasted to ruin by

the trumpets of good taste. As from time to time

these reconstructions must be made, it is hoped that

the reconstructors will appraise the chimney sur-

vivals of the American pioneer, and if they are led

to offend with globular masonry no more often than

did he, a weird ghost will have been laid.

When the timber resources of the American

frontier seemed limitless, it was usual to lay the

starting logs of a cabin directly on the ground,

without supporting stone foundations. When after

a time the logs in contact with the earth had rotted

to a point where the cabin commenced to list and

sag, another cabin was built and the earlier one

abandoned. This, it seems, in the economy of the

frontier, was more reasonable than to have pro-

vided a foundation under the earlier cabin. Re-

gardless of the pious respect a log cabin builder

of the present must have for the traditions of the

past, the changed economy of our day demands that

his cabin be preserved against deterioration by the

use of masonry or concrete supporting walls or

posts that extend well above grade.
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Cabin, Willard Broo\ State Forest, Massachusetts

This example succeeds in capturing the spirit

of the early log cabin in greater degree than most

present day log structures, due to simplicity of line

and to unmannered directness. Although it is

comparatively small in size, its equipment of double

deck bunks will accommodate a maximum of eight

occupants. The chimney has satisfying masonry

and good silhouette and the log work pleasing va-

riety of size. The superimposing of a shed roof of

a porch upon the main cabin roof is always an awk-

ward solution, but here has a certain picturesque-

ness.
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Cabin, Westmoreland State Par\, Virginia

Almost idyllic in spirit and setting, this vacation

cabin can also claim a plan conveniently arranged

to accommodate four persons, without either waste

or painful economy of space. The quality of the

log work, the texture of the shingled roof, are com-

mended to attention as important factors in the

favorable reaction this cabin inspires.

7 . 9 '

I
8^5"

FLOOR PLAN
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Cabin, Doathat State Par\, Virginia

A fine example of vacation cabin, content to fol-

low externally the simple log prototypes of the

Frontier Era without apparent aspiration to be

bigger and better and gaudier. Inside it slyly in-

corporates a modern bathroom just to prove that it

is not the venerable relic it appears. The squared

logs with hewn surfaces and the simple fenestration

contribute greatly to the look of authenticity.

There is threat of accelerated deterioration in

every log structure in which the spacing of the

logs requires such wide chinking.

FLOOJi PLAN
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Cabin, Staunton River State Par\, Virginia

The exterior treatment of this cabin is typical

of a number of park cabin groups in the Old Do-

minion—walls of wide boards and squared battens,

rough-sawed siding in the gables, and steep roofs.

Assuming from the plan that sleeping accommoda-

tions in the living room are possible, the "bedding-

down" capacity of the cabin is doubtless greater

than the one bedroom would indicate.
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One Room Cabin, Itasca State Pai\, Minnesota

Only the sworn statement of one who is well in-

formed, to the effect that this cabin was built from

wind-falls and not cut timber, permits conserva-

tionists to show this cabin here. Almost humorous

in its scale, it is far from that as a reminder of

magnificent forests all but extinct. As a relic of

the days when trees were trees, this cabin can in-

spire us to firm resolution to permit them to be

so again in the long term future. Somewhere be-

tween the scale of this log work and the spindling

scale of the majority of present day log structures

is the happy and satisfying medium that is too in-

frequently seen. The random informality of the

axe-hewn log ends contributes greatly to the naive

charm of this little building.
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Cabins, Valley of Fire Stale Par\, Nevada

These overnight cabins are built of rock in the of doors. There are diverse fireplaces for cool

native structural tradition. The limited space al- evenings and restricted windows against daytime

lotment suggests that much time is spent out heat to meet climatic conditions of the locality.
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CABINS • Plate S-12

Cabins, Cumberland Falls State Par\, Kentucky

Opposite are shown plans typical of cabins devel-

oped in this park. There is hint of spaciousness in

some of these that, while not undesirable, is per-

haps not essential for over-night or brief vacation

occupancy, nor so much in demand as more com-

pact and therefore less expensive accommodation.

Above are shown a type C cabin (left) and a type A
(right). To the right of this caption is pictured a

type D cabin.
$&[sSfe
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Cabins, Bastrop State Far\, Texas

Plans of three of the cabins bnilt at this park are

shown on the opposite page. Surrounding this

caption are exterior and interior views. Low and

sprawling, the structures seem appropriate to the

character of the region in which they occur. Be-

cause some of the cabins have been built from re-

versed plans for added variety, the illustrations

shown are not always readily assignable to the plans

presented.
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Restorations of Frontier Cabins, New Salem State Far\,

Illinois

In the growth and development of our natural

park areas, the educational, recreational and inter-

est values of the past, except in scattered instances,

have been neglected. New Salem State Park, Illi-

nois, wherein is reconstructed the vanished frontier

village in which Lincoln wooed Ann Rutledge, is

a notable exception. Above on this page are shown

loff structures restored, reconstructed, and rebuilt

as units of this praiseworthy undertaking. These

accurately portray the methods and manners of a

century ago as no other medium could. An early

log cabin or mill existing within park boundaries

is a feature to be safeguarded and preserved.

Restorations of Frontier Cabins, Spring Mill State Par\,

Indiana

Indiana's Spring Mill State Park exists for a dou-

ble purpose—the preservation of natural beauty

and of a backwoods village that grew up around a

stone mill. By intelligent and painstaking research

and effort the mill and dependencies have been re-

stored to operating condition, and many of the log

buildings that once comprised the village live

again. Below on this page are shown two of these

cabin restorations. Spring Mill is one of the high

spots in park development, stressing as it does an

objective too infrequently pursued. The well-con-

sidered restoration of an ancient mill, iron furnace

or tavern is a legitimate project in a park.
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t j- ere is a park building that often, and with

/ _£ propriety, can recall in its externals the typ-

ical pioneer homestead of a locality. In its essen-

tials, the custodian's dwelling, more than any other

park structure, is closely similar to the pioneer

cabin. This fact makes possible recall of tradi-

tional lines and colloquialisms without too evident

struggle, which cannot always be said of adapta-

tions in which the old forms and the modern re-

quirements are not so well related.

Thus we may appropriately house the custodian

and other park attendants in characteristic frontier

log and stone structures, over a wide area geo-

graphically, subject to regional variations. Over

less-extended areas Spanish, Pueblo, the several

manifestations of the Colonial, and other tradi-

tional expressions, born of historic background,

local materials, and climatic considerations, will be

the precedent for the residential structures within

a park.

The design of the usual custodian's dwelling,

not combined with other needs, is simply the prob-

lem of the small, rural dwelling, with a stressing

of the importance of fitness to environment. So

with living quarters provided for the naturalist,

ranger or other personnel of a large park, where

the requirement is the accommodation of a family

unit. In the instance of the isolated park of con-

siderable area, the problem sometimes varies or

expands to embrace barracks or dormitory housing

for groups of unmarried employees.

Sometimes, for purposes of control, economy or

other reason, living quarters for custodian, conces-

sionaire, and other personnel are combined with

other park needs in structures, such as recreation

or administration buildings, food concession, en-

trance gates and checking stations. In a park of

limited size this is a logical development in avoid-

ance of small, independent buildings ruinously

crowding the area.

Comfortable, well-maintained living quarters in

which the park custodian and his family, or other

attendants housed, can take personal pride, will un-

doubtedly find reflection in the attitude of each

employee toward maintenance of the public area.

It is but natural that patched-up, ramshackle liv-

ing quarters will influence unfavorably the stand-

ards of general park operation.

Since the quarters provided actually supplement

the salary paid to custodian or other attendant, it

seems desirable and logical that quarters and salary

be reasonably scaled to each other. Neither com-

modious residence in lieu of decent salary, nor sub-

stantial salary in lieu of decent living quarters is

a satisfactory alternative for living quarters and

salary in an appropriate relationship. If this re-

lationship were more carefully considered gener-

ally a frequent cause of dissatisfaction on the part

of personnel could be eliminated.

The typical custodian's residence is a five-room

house, efficiently and compactly planned, with con-

sideration given to climatic conditions, the comfort

of the occupants, the traditions of the locality, and

the budgetary limitations of both park and occu-

pant. Its location is worthy of careful study. This

should be convenient to those points which de-

mand the closest supervision by the custodian or

other attendant, yet should not obtrusively invade

areas of intensive use by the public. An attend-

ant's residence too convenient to an entrance point

tends to put the employee and members of his fam-

ily "on call" twenty-four hours a day. This is

neither fair to them nor to the best interests of the

park, and is happily avoided only if the chosen site

offers a reasonable amount of privacy during the

hours off duty.
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Superintendent's House, Cumberland Falls State Par\, Kentucky

Simple in design, well arranged, and employing placed vertically, succeeds rather better than other

inexpensive materials, here is an adequate custo- economical wood constructions in appearing har-

dian's dwelling. Siding of wide boards and battens, monious with a wooded setting.
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Custodian's Cabin, Staunton River State ?ar\, Virginia

The dwelling here shown is compact and well

arranged and has been contrived to appear not in-

appropriate in a park setting through the apt em-
ployment of inexpensive materials. The lines of

the building suggest a style that is typical of a num-
ber of Virginia cabin groups.
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Custodian's Cabin, Douthat State Par\, Virginia

Here is proof that a log structure can be varied closer joints between logs and a less pronounced

and exciting without breaking with tradition. A terrace line, but he would be a stickler indeed in

stickler for perfection might wish for a shaggier roof , the face of such high merit in other essentials.
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Superintendent's Residence, Mesa Verde National Par\

Definitely regional by reason of the technique of

its masonry, the projecting vigas, and the shifting

parapet levels surmounting flat roofs, this example

is rather larger than most of the dwellings shown

herein for the accommodation of the family of park

custodian or superintendent. The building seems

particularly well suited to site and to region. The
several corner fireplaces are in the spirit of the

architectural prototypes of the American Southwest.
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Custodian's House, Boyle State ?ar\, Arkansas

Although not specifically warned in the moral exist at the time. We may forego coveting, but arc

code against coveting a custodian's house among not to be denied admiring, this excellent plan and

those worldly holdings that might incite envy, it the fine use of the materials that so satisfactorily

was surely because such an example as this did not clothe it.
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SERVICE BUILDINGS and UTILITIES

That facility least contacted by the using pub-

lic, the maintenance building in parks, needs

to make least effort in gesture to its environment,

if it is properly located. Generally speaking, its

location is off the track beaten by park patrons, and

is an isolated and well-obscured one, where this

stepchild among park structures need not suffer

unfavorable comparison with necessarily more self-

conscious and better groomed neighbors. This is

not to say that it need not be conveniently located.

Inconspicuous convenience is the qualification.

If such a site is not available, then the service build-

ing must go in for protective coloration, and per-

haps to a greater degree than other buildings be-

cause it is so completely nonrecreational and with-

out the saving grace of very apparent direct bene-

fit to the public itself. Its reason for being is so

little sensed by the unanalytical public mind that

its presence is more than likely to be subconsciously

resented.

The typical service or facilitating buildings

within parks provide for the housing of trucks,

equipment, implements and supplies necessary to

park maintenance. They are sometimes referred

to as maintenance, utility or equipment buildings.

Often provision must be made for the stabling of

work horses, or of one or more saddle horses used

by caretaker, ranger or others of the park person-

nel in their duties. This leads to need for space

in which to store wagons and feed. Repair shop,

carpenter and paint shop, and winter storage space

for park furniture are among space requirements

not unusual to parks of any considerable size.

These and countless other service space needs crop

up so progressively during park development that

the service building seems always to be in process

of change, or in crying need of it. Indeed it is

foolhardy to look upon the most carefully consid-

ered and planned initial structure as the fixed

ultimate for a service building or group. It may
serve perfectly the need of the moment. But there

is nothing within parks more legitimately subject

to change than service and facilitating needs dur-

ing development, and few parks are recorded as

having finally passed that stage. The very choice

of site for the service center should be predicated

upon expansion possibilities beyond all reasonable

limits foreseen at the start, and the wise technician

will clearly see and cannily plan the initial struc-

ture as an extensible building, or as one unit with

which others can be joined or grouped.

Probably the happiest and most forehanded

visualization of the ultimate service group is a

square service courtyard surrounded by all the

facilitating structures. If, at the starting gong, the

required buildings utilize but one, or at most two,

sides of the eventual courtyard, the planner need

not feel regretful concern for its incompleteness.

Time will correct that, and speedily. His concern

might more profitably be for how the threat of

future additions will be met after structures have

raced their way to enclose all sides of the court-

yard. He may almost find that to maintain any

opening for access to the service court is his real

problem.

The chief advantage of the "hollow square"

plan for a service group is the confinement of main-

tenance activities and paraphernalia to an area that

becomes ultimately screened from public view as

the expanding structures proceed to enclose it.

Cavernous openings for entrance of trucks and

equipment, factory-like windows so necessary for

ample lighting of work spaces, all the inharmoni-

ous and unparklike can be made to open on the

court, while the walls exposed to public view need

not shout stridently the maintenance activities

within. This results in an opportunity to limit

"eye appeal" construction to the exposed outer

walls, and to resort to strictly practicable and ser-

viceable construction within the court. The en-

closure serves also to accommodate and screen from

view any equipment which need not be kept under

roof. It masks the loading and unloading of sup-

plies, the arrival and departure of work crews.
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SERVICE BUILDINGS and UTILITIES

The park patron is fended off from wandering into

the activities of the maintenance base with which

his recreational use is not properly involved, and

limits are created to prevent a loose overflow of

maintenance facilities into areas that the public

should be privileged to claim for its own. Con-

fined to their own fixed precinct, hemmed in and

obscured by their own requirements of structure,

the activities and facilities which have to do with

i he mechanics of development and maintenance

need not constitute a disfigurement of a preserve of

Nature.

Certain facilities in parks can almost be termed

utilities. The supply of safe drinking water and

sanitary toilets, already cited as "first things" in the

development of a natural area, are of this nature.

Also in this category and hardly second in impor-

tance is the need for the disposal of garbage and

rubbish for the maintenance of healthful and

sightly conditions. As surely as drinking water

must be provided and kept uncontaminated and

sewage disposal provided and kept uncontami-

nating, so must garbage and rubbish disposal be

positive and complete. The undertaking may not

be haphazard. The incinerator is the structural

medium, but it is not automatic and depends en-

tirely on the human equation for its effectiveness.

Tending of the incinerator, and all the preliminary

routine of garbage and rubbish collection, must be

regular and diligent.

The incinerator can be one of innumerable

forms. Important are the considerations of ample

capacity, the employment of heat resisting mate-

rials, and both the draining of accumulated waste

prior to burning and provision of abundant draft

to insure maximum combustion. Desirable are

overhead shelter for the attendant operating the

incinerator and convenient method of charging.

It is regrettable if the flue must be tall and un-

sightly, but it is more regrettable if, in attempting

to overcome this, the draft is reduced beyond the

desirable maximum and unnecessary smoke and

stench are the result.

Incinerators should be located conveniently near

to the intensively used areas, yet must be decently

retired so that their nuisance quality is minimized.

Prevailing air currents should be studied before the

site is determined. Tree growth and other natural

screening from view are only advantageous if they

do not also become obstructions to draft.

It might be said in short that incinerators, serv-

ice structures, and all such other phases of park

operation which by their nature are capable of

functioning without direct contact with the public,

function best if kept out of its sight and out of its

path.
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Maintenance and Equipment Building, Levi ]ac\son-

Wilderness Road State Parf^, Kentucky

Decorously unpretentious, this substantial and

well-arranged building supplies housing and repair

shop for park automotive equipment. Location in

a wooded tract has shielded it from any temptation

to glorify with sports clothing a building that looks

so well in clean overalls. The masonry of the

chimney is well done, the roof texture adequate.

FIRST FLOOR. PLAN
O oaJe- 16* "

l -O "
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Equipment and Maintenance Building, Scenic State

Par\, Minnesota

A mere facilitating building glorified by the ex-

cellent log work almost invariably found in Min-

nesota. When all structures in parks exemplify

the sturdy forthrightness of this example, many

existing buildings will have been replaced.

FLOOR PLAN
Oca.1 & 16 '
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Storage Building, Scenic State Par\, Minnesota

Obviously close kin to the equipment and

maintenance building of this same park through

the family trait of excellent log construction. The
projecting logs at the corners keep within allow-

able limits of rakishness and enliven the general

effect. The ridge capped with a pole should be

noted. Ice, wood and tools are stored in the build-

ing. The ice storage room is lined with insulating

material.
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Service Building, Pilot Knob State Par\, Iowa

Exhibiting a degree of structural permanence

seldom found in maintenance and equipment

buildings in parks. By no means a fault—unless its

site is injudiciously selected. Second thoughts on

suitable locations for buildings facilitating main-

tenance are not unheard of. The end garage stall

has the appearance of being a later addition. If

the pattern of the past forecasts the future, this is

the first of a probable succession of extensions in

provision of necessary service space.

>Sc.aJ <0 16 = \'-0*
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PLAN ELEVATION

Grad

I nc< iteratorfor — fa3< :-tropol i tan Park. — North Dalcofa

Th« riZ'ce most e-lerwerjtary torn-? oitorn-? or irtcirje-rator is this f

>.te-d

type- |b 13

5 IDE ELEVATION
Scale T""

- l-O"

">oa merely picmc firepface or exaooerate-d sue-. Ik? capacity
it. more restricted thar? kheexo-rrj pi es> which follow.

~

I

:-fce/ fotirjd&ti

ncinerator — lauph&rmooh falls otaie. -Parh- — New York^

I he- femsis is lowered ir?to this circular i reel werator from the le-

vel of track-or waoon, approach for which is supplied by the con-

crete pavement to the left ot the emit. 1 his desi£r; is sigbtly ir?

->P-'2'Il!>Z 1 appearance ar?d provides laro/e capacity.

SECT! ON -A Scale +--,^ ELEVATION
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Incinerator — obaron Woods

in size-, and alAAonu mental m size- and almost so i n its character, is

tbis> utilitarian i noi'nc-r.ator. It is feci directly from re-fuse.

collection trades wbicb rc&ob tbe cbcvrcnnc^door by means

f elevated eartb ramp. TT20 capacity of tbis cbirot e-levate

r?

o

ayed facility and the oi?& be-low are-atly exceed those

f tbe- previously sbown exarnples. J-f^Concrete foofmO/s

SECTION-A AND B - 'ELEVATION
Ocale- 8 ' *

I

; 0"

JLxact dimensions deter-

mined by size and type/

or Incinerator to be used.

(i/ement fasb

;ine.rator — ^Audubon IVl emorial otate Parle — IC-entucb^
Tb< ju nb >f u navoidable soar tbin r?0 c|-jim ney is co

sx,
nsidc

ably softened by tbe rooted structure at its base whicb bouses
tbe incinerator itself and provides -sbel ter for' attendant oper=

atina ib. | be- cbaro'ino' or tbe unit is from tbe front wall, not
oVeVbead ope-nino" as i>? tbe Tk,e- wi re screenjpemrjo" as if? tr?e example abovev

spark arrestersH;bat eauip botb units are- a very necessary
provision?. ' SECTION- A- AND B •- ELEVATION
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